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JOURNAL
OP

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 6T.—July, 1837 -

I .—An Examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals. By the Hon'ble

George Turnour, Esq, of the Ceylon Civil Service.

At a period when there is a concurrence of evidence, adduced from

various quarters, all tending to establish the historical authenticity

of that portion of the Buddhistical annals which is subsequent to the

advent of Sa'kya, or Gotamo Buddho, an attempt to fix the date at

which, and to ascertain the parties by whom, some of the most im-

portant of those annals were compiled, cannot be considered ill-timed

;

and in reference to the character of the notices that have recently

appeared in the Bengal Asiatic Journal, I would wish to believe that

discussions in its pages, having for their object the establishment of

those points, would not be deemed out of place.

As far as our information extends at present, supported by an obvi-

ous probability arising out of the sacred character, and the design of

those works, which renders the inference almost a matter of certainty,

the most valuable and authentic, as well as the most ancient, Buddhis-

tical records extant are those which may be termed the Buddhisti-

cal scriptures and their ancient commentaries, called, respectively, in

the Pdli or Mdghada language, the Pitakattayan and the Attha-

katha'.

To Mr. Hodgson, the resident in Nepal, the merit is due of hav-

ing brought into notice, and under direct European cognizance, the

Sanskrit and Tibetan versions of these voluminous works. To this

important service he has superadded further claims on the gratitude

of the literary world, by the publication of various essays, illustrative

of the scope and tendency of the creed, of which Sa'kya was the au-
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thor—and those annals the recorded repositories. Fortunately for the

interests of oriental research, at that particular juncture, the Asiatic

Society received the assistance of Mr. Csoma Korosi in analyzing

the Tibetan version also of those works
; whose labors being of a more

analytic and less speculative character, (although exerted in the exa-

mination of the Tibetan which appears to be translated from the

Sanskrit version) are better adapted than those of Mr. Hodgson to

aid the prosecution of the particular description of investigation to

which I am about to apply myself.

In the recently published 20th Volume of the Asiatic Researches is

contained Mr. Csoma Korosi’s analysis of the first portion of the

Ka'h-gyur, which is readily recognized, and indeed is admitted to be,

the Tibetan name for the Pitakattayan ; from which analysis I

extract his introductory remarks, as they are explanatory of the

character of that compilation collectively, while the analysis itself is

confined to the Dulvd portion of the Ka'h-gyur.

“ The great compilation of the Tibetan Sacred Books, in one hundred volumes,

is styled Ka-gyur or vulgarly Kan-gyur, b*afl-hpy«r) i. e.
4 trans-

lation of commandment,’ on account of their being translated from the San-

skrit, or from the ancient Indian language rgya gar &kad), by which

may be understood the Prdcrita or dialect of Magadha, the principal seat of the

Buddhist faith in India at the period.

“ These books contain the doctrine of Sha'kya, a Buddha, who is supposed by
the generality of Tibetau authors to have lived about one thousand years before

the beginning of the Christian era. They were compiled at three different times,

in three different places, in ancient India. First, immediately after the death of

Sha'kya, afterwards in the time of Asoka a celebrated king, whose residence

was at Pitalipuh a, one hundred and ten years after the decease of Sha'kya.
And lastly, in the time of Kani'ska, a king in the north of India, upwards of
four hundred years from Sha'kya

; when his followers had separated them-
selves into eighteen sects, under four principal divisions, of which the names both
Sanskrit and Tibetan, are recorded*.

“The first compilers were three individuals of his (Sh a kya’s) principal
disciples. ‘ Upa'm',’ (in Tib. ‘ Nye'-va’r-Akhor,’) compiled the 1 Vinaga
Sutram,' (Tib. Dul-vido ;)

• Ananda’ (Tib. ‘ Kuu-rfGA'vo,’) the ‘ Suhantah,'
(Tib. the Do class;) and ‘ Ka sii yapa,’ (Tib. 4 Hot-srung,’) the 4 Prgjnyd-
pdramitd,’ (Tib. SAer-cA'Ain.) These several works were imported into Tibet, uud
trauslaled there between the seventh and thirteenth centuries of our era, but
mostly in the ninth. The edition of the Kd-gyur in the Asiatic Society’s pos-
session appears to have been punted with the very wooden types that urc men-
tioned as having been prepared in 1731 or the last century

; and which are still iu
continual use, at Sn&r-PAang

, a large building or monastery, not far from Tes/ii.

Vtno-po bkra-i/iit.Uun-po).

See p. 2.> in the life of Sha'kya, in the Kh-gyur collection.
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“ The Ka-gyur collection comprises the seven following great divisions, which

are in fact distinct works.

I. Dulva QS'Ji'H, (Sans. Vinaya) or, * Discipline,’ in 13 volumes.

II. Sher-ch'hin (Sans. Prajnyiramiti) or, ‘ Transcendental wis-

dom,’ in 21 volumes.

III. P’ hal-ch'hen (Sans. Buddha-vata sanga) or, ‘ Bauddha com-

munity,’ in (i volumes.

IV. D ,kon-tlks
}

(Sans. Ratnakuta) or, * Gems heaped up,’

in 6 vols.

V. Do-di (Sans. Sutranta
)

‘ Aphorisms,’ or Tracts, in 30 vols.

VI. Nydng-das (Sans. Niitdna)
‘ Deliverance from pain,' in

2 vols.

VII. Gyut (Sans. Tantra) ‘ Mystical Doctrine, Charms,’ in 22 vols.

forming altogether exactly one hundred volumes.

“ The whole Ka-gyur collection is very frequently alluded to under the name,
-» \/ .

De-not-turn 'n Sanskrit Tripitakdh, the ‘ free vessels or repo-

sitories,’ comprehending under this appellation. 1st. The Dulvtj. 2nd. The

Do, with the P' hal-ch'hen, Kon-siks, Nyang-das and the Gyut. 3rd. The Sher-

ch'hin, with all its divisions or abridgments. This triple division is expressed

by these names: 1. Dulvd, (Sans. Vinaya.) 2. Do, (Sans. Sktra.) 3. Ch'hos-

r.on-pa (Sans. Abhidharmah.) This last is expressed in Tibe-
>./ V \y

tan also by Non-pa-dsot by Yum and by Mamo Af'£/.

It is the common or vulgar opinion that the Buka is a cure against cupidity or

lust, the Do, agaiust iracundy or passion
;
and the Ch'hos-non-pa, against igno-

rance.”

Enough of identity, I conceive, is demonstrated in this preparatory

extract to remove all doubt as to the Tibetan version (whether trans-

lated from the Sanskrit or “ the Prdcrit, the dialect of Magudha),”

and the PdU or Mdghadha version extant in Ceylon being one and

the same compilation; designed to illustrate, as well the same sacred

history in all its details, as the same religious creed ; whatever slight

discrepancies may be found to exist between the two in minor points.

Beyond the suggestion of this identity, certifying at the same time

that the Pitukattayan and the Atthakathd extant in Ceylon are com-

posed in the Pali language, and that they are identical with the Pali

versions of these works in the Burmese empire, it is not my intention

to advance a single assertion
; or to reason on the assumption that

any one point required to be established has been already either

proved or admitted to be such elsewhere. On the evidences and

authorities I have to adduce, the decision will be allowed to rest, as

to whether the Ceylon Pali version of the Pitakallayan be, what it

purports to be, the one first authenticated in the year Sa’kta died,

3 t 2
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(B. C. 543 ;) and as to whether the Auhakathi, also represented

to have been first propounded on the same occasion, and ultimately

(after various other anthentications) recompiled in this island in the

P<f/flanguage, by Buddhaghoso, between A. D. 410, and A. D. 432,

were composed under the circumstances, and at the epochs, severally,

alleged. The importance however of satisfactorily establishing these

questions, I wish neither to disguise nor underrate. For on the extent

of their authenticity must necessarily depend the degree of reliance

to be placed as to the correctness of the mass of historical matter

those compilations are found to contain. Although the contempora-

neous narrative of historical events furnished in the Atthukatha are

comprised between the years B. C. 543 and B. C. 307, (specimens

of which, extracted from a Tiki, I have been able to adduce in the

introduction to the Mahiiwanso) those notices are occasionally accom-

panied by references to anterior occurrences, which in the absence of

other data for the illustration of the ancient history of India, ac-

quire an adventitious value far exceeding their intrinsic merits.

I had contemplated the idea at one period of attempting the ana-

lysis of the entire Pitakattayan, aided in the undertaking by the

able assistance afforded to me by the Buddhist priests, who are my
constant coadjutors in my Pdli researches ; but I soon found that,

independently of my undertaking a task for the efficient performance

of which I did not possess sufficient leisure, no analysis would suc-

cessfully develope the contents of that work, unless accompanied by

annotations and explanations of a magnitude utterly inadmissible in

any periodical. The only other form in which, short of a translation

in extenso, that compilation could be faithfully illustrated, would have

been a compendium, wThich however has been already most ably

executed by a learned Buddhist priest, and as ably translated into

English, by the best Singhalese scholar in this island, Mr. Armour*.

Under these circumstances, the course I purpose pursuing is merely

to array the evidence on which the claim of these sacred works to

authenticity is based—to show the extent and the subdivisions of the

authentic version of the Pitakattayan,—to define tbe dates at which

the three great convocations were held in India— as well as the date

at which the Pitakattayan and the Atthakalhd were first reduced to

writing in Ceylon,—and lastly, to fix the epoch at which the present

version of the Puli Atthakathd was completed by Buddhaghoso in this

island. When these points, together with certain intermediate links

• We regrot wo have not yet found space for the insertion of Mr. Armour's
sketch, which will bo found in the Ceylon Almanac for 1835 .—Ed.
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have been examined, I shall proceed then, by extracts from, and com-

ments on, both the Pitakattayan and the Atthakatha to illustrate those

portions of these works which are purely of an historical character,

commencing with the genealogy of the kings of India. The ensuing

extracts will show that Mr. Armour’s translated essay on Buddhism,

as derived from the Wisuddhimuggo, a compendium formed by Bud-

dhaghoso himself, presents an abstract of the doctrinal and metaphy-

sical parts of that creed, which, as being the work of that last great

commentator on the Buddhistical Scriptures, acquires an authority and

authenticity, which no compendium, exclusively formed by any orien-

talist of a different faith, and more modern times, can have any claim to.

Before I proceed to my extracts a few preliminary remarks are neces-

sary for the adaptation of dates to the events described.

The Buddhistical era is dated from the day of Sakya’s death, which

having occurred on the full moon of the month of We'sdkho, 2,480

years ago, the epoch, therefore, falls to the full moon of that month

in B. C. 543.

In that year, the first convocation was held at Rdjagoha (the

modern Rajmahal*), then the capital of the Mdgadha monarch Ajata-

satto, in the eighth year of his reign.

The second convocation was held a century afterwards in B. C.

443, at Wesali (the modern Allahabad) then the capital of the Mdga-

dha monarch Kala'soko, and in the tenth year of his reign.

The third convocation was held 134 years after the second one,

in B. C. 309 at Pdtilipura (the ancient Palibothra, and modern Patna),

then the capital of the Indian empire, in the 17th year of the reign of

Asoko or Dhamma'soko.

At the first of these convocations the orthodox version of the Pita-

kattayan was defined and authenticated, as will be seen by the ensu-

ing quotations, with a degree of precision which fixed even the number

of syllables of which it should consist. The commentaries made
or delivered on that occasion, acquired the designation of the At-

thakathd.

At the second and third convocations certain schismatic proceed-

ings among the Buddhistical priesthood were suppressed, and the above

authentic version of the Pitakattayan was rehearsed and reaffirmed on

each occasion ; and additional Atthakathd were delivered, narrative

of the history of Buddhism for the periods that had preceded each of

those two convocations.

* This is the usual supposition but, Rdjagriha of Befiar is undoubtedly the

right place.—

E

d.
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It is maintained, and the Buddhists in Ceylon implicitly believe, that

the whole of the Pitakattayan and Atthakathd were preserved through

this long line of the disciples of Sakya exclusively by memorial

inspiration, without the aid of inscribed record.

In B. C. 306 Mahindo, the son of emperor Dhammasoko also re-

cognized to be one of those inspired disciples, visited Ceylon, and

established Buddhism in it.

The particulars of this interesting historical event will be found in

the Mahdwanso. In this place I shall only observe that the Pitakat-

tayan in Pali, and the Atthakathd in Singhalese are represented to

have been orally promulgated by Mahindo, and orally perpetuated by

the priesthood he founded in Ceylon, till the reign of the Ceylonese

monarch Wattaganini, who reigned from B. C. 104 to B. C. 76;

when they are stated to have been recorded in books for the first

time. The event is thus mentioned in the thirty-third chapter of the

Mahdwanso. I give the Pdli passage also, to show, how utterly im-

possible it is to make it approximate to any rendering, which would

admit of the only construction which a reasonable person would wish

to place on it, viz. : that these sacred records were then for the first

time not recorded, but rendered accessible to the uninitiated.

Pitakattayapdlincha
,
tassd Atthakalhancha tan,

Mukhapdthira ine.iur pul/be bhikkhu mahamati,

Hanih diswara Satt&nan tadi bhikkhu sambgaia,

Chiratthittathan dhammassa potthakesu likhupayun.

The profoundly wise (inspired) priests had theretofore orally perpetuated the

text of the Pitakattayan and their Atthakathd. At this period, these priests,

foreseeing the perdition of the people (from the perversions of the true doctrines)

assembled
;
and in order that religion might endure for ages, recorded the same

in books.

In this form (that is to say, the Pitakattayan in Pdli, and At-

thakathd in Singhalese), the Buddhistical scriptures were preserved in

Ceylon till the reign of the Ceylonese monarch Maiia'namo, between

A.JD. 410 and 432, when Buddiiaghoso of Magadha visited Ceylon,

revised the Atthakathd and translated them into Pdli. This is an

occurrence, as I have noticed above, of considerable importance to

the questions under consideration. I am told that in his revised

Atthakathd will be found notices explanatory of his personal his-

tory. I have not yet come upon those passages, and even if I had

met with them, I should prefer the evidence of a third party to an

autobiography, especially when I can quote from such an historian as

the author of the Mahdwanso, who flourished between the years A. D.

459 and A. D. 477, being at the most fifty years only after the visit
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of BuddHaghoso to Ceylon. The following extract is from the 37th

chapter.

“ A brahman youth, born in the neighbourhood of the great bo-tree (in Afaga-

dha), accomplished in the ‘ tvijja' and 1 sippa who had achieved the knowledge

of the three teedos, and possessed great aptitude in attaining acquirements ; in-

defatigable- as a schismatic disputant, and himself a schismatic wanderer over

Jambudipo, established himself, in the character of a disputant, in a certain

wiharo, and was in the habit of rehearsing, by night and by day, with clasped

hands, a discourse which he had learned, perfect in all its component parts, and

sustained throughout in the same lofty strain. A certain Mahdthiro, named

Rewato, becoming acquainted with him there, and saying (to himself), ‘ This

individual is a person of profound knowledge ; it will be worthy (of me) to

convert him,’ inquired, ‘ who is this who is braying like an ass ?’ (The brahman)

replied to him, ‘Thou canst define, then, the meaning conveyed in the braying of

asses.’ On (the th4ro) rejoining, ‘ I can define it ;’ he (the brahman) exhibit-

ed the extent of the knowledge he possessed. (The th£ro) criticised each of his

propositions, and pointed out in what respect they were fallacious. He who had

been thus refuted, said, * Well then, descend to thy own creed and he pro-

pounded to him a passage from the ‘ Abhidhammo ’ (of the Pitakattayan). He
(the brahman) could not divine the signification of that (passage) ; and inquired,

‘ whose manto is this ?’ ‘ It is Buddho’s manto.' On his exclaiming ‘ Impart

it to me ;’ (the thtiro) replied, ‘ enter the sacerdotal order.’ He who was

desirous of acquiring the knowledge of the Pitakattayan, subsequently coming

to this conviction : ‘ This is the sole road (to salvation) ;’ became a convert to

that faith. As he was as profound in his (ghoso) eloquence as Buddho himself,

they conferred on him the appellation of Buddhoghoso (the voice of Buddho) ;

and throughout the world he became as renowned as Buddho. Having there

(in Jambudipo) composed an original work called ‘ Nanodagan he at the

same time wrote the chapter called ‘ Atthasdlini,’ on the Dhammasangini (one

of the commentaries on the Abhidhammo).
“ Rewato the'ro then observing that he was desirous of undertaking the com-

pilation of a ‘ Parittatthakathan' (a general commentary on the Pitakattayan)

thus addressed him : ‘ The text alone (of the Pitakattayan) has been pre-

served in this land : the Atthakatha are not extant here ; nor is there any

version to be found of the 11 wadd" (schisms) complete. The Singhalese Attha-

kathd are genuine. They were composed in the Singhalese language by the in-

spired and profoundly wise Mahindo
; the discourses of Buddho, authenticated

at the three convocations, and the dissertations and arguments of Sa'riputto and

others having been previously consulted (by him) ;
and they are extant among

the Singhalese. Repairing thither, and studying the same, translate (them) ac-

cording to the rules of the grammar of the Magadhas. It will be an act condu-

cive to the welfare of the whole world.’

“ Having been thus advised, this eminently wise personage, rejoicing thereat,

departed from thence, and visited this island, in the reign of this monarch
(Maha'na'mo). On reaching the Mahdwihdro (at Anurddhapura) he entered the

Mahdpadhano hall, the most splendid of the apartments in the wihdro, and lis-

tened to the Singhalese Atthakatha, and the Thirawdda, from beginning to
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the end, propounded by the three Sanghapdli

;

and became thoroughly convinced

that they conveyed the true meaning of the doctrines of the lord of Dhammo.

Thereupon, paying reverential respect to the priesthood, he thus petitioned : * I

am desirous of translating the Atthakathd ; give me access to all your books.’

The priesthood, for the purpose of testing his qualifications, gave only two gatha,

saying :
‘ hence prove thy qualification ; having satisfied ourselves on this point,

we will then let thee have all the books.’ From these (taking these gatha for his

text, and consulting the Pitakattayan together with the Atthakathd., and con-

densing them into an abridged form), he composed the compendium called the

Wisuddhimaggo. Thereupon having assembled the priesthood who had acquired

a thorough knowledge of the doctrines of Buddho, at the bo-tree, he commenced

to read out (the work he had composed). The diwatas, in order that they might

make his Buddhaghoso’s gifts of wisdom celebrated among men, rendered that

book invisible. lie, however, for a second and third time recomposed it. When
he was in the act of producing his book for the third time, for the purpose of pro-

pounding it, the diwatas restored the other two copies also. The (assembled)

priests then read out the three books simultaneously. In those three versions,

neither in a verse, in a signification, nor in a single misplacement by

transpositions
; nay, even in the thlro controversies, and in the text (of the

Pitakattayan) was there in the measure of verse, or in the letter of a word,

the slightest variation. Therefore the priesthood rejoicing, again and again

fervently shouted forth, saying, ‘ most assuredly this is Mf.tteyyo (Buddho)

himself and made over to him the books in which the Pitakattayan

were recorded, together with their Atthakathd. Taking up his residence in

the secluded Ganthakaro wiharo, at Anurddhapura, he translated, according to

the grammatical rules of the Mdgadhi, which is the root of all languages, the

whole of the Singhalese Atthakathd (into Pdli). This proved an achievement

of the utmost consequence to all the languages spoken by the human race.

“ All the theros and dchdriyas held this compilation in the same estimation as

the text (of the Pitakattaydn). Thereafter, the objects of his mission having

been fulfilled, he returned to Jamhudipo, to worship at the bo-tree (at Uruweliya-

in Magadha)."

The foregoing remarks, sustained by the ensuing translation of the

account of the first convocation, show that the following descre-

pancies exist between the Tibetan version of the Kdh-gyur and the

Pdli version of the Pitakattayan extant in Ceylon.

lstly, in making the age in which Sa'kya lived about one thousand

years before the Christian era, instead of its being comprised between

B. C. 588 and 543.

2ndly, in the omission of the second convocation.

3rdly, in placing the third convocation, which was held in the

reign of Asoko, in the 110th instead of the 234th year after the

death of Sa'kya.

4thly, in stating that the next and last revision of the Pitakattayan

took place only five hundred, instead of nearly a thousand, years
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after the death of Sa'kya. In this instance, however, from the

absence of names, there is no means of ascertaining whether the revi-

sion in question, applies to that of Buddhaohoso, or to that of any

other individual. From the date assigned, as well as mention being

made of Kaniska, the author of that revision, may possibly be Na'-

ga'fjuna, the Na'gase'no of Pali annals, whose history I have touched

upon in a former article. The foregoing extract from the Mahdwanso

does certainly state that Buddhaohoso returned to India, and that

the Atthakathd were not extant then, at the time he departed to

Ceylon, but I have no where met with any intimation of the propaga-

tion of his version in India ;
while in the “ Essai sur le Pdli par

Messrs. Burnouf et Lassen,” it is shown that Buddhaohoso did

visit the eastern peninsula, taking his compilation with him.

5thly, in the Tibetan version of the Kdh-gyur consisting of one

hundred volumes*, while the Pdli version of the Pitakuttayun does

not exceed 4,500 leaves, which would constitute seven or eight vo-

lumes of ordinary size (though bound up in Ceylon in various forms

for convenience of reference), the subdivisions of which are hereafter

given. This difference of bulk would be readily accounted for, if

Mr. Korosi had explained whether the accounts of the Convoca-

tions he gives were found in the text of the Kdh-gyur which he was

analyzing, or in a separate commentary. If they were found in the

text, it necessarily follows that the commentaries (which alone could

contain an account of Convocations held subsequent to the death of

Sa'kya) must have become blended with the entire version of the

Tibetan text, in the same manner that the “ Jatakan” division of the

Pdli version in Ceylon, has become blended with the Atthakatha

appertaining to it. By this blending together of the text and the

commentary of the Jdtakan, that section has been swelled into three

books of nine hundred leaves, instead of constituting the fourth part

of one book, comprised in perhaps about one hundred leaves.

I have not yet obtained any accurate table of the contents of the

whole series of Buddhaghoso’s Atthakathd. They are very volumi-

nous, as may be readily imagined, when it is considered that they fur-

nish both a commentary and a glossary for the entire Pitakattayan.

The Atthakathd on the whole of the Winayopitako is called the

Samantapdsudikd. It commences with an account of the three con-

vocations. For the Sattapitako there is a separate Atthakathd

* These volumes contain much less than might be thought by those who had

not seen them, being printed in a very large type.—

E

d.
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for each section of it. The Atthakutkd on the Dxghanikdyo is

called “ Sumangala Wilasini." It opens with a description of the

first convocation only, and then refers to the above mentioned

Samantapasddikd, for an account of the other two convocations. As

the Sumangala Wilasini, however, gives the most detailed account

of the first convocation, I have selected it for translation, in pre-

ference to the description given in the Samantupusddikd, to which I

must have recourse for the accounts of the second and third con-

vocations. This circumstance will explain why an occasional refer-

ence is made in the ensuing translation, to a previous account of the

FIRST CONVOCATION.

The histories of the other two convocations which I reserve for a

future communication, are less detailed, but embody more data of an

historical character.

Translation of Buddhaghoso’s Althakathd, called the Sumangala Wildsini, of

the Dighanikdyo of the Suttapitako.

I adore Sugato*, the compassionating and enduring spirit
;
the light of wis-

dom that dispelled the darkness of ignorance—the teacher of men as well as

dhvos, the victor over subjection to transmigration 1

I adore that pure and supreme " Dhammo," which Buddho himself realized,

by having attained Buddkobood ; and by having achieved a thorough knowledge

thereof 1

I bow down in adoration to those well-belovedf sons (disciples) of Scgato,

who overcame the dominion of Miro (death) and attained the condition of

arahnf,—the consummation of the eight sanctifications 1

Thus, if there be any merit, in this act of adoration, rendered by me, in sin-

cerity of faith, to the RatanattayanJ,—by that merit, may I eschew all the

perils (which beset my undertaking).

1 (proceed now to) propound, as well as for the edification of the righteous, as

for the perpetuation of Dhammo, an exposition of the supreme Dighagamo (Dig.

hanikayo), which is embellished with the most detailed of the Suttani, compre-

hensive in signification, thoroughly illustrated by Buddho and his disciples, and

sustaining faith, by the power of virtue ;
and for tiie purpose of developing that

exposition (of the Dighanikayo)

,

availing myself of the Atthakathb which

was in the first instance authenticated by the five hundred Arahantd at the

(first) convocation, and subsequently at the succeeding convocations, and

which were thereafter, by the sanctified M ah in do, brought to Sihala, and for

the benefit of the inhabitants of Sihala§, transposed into the Sihala language,

from thence I translate the S'i7ia/a|| version into the delightful (classical) lan-

guage, according to the rules of that (the Pill) language, which is free from all

imperfections ;—omitting only the frequent repetitions of the same explanations,

* From su and goto (“ deity of) felicitous advent,” an appellation of Buddho.

+ Literally, “ bosom-reared.”

I The three treasures, viz. Buddho, Dhammo and Sangho,

i Ceylon.
||

Singhalese.
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but at the same time without rejecting the tenets of the tli^rog resident at the

Mahawiharo* (at Anuridhapura) who were like unto luminaries to the gene-

ration of th£ros, and the most accomplished discriminators (of the true

doctrines).

The (nature of the) Sitakatha, Dhutadhammi, Kammattbanini, together

with all the Chariyiwidhini, Jhanini, the whole scope of the Samipatti, the

whole of Abbinniyo, the exposition of the PanuA, the Khandi, the Dhitu, the

A'yatanini, Indriyini, the four Aryini-sachchini, the PachchayikirA, the pure

and comprehensive Arayi and the indispensable Maggi and Wipbassanabbawana

— all these having, on a former occasion, been most perspicuously set forth by

me, in the Wmidhimaggo, 1 shall not therefore in this place, examine into them

in detail. The said Wisudhimaggo being referred to in the course of the four

A'gamti (Nikiyi will afford, as occasion may require, the information sought.

Such being the plan adopted, do ye therefore (my readers), consulting also

that work (the Wisudhimaggo), at the same time with these Attbakathd,

acquire the knowledge of the import developed of the Dlghigamo.

The contents of the Dlgh&gamo are, of the Waggo (class) three— namely, the

Silawagyo, the Mahiwaggo and the Pitikawaggo, consisting of thirty-four Sut-

tini of which (
Digfiigamo

)
the Silakkhandho is the first Waggo and of the

Suttini (of that Waggo) the Brahmajdlan is the first Suttan.

Concerning the Brihmajitan :—
Its commencement (“Ewamrne sutan”). “ It was so heard by me” is the

Nidinan (explanation) afforded by the venerable-f A'nando on the occasion of

the FIRST GREAT CONVOCATION (PaTHAMa' MaHA' SANGl'Tl').

Why was this first great convocation (held ?)

In order that the Nidinan of the Winayapitako, the merits of which are con-

veyed in the Pill (Tanti) language (might be illustrated). On this occasion

also) (i. e. in the illustration of the Suttapittako

)

the object, be it understood,

was the same.

When (was it held ?)

On the occasion on which Bhagawa', the saviour of the three worlds, who

had realized the reward of Nibbinan, by overcoming liability to further trans-

migration, having fulfilled the objects of his divine mission,—commencing with

the propounding of the Dhammappawattanan Suttan on his first entrance as

Boddho into Birinasi, to his having brought under sacerdotal subjection Sub-

addho, the Paribbajako—realized (at Kasiniri in the XJpawattano garden of the

'Malta race) his Parinibbinan (while reposing) between two sal trees, on the

dawn of the day of the full moon of the month of Wesikbo.

Upon that occasion, when the Dbita (corporeal relics) of Bhagawa' were dis-

tributed (at his funeral pile), the venerable Maha'kassapo wss the Sangbathero

(the chief priest) of sei'en hundred thousand priests there assembled. On the

* Vide Chap. XV. of the Mubiwanso, for the construction of this tcibaro com-

menced before C. B. 306, which is still in existence, though in a ruinous state at

Anaridhapuro.

+ This appears to be a term purely of veneration, without reference to the age

of the party addressed.

3 0 2
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seventh day after Bhagawa' had obtained Purinibbati, (the said Maha'kassapo)

calling to his recollection the following declaration of the aforesaid Subhaedo,

who had been ordained in his dotage (which had been addressed to that assem-

blage of afflicted priests), viz. :
‘ Venerables ! enough, mourn not; weep not; we

are happily released from the control of that great Samano*. We have escaped

from the calamity of being constantly told, ‘ this is allowable to you: that is not

allowable to you.’ Now whatever we may wish, that we can do : whatever we

do not desire that we may leave undone ;’—and being convinced also that it

would be difficult thereafter to convene such an assembly of the priesthood

(Maha'kassapo thus meditated) ‘ such is the posture of affairs 1—sinful priests

persuading themselves that the doctrines of the divine teacher are extinct, and

availing themselves of the co-operation (of others) may without loss of time

destroy the Saddhammo. As long as Dhammo can be maintained, the doctrines will

as fully prevail as if the divine teacher were still in existence ; for it has been thus

said by Bhagawa' himself; ‘ A'nando ! let the Dhammo and Winayo
,
which

have been propounded to, and impressed on, thee, by me, stand after my demise

in the place of thy teacher !’ It will be most proper, therefore, that I should hold

a convocation on Dhammo and Winayo • whereby this Shsanan (religion)

might be rendered effective to endure forages. In as much also as Bhagawa'

has said (to me) ‘ Kassapo ! thou shalt wear my Sanapansukul&f robes,’ and as

in that investiture of robes, an equality (with Buddho) was recognized, and he

having added ‘ Bhikkhus ! by whatever means my object has been gained, and

emancipated from the dominion of the passions, and released from the sphere of

impiety, I may have arrived at the attainment of the Pathama Jhdnan, the

blessed state derived from the beatitude which is free from the influence of pain-

ful doubts, and the besetting sins (of the human world)
; by the same means,

Bhikkhus! Kassapo also is destined to obtain it, and emancipated from the

dominion of the passions, &c. is gifted likewise with the power of acquiring the

Pathama Jhdnan.’ By this procedure, in having exalted me to a position equal

to his own, in the attainment, in due order, of the nine Sunipatti, of the six

distinct Abhinna, and of the Uttarimanussa Dhammo, he has vouchsafed espe-

cially to distinguish me. He has also distinguished me by comparing me, in

thought, to the imperturbability of the air though a hand be waved through it

;

and in conduct (of increasing grace) like unto the increasing moon. To him

what else can constitute an appropriate return ? Assuredly none other. Bha-
gawa' therefore, like unto a rhja, who with due solemnity confers worldly power

on his son, who is to maintain the glory of his race, foreseeing that 1 was destined

to maintain the glory of Saddhammo said, * He will be that person.’ By such

an unprecedented act of preference, has he exulted me :’ aud bearing in mind

the reflection, that it was by this pre-eminent token of gratifying distinction that

he rewarded him, the venerable Maha'kassapo created in the bhikkhus an earnest

desire to hold a convocation on Dhammo, and Winayo.

Thereafter he assembled the bhikkhus, and delivered an address to them, con-

mencing with the words ;
—“ Beloved 1 on a certain occasion, when with a great

• Priest, alluding to IIuddho.

f Literally “ hempen robes rejected as rubbish,” the history of these robes

cannot be given in the space of a note.
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concourse of five hundred bhikkhus, I reached the high road at Kasindra (the

capital of) Pdva For the particulars (of this discourse) the section regarding

Subhaddo must be referred to. The import of that section we can discuss at the

conclusion of the Parinibbdnan Suttan.

In a subsequent part (of his address) he (Kassapo) said—“ Well then, beloved,

let us have a rehearsal of (or convocation on) both the Dhammo and the Winayo.

In aforetime (during the dispensation of former Buddhos) also (whenever)

Adbammo shone forth, Dhammo ceased to possess the ascendancy
;
(whenever)

Awinayo shone' forth, Winayo lost grouud j also in aforetime (whenever) the

professors of Adhammo attained power, the professors of Dhammo became insig-

nificant ;
whenever the professors of Awinayo attained power, Winayo lost ground.”

The bhikkhus replied, “ In that case, lord 1 select the th£ros and bhikkhus”

(who should form the convocation).

The th6ro (Maha'kassapo) setting aside the hundreds and thousands of

bhikkhus who although haviug acquired a knowledge of all the nine angas of the

religion of the divine teacher, were still only puthujjana*, aud had only attained

the Sotdpatti, Sakaddgdmi
,
Andgdmi and the Sukkhawipassand, selected five

hundred, minus one, sanctified bhikkhus who had achieved the knowledge of the

Tlpitdkan, with the whole of its text and subdivisions ;
had arrived at the

condition of Patisambhidd ; were gifted with supernatural power ; who had

been, on many occasions, selected by Bhagawa' himself for important minis-

tries, and who were masters of the component parts of the Tewijjd.

In a certain passage, it is thus recorded, “ thereafter the venerable Maha'-

kassapo, selected five hundred, minus one, arahantd.”

On what account was it that the th£ro made this reservation of one ?

It was for the purpose of reserving a vacancy for A'nando.

It is also said on this subject: ‘‘Whether with or without that venerable

personage the rehearsal of Dhammo could not be effected.”

That venerable individual having yet to fulfil his destiny, and to perfect his

works of sanctification : for that reason “ with him, it is impracticable.”

It having (on the other hand) been also said “ there was not a single suttan

gdthd, &c. propounded by the being gifted with the ten powers (Buddho) of

which he (A'nando) was not a personal witness, for he (A'nando) himself has

declared, ‘ I have derived from Buddho himself eighty-two thousand, (Dhammd)
from the priesthood two thousand : these are^the eighty-four thousand Dhammd,
which are to be propagated by me.’ On this account, without him (the con-

vocation) could not have been held. Hence, though he was a personage who

bad not yet fulfilled his destiny (by the attainment of arahat sanctification) being

nevertheless of the greatest utility in the convocation on Dhammo, he was

considered worthy of being selected by the th£ro (Maha'kassapo).”

From what cause was it then that he was not selected ?

That A'nando might escape the reproaches of other (priests, that though they

bad attained the arahat sanctification they were excluded from the convoca-

tion).

The th^ro (Maha'kassapo) bore the most confiding affection for the revered

A'nando : for instance, even when his hair had grown grey, addressing him as a

lad would be caressed he would say, “ this child has yet to learn his destiny.”

* Uninspired mortals.
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He (A'nando) was a descendant of the Sikya race, and the brother (cousin-

german) of Tathagato*, being the son of his father’s (Suddhodano’s) younger

brother (Doto'dano). Hence, lest some of the bhikkhus prejudiced to a degree

to consign them to the Chhanda-agati, should raise the imputation that “ while

there are many who had fulfilled their destiny and were patisambhidi (the state

of perfect arahathood) setting them aside, the th^ro selects A'nando, yet imper-

fect as to his ultimate sanctification (on the one hand) averting such an ac-

cusation, and, (on the other,) as the convocation could not have been held

without A'nando, he resolved “ it is only with the concurrence of the bhikkhus

themselves that I will include him,” and abstained from selecting him.

Thereupon the bhikkhus of their own accord made a supplication to him on ac-

count of A'nando. The bhikkhus thus addressed the venerable Maha'kassapo :

“ Lord I this revered A'nando having attained a certain extent of sanctification

is not liable to the (four) agati, viz. : Chandi, doso, bhayan and \16h6

;

and from

the circumstance of both the Dhammo and Winayo having been fully acquired

by him, by his personal communion with Bhagawa', therefore, O lord 1 let

the th^ros select the said revered A'nando also.” Thereupon the venerable Kas-

sapo did elect the said revered A'nando. Then together with this venerated per-

son the (selected) tli^ros became five hundred in number.

To these tli^ros this question presented itself: “ Where shall we hold the

convocation on Dhammo and Winayo ?"

The decision whereon was ;
—“ Rdjagaha is a most opulent city, full of reli-

gious edifices : it will be most proper that at Rdjagaha we should keep our wasrof,

as well as hold the convocation on Dhammo and Winayo ; and that no other

priest should resort to Rdjagaha for the wasso."

For what reason was it that it was so resolved ?

In order that no individual of the hostile party should interrupt this ihhwara-

kammd (act of ours which is to be effective for ages) by his intrusion in the

midst of the convocation.

The venerable Kassapo, then explained himself thus by a kammawdchan,

which followed, or was to second to the natti.

“ Revered 1 let the priesthood attend to me. This is the sacred season appro-

priate to the priesthood. The priesthood have to decide whether these five

hundred bhikkhus, keeping their wasso at Rdjagaha should hold a convocation
on Dhammo and Winayo, and whether it should be permitted to any other bhik-

khus to keep the wasso in Rdjagaha. This is the natti."

The kammawdchd is this.

“ Revered 1 let the priesthood attend to me. The priesthood does decide

that these five hundred bhikkhus, keeping their wasso at Rdjagaha should hold

a coNvocATroN on Dhammo and Winayo, and that it shall not be permitted to

any other priests to keep wasso in Riijayaha. To each individual revered per-

sonage to whom the selection of these five hundred bhikkhus, for the purpose

of holding a convocation on Dhammo and Winayo at Rdjagaha, keeping the

* One of the appellations of Buddho, derived from Tatha dgato, literally “ who
had come in like manner,” i. e. like the other Huddhos.

+ The rainy season “ from August to November, during which period the pil-

grimage of Buddhist priests are enjoined to be suspended.”
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watso there, or the prohibition of keeping wasto at ltdjagaha by any other bhik-

khus, may appear proper, let him remain 6ilent : to whomsoever (the deci-

sion) may not be acceptable, let him speak out."

“ By (the silence of) the priesthood it is decided that these five hundred

priests are selected, for the purpose of holding a convocation at Rdjagaha,

keeping the icasso there, and interdicting all other bhikkhus from keepi ig u-as&o

in Rdjagaha. To the priesthood (this arrangement) is acceptable
; ou that

account alone they are silent. I shall act accordingly.”

This kammawdchd took place on the twenty-first day after \.hcparinilbduan of

Tathdgato. Bhagawa' expired on the full moon day of the month Wisdkho

at dawn. For seven days they made offerings of aromatic drugs, flowers, See

To these seven days were given the appellation “ Sddhukllanadiwasa" (joyous,

festival davs). From that period for seven days, (i. e. during the second week,)

the fire (applied) to the funeral pile would not ignite. For (the last) seven days

(the cremation having been at length effected) having lined the santhdgdra hall

(at Kusindra

)

with lances, making it resemble the grating of a cage, they held

a festival of offerings to his dhdtu (relics.)

At the lapse of twenty-one days on the fifth day of the increasing moon of

the month Jettho the relics were divided for distribution.

On this very day of the distribution of the dhdtu, to the assembled priesthood,

(Maha'kassapo) imparting the reproach made by Sabhaddo who was ordained

in his dotage, and proceeding to make his selection of bhikkhus in manner

above detailed, adopted the aforesaid kammawdchd.

Having recognized this kammawdchd the thdro (Maha'kassapo) thus address-

ed the bhikkhus. “ Beloved, ye have leisure now for forty days. After that it

will not be permitted to plead ‘ we have such and such excuses.’ On that ac-

count, in this interval, whether it be an excuse in reference to any person being

ill, an excuse in reference to your preceptor or ordaining superior, or in refer-

ence to your mother or father, or getting a refection dish, or a robe made,

setting all such excuses aside, complete whatever requires to be done.”

The Atthakatha then proceeds to state that in that interval the

theros dispersed in different directions, for the purpose of consoling

the population of India, afflicted at the death of Buddho : Mahakas-

sapo, repairing to Rdjagaha and A'nando to Sdwatthi ; and at the ap-

pointed time reassembled at Rdjagaha. The narrative is thus resumed.

They on the day of the full moon of Asdlhi, having held an uposatho (at Rdja~

gaha) ; on the first day after the full moon, assembling together commenced to

keep their wasso.

At that period there were eighteen great wihdros environing Rdjagaha and they

were all filled with rubbish which had fallen into, and accumulated in them*,

(during the absence of the bhikkhus.) On account of the (approaching predicted)

parinibbdnan (of Bcddho), all the bhikkhus, each carrying his own refection dish

and robe, and abandoning their wihdron and parivenos had departed.

• It will be subsequently seen that this congregation around Buddho took place

three months before his predicted death. The wiharos at this period, therefore,

had been left unoccupied for three months before, and sixty-one days after his death.
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It is also recorded (in the Singhalese Atthakatha) that the th£ros then forming

a katikdwattdn (compact) together, came to the following resolution for the pur-

pose of rendering adoration to the word of Bhagawa', as well as for the purpose

of overcoming the doctrines of the Titthiyd (heretics or professors of foreign

faiths)—“ Let us devote ourselves to the reparation (of the sacred edifices). The

Titthiyd may say, ‘ the pupils of the priest Gotamo kept up their wiharos while

their teacher was alive: on his death they have abandoned them’—they (the

th6ros) apprehended this reproach.” They also thus resolved in order that they

might refute another reproach, viz :
“ the enormous wealth bestowed by the great

(in founding Buddhistical edifices) is lost.”

Having formed this determination they (the five hundred selected bhikkhus)

entered into a katikdwattan. It is thus mentioned in the Punchasatikakkhan-

dakan of the Pitakattayan. “ Thereafter, the th^ros thus said (one to ano-

ther) :
* Beloved, the reparation of dilapidations is commended by Bhagawa'.

Wherefore, let us employ ourselves in the first month in repairing dilapidations ;

in the middle month*, assembling together we will hold a convocation on the

Dhammo and Winayo.’ ”

On the second day, repairing to the palace gate, they took their station there.

The r&ja (Aja'tasattu) approaching them and bowing down inquired : “ Lords !

why have ye come ?” and asked if there was any thing required which could be

provided by him. The th^ros replied, “ artificers, for the purpose of effecting

the repair of dilapidations at the eighteen great wihdros.” The rkja provided

them with artificers.

The th^ros having completed the repairs in the course of the first month, thus

reported to the rdja. “ Maha raja ! the repairs of the wiharos being completed,

we will now hold the convocation on Dhammo and Winayo." “ Most excel*

lent, (replied the maha raja,) ye may rely on me, let the executive part devolva

on me, and the religious portion on you. Command me therefore, lords 1 what

can I provide ?” “ Malik rhja ! a place of assembly for the thtlros who are to hold

the convocation.” “ Where lords I am I to provide it ?” “ It will be pro-

per to do so at the entrance to the Saltapanni cave on the side of the Weihdra

mountain.” Replying, “ Willingly lords !” The rfija Aja'tasattu, causing to

be prepared a hall, as if executed by the (celestial artificer) Wissakamwo, having

exquisitely constructed walls, pillars, and flights of steps, embellished with

representations of festoons, of flowers and of flower-creepers, rivalling the

splendour of the decorations of his palace, and imitating the magnificence of the

mansions of the ddwos, the abode itself of the goddess Siri (splendour), attract-

ing the gaze of dtiwos and men, as a solitary pond (in a desert) attracts the fea-

thered tribe, the accumulated repository of the admiration of the world, perfect-

ed it with every procurable precious material, and having the same decorated

with suspended festoons of flowers, beautiful curtains so light that they floated

in the air, like unto the palace of Brahma', the interior of which is depicted

with rubies, with garlands of flowers and exquisitely finished ; having also seve-

tal stories
; and further, in that hall, causing to be raised for the five hundred

priests, five hundred invuluable and appropriate carpetted seats, ns well as the

thei dsanan (the chief thdro's pulpit) oil the southern side facing the north, and

Of the three months of 11 IVasso."
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the Dhammdsandn (preaching pulpit) in the centre of the hall facing the east,

fitted for the sanctified Buddho himself ;
and thereon placing an ivory fan,

—

sent this message to the priesthood :
11 Lords ! my task is perfoimed.

On that day, some of the priests made this remark concerning the revered

A'nando. “ In this congregation of priests there is a certain bhikkhu who goes

about diffusing a pestilential odour.” The th^ro A'nando on hearing this, felt

deeply mortified, and said (to himself) “ in this congregation of bhikkhus there

is no priest who goes about diffusing a pestilential odour. Most assuredly,

these persons speak thus in reference to no other than to me.” Others again

said: “ Revered! the convocation is to-morrow, but as thou art deficient in

the perfection (of the state of arahathood) and hast still thy allotted task to

accomplish ;
on that account, it will not be fitting for thee to attend the meeting,

do not procrastinate therefore (to perfect thyself).” The revered A'nando

thereupon thus (meditated) :
“ the meeting is to-morrow : should I, who am

defective in sanctification, repair to the assembly to-morrow, it would he highly

unbecoming.” Spending the greater part of the night in meditation on the

kdyagastdsatiyd, towards dawn, he descended from the peripatetic hall of medi-

tation ; and retired into the wihdro, saying, ” 1 will repose myself.” He was

in the act of reclining, but before his head could touch the pillow, in that pre-

cise instant, his mind extricated itself from the dominion of sin, being the con-

dition of subjection to transmigration, (i. e. attained arahathood.)

This A'nando, after having past thus the greater part of the night in peri-

patetic meditation still apprehended that he was incapable of attaining the

perfection of sanctification. “ Most assuredly, (said he) Bhagawa' himself

has said to me :
‘ A'nando 1 thou art a pious person : by perseverance perfect

thyself: thou wilt shortly become sanctified!’ a declaration of Buddho admits

of no qualification. My own exertion must he over-anxious. By that procedure

my mind evinces a vacillation, (implying a mistrust of the prediction) let me
therefore repress my over-anxiety to the proper bounds.” Descending there-

upon from the peripatetic hall, he repaired to the place provided for washing

the feet. Having washed (his feet) there, he entered the wih&ro, and seating

himself on his bed, he said ” let me rest myself for a moment.” In the act

of throwing his body on his couch, his feet just raised from the ground and

before his head reached the pillow, in that interval, his mind emancipated itself

from the dominion of sin. The attainment of arahathood of this th^ro was

effected therefore exempted from the four iriydpatha. From this circumstance,

whenever it may he asked “ What bhikkhu has ever attained arahathood neither

reclining, nor sitting, nor standing, nor walking ?” it will be proper to reply :

“ A'nando th4ro did.”

On the second day, being the fifth of the (increasing) moon, the priests hav-

ing made their meal, and safely laid aside their pdtrd (refection dishes) and

(extra) robes, assembled at the hall of the dhamma convocation.

The th^ro A'nando, who had attained the arahathood, also repaired to the

meeting. ” How did he go?” 6ayiDg to himself, ” Now I am qualified to enter

into the midst of the assembly” with the greatest delight, adjusting his robe

so as to leave one shoulder hare, he presented himself, like unto a palmira

nut detached from its stalk ; like unto a ruby enfolded in a red shawl
; like unto

the full moon risen in the cloudless sky ; like unto the flower expanding its

3 x
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pollen anti feathered leaf, warmed by the ray of the morning sun,—as if pro-

claiming the attainment of the sanctification of ara/iat, by the extreme sanctity,

purity, brilliancy and splendour of his own countenance.

On beholding him, this reflection occurred to the venerable Maha'kassapo.
“ Surely this beloved A'nando has attained arahathood

:

if the divine teacher

had been alive he weuld most certainly have greeted A'nando with ‘ sdd/rus

let me therefore welcome him with the 1 sddbus' which would have been

bestowed on him by the divine teacher and he greeted him three times with

“ sddhu /”

The Majjhima-bhdnakd (priests who had learned to rehearse the Pitakat-

tuyan only as far as the Majjhimanikdyo) remarked “ A'nando th^ro in order

that he may indicate his attainment of the arahathood makes his appearance

unattended by (other) priests.”

The bhikkhus according to their seniority ranged themselves, each on his

own appropriate seat, leaving A'nando’s place unappropriate : and seated

themselves.

On some of them inquiring “ Whose seat is this ?” 11 A'nando’s” was the

reply ; and “ Where is he gone to ?” At this instant, the thero thus decided,

“this is the moment for my entrance,” and for the purpose of manifesting his own

bhdivandn (sanctified state) diving into the earth, exhibited himself in the pulpit

reserved for himself. Some again say, he came through the air and took his

seat. Be it this, or be it that, having most fully satisfied himself that it was

he, the greeting conferred on him by the venerable Maha'kassapo was most

proper.

On the arrival of this revered personage the thdro Maha'kassapo thus ad-

dressed the priesthood :

—

“ Beloved ! which shall we rehearse in convocation first, the Dhammo or the

Winayo ?”

The bhikkhus replied :
“ Lord ! Maha'kassapo ! it is the Winayo which is

the life of the sdsandn of Buddho. When Winayo is at an end, sdsandn is at

an end. Therefore let us rehearse the Winayo first.”

“ Making whom the Chief?”

“ The venerable Upa'li.”

“ Why,—would not A'nando be worthy ?”

“Not that he is not worthy, but because while the omniscient Buddho

himself was living, on accouut of his knowledge of the text of the Winayo, he

had conferred that office ou the venerable Upa'li, saying ‘ Bhikkhus, of my

disciples, who ure the sustainers of Winayo, the aforesaid Upa'li, is the chief

on that account, let us rehearse the Winayo receiving it from the thtiro Upa'li.”

Thereupon the thero (Maha'kassapo) for the purpose of interrogating on

Winayo, assigned to himself that task
;
and the th6ro Upa'li was appointed for

the purpose of expounding it.

This was the text there (the proceeding in convocation). The venerable

Maha'kassapo thus addressed the priesthood: “ Beloved! let the priesthood

attend to me. This is the appointed time (for the convocation) : 1 am about

to interrogate Upa'li on the Winayo.” The venerable Upa'li also addressed the

priesthood. “ Lords I let the priesthood attend to me. This is the time ap-

pointed for the priesthood; interrogated on the Winayo, by the venerable Maha'-

kassapo, I am about to propound it,”
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Having thus imposed on himself that office, the venerable Upa'li rising, ad-

justing his robe so as to leave one shoulder bare, and taking up the ivory-wrought

fan, and bowing down to the senior priests, took his seat on the Dhammbsanan

(before described).

Thereupon the th£ro Maha'kassapo taking his seat on the Thirdsanan in-

terrogated the venerable Upa'li ou Winayo.

“ Beloved Upa'li ! where was the first Pdrajikan propounded ?”

“ Lord ! at Wisbli."

“ Who gave occasion to it ?”

“ It originated in reference to (the priest) Sudinno, a Kdlanda youth.”

** On what account ?”

“ On account of his committing fornication.”

The venerable Maha'kassapo then interrogated the venerable Upa'li on the

contents of Pathuman Pdrdjikan, its origin, the party concerned, the exhorta-

tion made, the sequel or application of the exhortation, and the result as to the

conviction or the acquittal. The venerable Upa'li, who had been interrogated

on each of these points, explained (them).

“ Is there or is there not (resumed Maha'kassapo) in reference to this Pat-

fiaman Pdrdjikan any thing either to be omitted, or to be added.”

" There is nothing in the words of the sanctified Buddho which ought to

be omitted. The Tathdgatd utter not a single unmeaning syllable. In the words

however of the d^wos and of the disciples of Buddho there may be that which

should be omitted.

The th^ros who held the dhammo convocation rejected that (which should

be omitted), that which was to be added was to be found in all parts, accord-

ingly whatever was requisite to be added in any part, they did introduce the

same. >

“ But what was that?” either “ at that period” or “ at that particular

period,” or “ thereafter” or “ on his having so said,” or “ he thus spoke,”

and other similar expressions, only requisite for the connection of the sense.

Having thus introduced that which was requisite to be added, they concluded

this Pathaman Pdrdjikan.

While the Pathaman Pdrajikan was in progress of rehearsal in convocation

(by Maha'kassapo and Upa'li, the rest of) the five hundred arahantd who were

selected for the convocation, chaunted forth the same, passage by passage. At

the very instant their chaunt commenced with the words “ the sanctified* Bud-

dho dwells in IVcranjb," the great earth as if offering up its “ sddhus” quaked

from the abyss of the waters under the earth.

They, in the very same manner, having gone through the (four) chatan Pdrd-

jikdni ordained that that (portion of the Pitakattayan) should be called “ Parb-

jikakandan” (section).

The thirteen Sanghadisesb they ordained should be called the “ Terosakan."

The .first two Sikkha, they ordained should be called “ Ariyatdni.''

The next thirty Sikkhd, they ordained should be called the “ Nissaggiyb

Pbchittiybni."

(These four constitute the “ Parajika.'')

* The opening of the text of the Pathama Pdrdjikan.

3x2
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The next ninety-two Sikkhd they ordained should be called the “ Pdchitli.

ydni”

The next four Sikkhd, they ordained should be called the “ Patiddsaniydni.”

(These two constitute the Pdchittiyan).

The next 6eventy-five Sikkhd, they ordained should be called “ Sekhiydni.”

The seven Dhamma they ordained should be called “ Addhikarana-samathd.”

(These two constitute the Chdlawaggo)

.

Thus authenticating these two hundred and twenty Sikkhd, they ordained that

they should constitute the “ Mahdwibhango." At the completion of the Mahd-

wibhango, as in the former instance, the great earth quaked.

They then resolved that the first eight Sikkhdpaddni in the Bhikkhuni-

wibhango should form the “ Pdrajikdni” (of the Bhikkhuniwibhango).

The (next) seventeen Sikkhdpaddni, they constituted the “ Sattarasakan."

The next thirty Sikkhdpaddni they constitute the Nissaggiya-Pdchittiydni.

The (next) one hundred and sixty-six Sikkhdpaddni they constituted the

“ Pdchittiydni” (of the Bhikkhuni-wibhango)

.

The next eight Sikkhdpaddni they constituted the “ Pdtidesaniydni

The (next) seventy-five Sikkhdpaddni, they constituted the “ Sekhiydni

The seven Dhammd they constituted the Adhikaranasamathd.

Thus authenticating these three hundred and four Sikkhdpaddni* as the

Bhikkhuni-wibhango, they decided that this ubhato-wibhango (double wibhango)

should be divided into sixty -four Bhdnawdrdf. At the termination of the

Ubhato-wibhango as before described, the great earth quaked.

In the same manner having rehearsed in convocation, the “ Khandhakan”

(also called Mahdwaggo) containing eighty Bhdnawdrd-; and the “ Pdriwdrdn.”

containing twenty-five Bhdnawdrd they constituted this, “ Winayo-Pitakdn.”

At the conclusion of the Winayo-Pitakan also, as before stated the earth quaked.

They consigned the same to the venerable Upa'li himself, saying “ expound

this to thy pupils.”

At the termination of the convocation on the Winaya-Pitakdn, the thdro

Upa'li laying aside the ivory fan, and descending from the Dhammdsanan and

bowing down to the priests senior (to himself), resumed his place on the seat

individually prepared for him.

The convocation on Winayo having terminated the venerable Maha'kassapo

desirous of holding the convocation on Dhammo, thus addressed the bbikkhus.

“ What individual is most fit to be appointed the chief of the convocation on

Dhammo, by the members of this convocation ?”

The bhikkhus replied “ Appoint the th£ro A'nando the chief.”

Thereupon the venerable Maha'kassapo thus explained himself to the

priesthood :
“ Beloved ! let the priesthood attend to me. This is the appointed

* These Sikkhdpaddni are dispersed through all the five books of the fVinayo.

f A “ Bhdnawdrd” consists of 250 gathas, of four padani, each p4d4a containing

eight syllables ;
the same computation is used in prose also.

Syllable. Pad&n. G4th&. Bhknawaro.

8 = i tt If

32 = 4 = 1
If

8000 3= 1000 = 250 1
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time for the priesthood (to hold their convocation). I am about to interrogate

A'nando on Dhammo.''

The revered A'nando then addressed the priesthood. “ Lords ! let the

priesthood attend to me. This is the appointed time for the priesthood,

interrogated by the venerable Maha'kassapo, I am about to expound the

Dhammo.”

The venerable A'nando then rising from his seat, and adjusting his robes so

as to leave one shoulder bare, and bowing down to the senior bhikkhus, took

his place in the Dhammdtanan, holding up the ivory-wrought fan.

The venerable Maha'kassapo next asked, “Beloved! which Pitako shall

we rehearse first ?”

“ Lord I the Suttantd Pitako /”

“ In the Sultanta Pitdko there are four SangUlyd ; which among them the

first ?”

“ Lord ! the Dighasangili.”

“ In the Dtghasanglti, there are thirty-four Suttdni, composing the three

TVaggd, among them which Waggo first ?’

“ Lord ! the Silakkhanda-waggo.”

“ In the Silakkhanda-waggo, there are thirteen Suttantd, which Suttan first ?’’

“ Lord! the Brahmajdla-suttan.”

“ Let us then rehearse first that Suttan which is embellished with the three

Sildni, which triumphed over the various heretical faiths, sustained by hypo-

crisy and fraud ; which unraveled the doctrinal tissue of the sixty-two heterodox

sects, and shook the earth together with its ten thousands component parts.”

Thereupon the venerable Maha'kassapo thus addressed the venerable

A'nando.
“ Beloved ! A'nando 1 where did (Buddho) deliver the Brahmajdlan ?"

“ Lord ! between Rdjagata and Ndlanda, in the palace situated in the Amha-

litthiki (mango grove.)’’

“ Who gave rise to it ?”

“ Suppiyo, the paribbajako
,
and the youth Brahmadatto."

“ What was the subject?”

“ The praise of virtue.”

The venerable Maha'kassapo then inquired of the venerable A'nando the

origin of the Brahmajdlan—the individual concerned, and the subject.

The venerable A'nando explained them. At the termination of his exposition,

the five hundred arahanta chaunted it forth, and as described in the former in-

stance, the earth quaked.

Having thus rehearsed the Brahmajdlan, then in succession, together with the

Brahmajdlan, all the thirteen Suttdni having been rehearsed iu the prescribed

form of interrogation and explanation, viz : “ Beloved A'nando ! where did

(Buddho) deliver the Samunnaphalan suttdn," and authenticated the same, they

called that portion the “ Silakkhandawaggo."

Having then rehearsed Mahdwaggo, and lastly the Pdtiwaggo and thus com-

pleting the rehearsal of the three Wagga comprising the thirty-four Suttdni,

amounting to sixty-four Bhdnawdrd of the text ; and calling the same (collec-

tively) the Dighanikdyo, they consigned the same to the charge of the venerable

A'nando, saying, “ Propound this to thy pupils.”
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In the next place, holding their convocation on the Majjhima-nikdyo

amounting to eighty Bhdnaicdra, they consigned the same to the disciples of the

(deceased) Sa'riputto, the chief minister of Dhamtno, saying, “ Charge your-

selves with, and propound, this.”

In the next place, holding their convocation on the Sangutta-nikdyo,

amounting to one hundred Bhdnawdrd, they consigned the same to Maha'kas-

sapo, saying, “ Lord ! propound this to thy pupils.”

In the next place (lastly) holding their convocation on the Anguttra-nikdyo,

amounting to one hundred and twenty Bhdnawdrd, consigned the same to the

th^ro Anu'raddho, saying, “ Propound this to thy pupils.”

The Dhdmmasangdni-Wibhangan, Kathdwatthun, Puggaldn-Ddthuyamakan

and Patthdman, (compose that which) is called the “ Abhidhammo." Haviug

thus held a convocation on (this portion of) the text, the universally lauded

aliment of refined wisdom, the five hundred arahantd chaunted forth (its title)

calling it the “ Abhidhamma-pitako” as before described, the earth quaked.

Thereafter the Jdtakan, Mahdniddeso, Chulaniddeso, Patisambhiddmaggo,

Suttanipdto, Dhammapadan-uddnan, Itiivuttakan
,
the Wimdra and Pctaxcatthu,

as well as the Thera and Theri-gdthd having also been rehearsed, as a portion of

the text, and having given it the name (collectively) of Khuddagantho, the

Dighabhdnakd priests assert, that they were included in the convocation,

in the same Abhidhammo, while the ftjajjhimabhdnakd priests maintain that

together with the Chariydpitakan, Apaddnan and Buddhawanso, the whole of the

Khuddagantho were included in the Suttantapitako.

Thus, the whole word of Buddho by its (rasd) design is “ one single class ;”

by its division into Dhammo and Winayo consists. of “ two classes;” by its

division into first, middle and last, as well as by its division into the (three)

Pitakdni, of “ three classes by its division into Nikdya' of “ five classes

by its division into Angani of “ nine classes and by its division into Dham-
makhandd of “ eighty-four thousand classes.”

Why is it, by its “ design,” one single class ?

Because from the moment the supreme omniscient buddhohood was attained

by Bhagawa', till by his having terminated the course of transmigration, he

achieved final extinction by his nibbinan, in which interval a period of forty-five

years elapsed, all that was said (by hiqa) whether to dewos, men, ndga or yakkhd

as well monitory as illustrative, had but “ one single design,” the end being

supreme beatitude. Thus, by its 11 design,” it is “ one single class.”

Why does it by the Dhammo and Winayo division, consist of “ two classes ?”

The whole being divided into, and called “ Dhammo” and “ Winayo," numeral

computation (makes it so)
;
the Winaya-piiakan (alone) composes the Winayo;

the rest of the word of Buddiio is denominated Dhammo, as well as for the reason

that he (Maha'kassapo) had said, “ It would be most proper that we should

hold a convocation on Dhammo and Winayo ; that I should interrogate Upa'li

on Winayo, and that 1 should interrogate A'nando on Dhammo.' Thus by

the division into “ Dhammo and Winayo," it consists “ of two classes.”

Why does it by the division into first, middle, and last, “ consist of three

classes ?”

Because the whole consists of three divisions, viz : the first words of Buddho,
the middle (or central) words of Buddho, and the last words of Buddho.
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The following are the first words of Buddho* :

Anekaj atisansaran sandhdwessan anibbisan

Gahakirakan, gawisanto dukkhdjdtis punappunan ;

Gahakdraka l ditthusi
:
punna gihan na kdhasi ;

Sabbite phdsuki b/iaggd ; gahakutan wisankhitan ;

Wisankhara-gatan chittan, tanhdnan khayamajjdgd '

“ Performing ray pilgrimage through the (sansdrd

)

eternity of countless ex-

istences, in sorrow, have I unremittingly sought in vain the artificer of the abode

(of the passions) (i. e. the human frame). Now O artificer ! art thou found.

Henceforth no receptacle of sin shalt thou form—thy frumes (literally ribs)

broken ; thy ridge-pole shattered ; the soul (or mind) emancipated from liabi-

lity to regeneration (by transmigration) has annihilated the dominion of the

passions.”

These are the “ first words of Buddho."

There are some persons who maintain, that the gathd commencing with the

words, I 'add hand pdtu-bhaicanti dhammd “ most assuredly in due course the

dhamma will desceud (be revealed)" which are in the K/iandhu (section) were

nlso a part of the hymn of joy composing the first words of Buddho.

This githd of joy of him who had attained the state of omniscience, by his

own felicitous intelligence, and who had watched the progress of the Pachayd-

karan be it understood, was delivered on the day after the full moon.

What he (Buddho) said at the moment he was passing into parinibbdnan

(reclining between the two sal-trees at Kusindra, on the full moon day of the

month Wesdko,— Handaddne, bhikkhawi ! dmantaydmi tod; tviyadhammd sail-

khdrd appamddbia sampdditha. “ Now, O bhikkhus ! I am about to conjure you

(for the last time) : perishable things are transitory : without procrastination earn

(nibbdnan)." These were his “ last words.’’ Whatever has been said by him

between those two are his “ middle words." Thus by the classification into “ the

first,” “ the middle,” and the “ last words,” it consists of “ three classes.”

How does it by the Pitaka division, become the " three Pitaka.”

The whole being divided into the Winayo-Suttantd and Abhidhammo, becomes

three sections. Including therein both what was andf what was not authenti-

cated in the first convocation,—viz. the two Pdtimokkhdni— the two Wibhan

-

gdni, the twenty-two Khandakhd
,
and the sixteen Pariwird. This (portion) was

called the “ Winaya-Pitako."

The collection of thirty-four Suttantd commencing with the Brahmajilan is

the “ Dighanikdyo."

The collection of one hundred and fifty-two Suttantd, commencing with the

Miilapariydya is the “ Majjhimanikdyo."

The collection of seven thousand seven hundred and sixty Suttantd, com-

mencing with the Oghakarana suttan, is the “ Sanguttanikdyo."

The collection of nine thousand five hundred and fifty-seven suttantd, com-

mencing with the Chittapariyaddnan is the “ Anguttaronikdyo.”

* Uttered at the instant of his attaining buddhohood under the bo-tree at Uru-

w&la, now Buddhagaya.

-f Adverting to the few explanatory words which were added, as before described,

for the connection of the sense of the text.
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The Khuddakanikdyo consists of fifteen sections, by being divided into Khud-

dakapdtan. Dhammapadan, XJddnan, Ittuwattakan, Suttanipdtan, Windyawatthu,

Pitawatthu ,
Theragdthd, Therlgdthd, Jdtakan, Widdeso, Patisambhidd, Apa-

ddnan, Buddhawanso and Chariydpitako.

This is called “ Suttanta Pitako.”

The Dhammasangho, the Wibhango, Dhdtukathd, Puggalo, Kathdwattu
,
Ya-

makan and Patthdnan. These were called the “ Abhidammapitako .”

In regard to the Winayo, it is said, Wiwidha wisesanayattd ; Winayanatochewa

kdyawdchdnan winayatlhawiduhi ayan Winayo “ Winayoti” akkhato.

This Winayo, is called “ Winayo” by those versed in the Winayo, because

it comprises various conflicting doctrines as well as controls the acts and words

of men. “ Various” because the Pdtimokkhd comprises five classes of Uddeso

and the Pdrdjiko is only the first of a collection comprising the seven A'patti.

It has (separate) Mdtika (indexes) containing conflicting rules in the Wi-

bhango and other sections, as well as “ subsequent” or “ supplementary” rules of

opposite tendencies, both of increasing strictness and of modifying laxity.

Moreover, from its prescribing rules for controling the misconduct of men,

in deed as well as in word, it thence “ controls the acts and words of men,” and

on that account, it being both “ various” and 11 conflicting” and as it “ controls

deeds and words,” it is called “ Winayo For this reason this designation was

adopted as expressive of its contents.

In regard to the Suttdni, it is said :
—

Itaranpana, Atthanan, suchanato ;
suwattato pasawanatothd, siidanato, suttdnd

suttasabhdyatocha suttan, “ suttanti” akkhdtan.

The next : the suttan is called suttan from its precise definition of rights
;

from its exquisite tenor ; from its collective excellence, as well as from its

overflowing richness ;
from its protecting, (the good) and from its dividing, as

if with a line.

Here, “ It precisely defines” by its distinguishing one's own rights from

those of other persons. “ It has an exquisite tenor” from its having been pro-

pounded in a strain profitable to those subject to the control of Winayo. It

is stated, that it possesses “ collective excellence” because it collects together

its contents, like a harvest-produce is gathered. It is said “ it overflows” be-

cause it is like unto the milk streaming from a cow. It is said “ it protects”

because it is a safe-guard. It is said “ it divides as with a line” because as

the line (suttan) is (a mark of definition) to carpenters, so is this (suttan, a

rule of conduct) to the wise. In the same manner that flowers strung together

on a line are neither scattered nor lost, so are the precepts which are herein con-

tained united by this (suttan) line.

For this reason, this designation was adopted as expressive of the nature

of its contents.

In regard to the Abhidhammo, it is said :

—

Ye elt/ia wuddhimantd salakkhand pujitd, parichchhinnd wuttddhi kdcha

dhammd ;
11 Abhidhammo” tina akkhdto.

In this case, be there any “ dhammd” profound in import, glorious in form,

celebrated by their renown, and divested of ambiguity, and worthy of being

designated “ adhi,” thence they would be called ” Abhidhammo.” This word
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4 adhi’ will be found prefixed to each of the foregoing (attributes of) pre-eminence,

glory, celebrity and perspicuity.

(Here follow a series of quotations showing the instances in

which the prefix 4 Ablu has been so used.)

44 Be it understood that those who are versed in the contents of the 4 Pita -

kan' (chest) from its being the (Bhdjanan

)

vessel in which the text is contained,

as well as from the circumstance of the fVinayo and the rest (Suttantd and

Abhidhammo) being also comprised therein, call it
4 Tiyo,’ Three."

(Here follows another series of quotations and further explana-

tions illustrative of the word Pitakan.)

44 How does it by the Nikdyo division become of 4 five classes ?’ "

44 The whole being divided into the Diyhanikdyo, Majjhimanikdyo, Sanyut -

tanikdyo, Anguttaranikdyo, and Khuddakanikayo
, it becomes of five classes.

44
It is recorded (in the former Atthakathd.)

44 To that (book) which contained thirty-four Suttanta composing three Waggo,

being the first compiled, the name 4 Dighanikiyo' was given.”
44 From what circumstance did it obtain the name of Diyhanikdyo ?"

44 It is called 4 Diyha' (long) from its containing a collection of the long

Suttanta
;
and Nikdyo from its being an 4 assemblage’ of numerous

(
Suttanta),

for instance it is said of the word Nikdyo, 4 O bhikkhus ! never have I beheld

a single 44 Nikayo” like that of the thoughts, nor O bhikkhus ! a 44 Nikdyo”

like that of the animal creation, nor like that of the physical world.’ In these

various ways, both in sacred and profane language, is this word applied. In

reference to the other Nikdyo also, the same construction is to be placed on the

word 4 Nikdyo.’ ”

“ Why is it called the Majjhimo Nikdyo /”
44 It is a Nikdyo composed of one hundred and fifty-two Suttantd of (Majjhi-

mo) middling or moderate length, commencing with the Suttan called the 4 Mu-
lapaniydya ,’ and classified into fifteen Waggo.”

44 Why is it called the Sanyutta Nikdyo ?”

44 From its being (Sanyutta

)

classed together under different heads, com-

mencing with the Dewatd-Sanyuttan, containing the A’ghataranan as the first

Suttan (of that Sanyuttan), and comprising altogether seven thousand seven

hundred and sixty-two Suttantd."

44 Why is it called the Anguttara Nikdyo ?”

44 Because it is classed (' Angatirikawasena’) under different heads, (or Angi

members,) each progressively increasing in number, the first only containing

the Chittapariydddnan, and altogether comprising nine thousand seven hundred

and fifty-seven Suttantd."
44 Why is it called Khuddakd Nikdyo?"
44 Because it comprises exclusively of the four Nikdyo (above mentioned) all

that remained of the words of Buddho, being the whole of the Winayo and

Abhidhammapitakan, and the fifteen sections (of the Suttantd
)
commencing with

the Khuddapdtan as formerly explained.”
44 Thus by the division of Nikdyos they are five.”

44 How does it by the Angd division consist of nine classes ?”

3 Y
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“ The whole of the foregoing comprising in it the nine divisions are, the Suttan,

Geyyan, Weyydkaran, Gdthd, Uddnan, Itiwuttakan
,
Jdtakan, Abbhutadhammo

and the Widattan.

“ The Silttan it is to be understood, contains, the two Wibhangd. and (two)

Niddesd, the Khandako and Pariwdro, and in the Suttanipdto, the Mangalasut-

tan, Ratana suttan, Nalaka suttan as well as the Tuwataka suttan, and all the

other discourses of Tathdgato bearing the signification of ‘ Suttan.’

“ Be it understood further that the Geyyan contains every Suttan composed

in Gatlid (metre) together with (its prose portions). The whole of the Sangut-

tako consists throughout of that description (of composition being Gdthd toge-

ther with prose.)

“ The Wiyydkaranan he it understood, consists of the whole of Abhidhamma

Pitako, the Suttantd not composed in Gdthd, and the words of Buddho which

are not classified under any of the other eight Angdni,
“ Be it known the Gdthd consists of the Dhammapaddni, Thiragdthd, Theri-

gdthd and those unmixed (detached) Gdthd not comprehended in any of the

above named Suttantd.

“ The Udanan be it known, consists of the eighty-two Suttantd delivered (by

Buddho) in the form of hymns of joyous inspiration.

“ The Ittiwattakan, he it understood, comprises the one hundred and ten

Suttantd which commence with the words: 1 It was thus said by BhagawaV
“ The Jdtakan, he it understood, comprises the five hundred and fifty Jdta-

kdni (incarnations of Buddho) commencing with the Appanakajdtakan.

“ The Abhutadhammo, he it understood, comprises all the Sdttantd contain-

ing the miracles and wonders, commencing with such expressions as ‘ bhik-

khus.’ These miraculous and wonderous dhammd (powers) are vouchsafed to

* A'nando.’

“ The Widattan, he it understood, consists of the Ch&lawidattan, the Mahd-

widattan

,

the Sammdditthi, the Sakkapanhd, the Sankhdrabhojaniyd, the Alahd-

punndman, as well as the whole of those Sdttantu which have conferred wisdom

and joy on those who heard them.

“ Thus by the classification into Angdni, it consists of nine divisions.”

11 IIow does it by the Dhammakkhando division consist of eighty-four thou-

sand portions ?”

“ It comprises the whole word of Buddho. (It has been said by A'nando,)

Dwasitan, Buddhato gantun dwesahassdni bhikkhuto, chaturdsiti sahassdni

yi mi dhammd pawattito. ‘
I received from Buddho himself eighty-two thou-

sand
;
and from the bhikkhus two thousand ; these are the eighty-four thousand

dhammd maintained by me.’ By this explanation of the Dhammakkhando it

consists of eighty-four thousand divisions. A Suttan in which one subject

alone is treated (or literally consists of one joint) is called Ekddhammakkhando,

Any Dhammakkhando which treats of a plurality of subjects, or consists of

more than one joint, is called by the number (of these subjects treated).

In the JVinayo also, there is the IVatthu, the Mdtika, the Padabhajaniyan,

the A'patti, the Andpatti and the Tikichchabhido classifications. In that (divi-

sion) likewise, he it understood, that each class constitutes a Dhammakkhando.

“ Thus by the Dhammakkhando division, it cousists of eighty-four thousuud

parts.
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“ Thus this word of Buddho, from its being left undivided, is by its * design'

one single class. By its division into Dhammo and Winayo, it consists of two

classes, and so forth
;
and having been separated and arranged by the sanctified

priesthood, having Maha'kassapo for their chief who held the convocation,

this classification has been definitively orduined, viz. thus ' this is the Dham-

mo,’ ‘ this the Winayo,' ‘ this the Palana buddha wachanan,’ ‘ this the Maj-

jhima buddha tcachanan,' * this the Pachima buddha wachanan,’ ‘ this the

iVinaya pitakan,' ‘ this the Sutta pitakan' ,

‘ this the Abhidhamma pitakan,'

* this the Dighanikdyo,' and so forth to the Khuddhanikdyo, ‘ these the Siit-

tantd,' ‘ these the Angdni,’ and * these eighty-four thousand Dhammakkhando.
“ This was not all, for moreover, having established the further several subdi-

visions of classifications of Udddnan, Waggo, Peydlan, Ekanipalo, Dakanipato

and so forth (of Nipatd), the Sanyuttan, Panasd, as set forth in the three

Pitakdni, the convocation was closed in seven months.

“ At the conclusion of this convocation or its being announced ‘ this reli-

gion of the deity gifted with ten powers had been rendered effective to endure

for five thousand years, by the th^ro Maha'kassapo,’ from the exuberance of

its exultation, as if pouring forth its * sadhus’ the great earth, from the abyss

of the waters under the earth, in various ways quaked, (from east to west
;)

requaked (from north to south) ; and quaked again (from Zenith to Nadir) •

and various miracles were manifested.

“ This is called the ‘ Patima Sangiti’ (first convocation). It is also

(called) in this world, from its having been conducted by five hundred persons,

Panchasalikd Sangiti, the (convocation of five hundred), and because it

was exclusively held by the tbtkos, it is likewise called the The'rika'.”

A table of the Pdli version of the Pitakattayan.

Winevapitako,
Consists of the following sections.

1. Pardjiki, 191 leaves of 7 and 8 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 10 inches

long.

2. Pachitinan, 154 leaves of 9 and 10 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 9

inches long.

3. Chulaicaggo, 196 leaves of 8 and 9 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 10

inches long.

4. Mahdwaggo, 199 leaves of S and 9 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 10 inches

long.

5. Pari\cdr6, 146 leaves of 10 and 11 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 9 inches

long.

Abhidhammapitako,
Consists of the following sections.

1. Dhammasangani, 72 leaves of 10 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet 4 inches long.

2. TVibhangan, 130 leaves of 8 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet, 4 inches long.

3. Kathdwatthu, 151 leaves of

4. Puggalan, 2S leaves of S lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet, 4 inches long.

5. Dhitu, 31 leaves of 8 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet, 4 inches long.

6. Yamakan, 131 leaves of 10 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet, 4 inches long.

7. Patthanan, 170 leaves of 9 and 10 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet, 4 inches

long.

3 y 2
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SUTTAPITAKO,
Consists of the following sections.

1. Dlghanikdyo, 292 leaves of 8 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 10 inches long.

2. Majjhimanikdyo, 432 leaves of 8 and 9 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 11

Inches long.

3. Sanyutlakanikiyo, 351 leaves of 8 and 9 lines each side, each leaf 2 feet, 2

inches long.

4. A nguttranikdyo, 654 leaves of 8 and 9 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 10

inches long.

5 . Khudakanikdyo, is composed of 15 books ; viz.

I. Khudapdtan, 4 leaves of 8 lines on each side, 2 feet, 4 inches long. (Burmese.)

II. Dhammapadan, 15 leaves of 9 lines each side, each leaf 1 foot, 8 inches long.

III. Uddnan, 48 leaves of 9 lines each side, 8 feet long.

IV. Itti-atlakan, 31 leaves of 8 lines each side, each leaf 1 foot, 9 inches long.

V. Suttdnipdtan, 40 leaves of 9 lines each side, each leaf 2 feet.

VI. Wimdnawatthu, 158 leaves of 7 and 8 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 9

inches long.

VII. Pitawatthu
,
142 leaves of 8 and 9 lines each side, each leaf 1 foot, 8 inches

long.

VIII. Thiragdta, 43 leaves of 9 lines each side, 2 feet, 4 inches long. (Burmese.)

IX. Thirigdtd, 110 leaves of 8 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 7 inches long.

X. Jdtakan. The commentary is intermixed with the text, and in that form it is

a voluminous work of 900 leaves.

XI. Niddtso, not ascertained yet.

XII. Patisambhidan, 220 leaves of 8 lines on each side, each leaf 1 foot, 11 inches

long.

XIII. Apaddnan, 196 leaves of 10 lines on each side, each leaf 2 feet long.

XIV. Buddbawanso, 37 leaves of 8 lines, each 2 feet long.

XV. Chariydpitako, 10 leaves of 8 lines each side, 3 feet long.

II.— On the “ Indian Boa,” “ Python Tigris." By Lieut. T. Hutton,

37 th Native Infantry.

It is erroneously supposed that the Boas, after having crushed

their prey lubricate it with saliva for the purpose of rendering it less

difficult to be swallowed.

1 possessed three of these reptiles alive at one time, and frequent-

ly watched them very narrowly through the whole process of crush-

ing and swallowing their prey, which consisted of fowls, partridges,

rabbits, &c., but never did they put the least saliva on it previous to

swallowing it. The mistake, however, is easily accounted for

;

having seized and smothered its prey, the Boa cautiously and parti-

ally unwinds the death knot he has tied round his unfortunate victim,

and resting awhile as if to recover from the exertion he has undergone

proceeds to measure or examine the object still held in his embrace,

and during this process the tongue is constantly darting out, as he

proceeds.
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This, at first sight may appear to be for the purpose of lubricating

the feathers or the hair of the prey, but it is in reality nothing more

than feeling the way and ascertaining where the head lies.

It appears to me by no means improbable that the tongue in ser-

pents is rendered highly sensitive, and may be deemed in a great

measure the organ of touch or feeling, by which it is enabled to assist

the senses of sight and smell, and so in some degree be considered

analogous to the antennae of insects*.

I am led to this belief by observing how constantly the tongue is

darted out and brandished, as it were, whenever the reptile is in mo-

tion or at all disturbed.

When I offered water to the Indian Boas, of which they are very

fond, they invariably darted out the tongue rapidly and repeatedly as

they moved along, and seemed to feel the pan all round with it, dart-

ing it over the edge several times until it touched the water, when

they immediately raised their heads, and gliding forwards dipped the

nose fairly into it, and drank by long draughts.

The body in serpents is by no means so callous to the sense of

feeling, as the hard protecting armour in which they are encased,

would perhaps lead one to suppose ; I have seen them shrink from a

very slight touch. This sensitiveness, however, would not enable

them to distinguish different objects, were they not furnished with

some organ adapted for that purpose ; that organ l suppose to be

the tongue.

As the Boa swallows its prey the parts as they descend become

thickly coated with glutinous saliva, but this is derived from the

inside of the mouth and throat, as the prey is drawn in, and not

from any previous lubrication, as may be seen by taking away the

object from the snake, when it will be perceived that those parts

which were in the throat and jaws, are slimy, while the remainder is

quite free from saliva.

They always endeavour to seize their prey by the head, but it not

unfrequentlv happens that in making the spring, their destined vic-

* Last year, (1836), I dipped a feather into spirits of turpentine, and then

held it near the antennae of a stag-beetle which was crawling along the table ;

the insect immediately withdrew the antennae, and turned away. I repeated this

several times, and always with the same result.

Another beetle very common at Simla during the rains and which appears

to be the Scarabaus Phorbanta of Oliver’s insects, showed a much stronger

aversion to the smell of the turpentine, withdrawing the antennae even while the

feather was at some distance, and bending down its head. This would plainly

indicate the sense of smell to be in the antenme ?
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tim moves away, ir. 'which case they seize anywhere they can, but

having crushed it, they invariably commence at the head in swallow-

ing it, by which means they have less difficulty in drawing in the

wings and legs of animals, than if they commenced at the tail, and

indeed it would be totally impossible to swallow a large bird or

quadruped unless they began at the head, for the wings would open

out across the mouth, and prevent the bird descending into the

throat, and so would the legs of a quadruped.

As it is, they often meet with difficulty in swallowing even a mo-

derate sized prey.

A Boa eight and a half feet long, which could swallow a large

sized full grown rabbit, had often great difficulty in taking in a par-

tridge, for if he did not begin cleverly at first in getting the body to

follow the head and neck tolerably straight, i. e. if he seized it rather

too much on one side, the opposite wing would not enter his mouth ;

but in such cases he had an infallible remedy for smoothing down

the obstacle, which consisted in throwing a coil tight round his own

neck, and then drawing his head, and prey backwards through it, by

wffiich means the wings were smoothed down and lengthened out, so

as to be easily swallowed.

They appear to be nocturnal,—at least I judge so, from their lying

coiled up all day, and moving about in the cool of the evening about

nightfall.

They make a loud hissing when irritated by being touched, but

otherwise emit no sound.

About the middle of November they became lazy and sluggish,

and refused food when offered to them on the 1st December, although

they had not been fed for a month before. From that time until the

beginning of April, they refused to feed and generally remained

folded coil above coil, the head surmounting all.

During this period they were easily provoked to bite, but never

made any attempt to throw a coil round their disturbers.

From the month of April they took food freely, whenever it was

offered to them, which was generally once a fortnight, although some-

times more than a month would intervene. They were fond of water

which they were frequently supplied with, and had it thrown over

them in the evening during the hot weather.

On the 26th May the large one killed and swallowed a partridge

and soon afterwards began to cast his skin. This he did, by first

rubbing his muzzle against the side of his cage until the skin became

detached at the lips, und then by gliding slowly through and through
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the tight drawn folds of his own body, by which means the skin was

shoved farther and farther back until it was all off, or in fact until he

had fairly crept out of it !

His colors which for some time previous had been very dim and

dark, now became quite bright aud clean, possessing a fine bluish or

purplish bloom ; and his eye which but a few minutes before, had the

dull bluish hue, of a sightless orb, now shone keenly aud savagely on

the spectator.

Before he had cast his skin, and when he was about to swallow

the partridge he had just killed,—he made several attempts to swallow

it by commencing both at the tail, and at the middle of the body ;
—

the feathers and the wings, however, offered such impediments that

he was, each successive time, obliged to relinquish it, nor could he,

with all his efforts, swallow it until he commenced at the head, when
the wings and limbs lying in their proper direction no longer offered

any resistance.

It was evident that the snake was partially blind from the scales

of the old skin obstructing its sight, or it would not have attempted

to swallow its prey in such an “ un-snake-like" manner.

This snake could with ease swallow a large full grown rabbit, and

therefore the partridge* was a mere trifle,—yet until he began to

swallow it head foremost, it was impossible for it to pass into his throat;

—from my observations, I should certainly be inclined to agree with

Mr. WATERTONf, when he ridicules the idea of a Rattlesnake (crota -

lus horridus
) swallowing a large American squirrel tail foremost, as

related by Audubon. Neverthelss, I should be sorry to say that the

Rattlesnake could not possibly have so swallowed it, because I hold

nothing to be impossible in nature, and we know that many incredi-

ble things may nevertheless be very true.

The snake may have been a very large one, and capable of swal-

lowing a more bulky prey in which case it might be quite possible for

him to swallow it as described by Audubon, although the instinct

and habits of these reptiles and indeed common sense, would at once

point out that the head is the easiest place to commence at.

In the Oriental Annual for tfle years, 1834 or 1835 is a story of a

'• Boa Constrictor,” having seized upon a boatman as he lay asleep

in the bottom of the boat, which was made fast to the shore of an

Island in the Sundei'bunds. The description evidently shows that

the author is unacquainted with the manner in which these enormous

reptiles seize on their victims. He states that the snake had coiled

* Perdis picta. + Vide Loudon’s Mag. Nat. Hist.
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itself round the body of the sailor and was just in the act of crush-

ing him, when the rest of the crew appeared and disabled the mon-

ster, which was found to be 62 feet in length.

Now the manner in which the Boa is here stated to have coiled

himself round the body, and to be just in the act of crushing his prey

is directly contrary to the habits and manners of the reptile, for in-

stead of deliberately coiling round its prey and then crushing it, the

whole is done with the speed of thought,—the eye cannot follow the

rapid movement of the folds in which the victim is enveloped. Glid-

ing gradually and as it were almost imperceptibly towards his trem-

bling victim, until he finds himself fairly within reach,—with a sud-

den dash he throws himself on his prey, seizing it by the head or leg

with his powerful jaws, and at the same instant rapidly winding coil

on coil round the neck and body. It is in this first movement that

the tremendous muscular power of his body is brought into play, and

the folds which are formed at the very moment of seizure, are com-

pressed with such desperate energy as to render the victim powerless

in his grasp and the most convulsive efforts are useless, merely shak-

ing the dreadful monster without in the least loosening his folds,

—

nay, on the contrary, only rendering them still tighter, until life is

fairly fled. I have tried with my utmost strength to uncoil a Boa of

seven feet from a partridge, but without a shadow of success, for he

tightened his folds in spite of my endeavours.

Had the “ Boa Constrictor” (the existence of which in India is

more than doubtful !) once succeeded in coiling itself round the sailor

—no earthly power could have saved his life. The crew might cut

the monster to pieces but his fatal grasp would have done its deadly

work, and life would have left the poor sailor, ere the folds of the

Boa could have been loosed.

The velocity with which the Boa darts on his prey, not only over-

throws it, but hurls his own body in advance of his head and thus

formst he first coil, the rest of his length being rapidly twined at the

same time.

So conscious is he of his enormous power, that if the prey be

small, the scaly monster does not deign to coil himself around it.

Rats, pigeons, young fowls, or any thing of that size, were seized

with a sudden snatch and simply twisted under the neck of the snake;

—the reptile apparently using only the weight of his body and power

of his jaws to destroy life.

The usual method of feeding them, wras by opening a small door

of the cage and introducing a living bird or beast. On first perceiv-
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ing its prey, the snake darts out his forked tongue as if licking his

lips at the thoughts of the banquet, and gradually prepares himself

for the deadly spring.

I introduced a full grown buck rabbit, into the den of the largest

snake, which there lay coiled up in one corner.

The rabbit eyed the monster in evident uneasiness, with his ears

thrown back, and nose elevated and stamping firmly with his hind

feet, on the floor. The snake in the mean time was incessantly bran-

dishing his long forked tongue, and gradually opening out the close

drawn coils of his body in order to give himself room for the deadly

spring.

His head then slowly and almost imperceptibly glided forward

over the upper coil, towards the rabbit, which intently eyed every

movement of his foe.—In an instant and with a suddenness which

made me start, the snake dashed forward, but to my surprise the rab-

bit eluded his grasp, by springing over him.

With a loud and threatening hiss the Boa sullenly gathered himself

again into his corner, where he lay still for an instant, with his head

still pointing towards the rabbit.—Not liking his position, the poor

buck turned to move away, and that movement decided his fate, for

with the speed of lightning, both snake and rabbit rolled in a fast

embrace, with a heavy crash against the side of the cage. The Boa

had seized his victim by a fore leg, with one coil round the throat so

closely drawn that the eyes seemed starting from their sockets ; a

second coil was thrown around the body, immediately below the

shoulders, and another round the loins. So instantaneous was the

spring, that not even one cry escaped the rabbit, and though the last

convulsive motion of the hind legs, was strong enough to shake the

boa, it lasted but a few minutes and all was over. For some seconds,

after life had to all appearance fled, the snake still held his firm posi-

tion as if to allow no chance of escape, and proceeded first to disen-

gage his teeth from the hold he had taken and then to uncoil from the

neck ;—with the remaining coil he still held fast.

For some little time he continued to open and twist his jaws about

most frightfully, to clear his mouth of the rabbit’s fur, which done, he

commenced searching for the head, and measuring the carcass all

round with his nose ;—during this time the tongue was ever on the

move, darting and quivering about in all directions ; but although

constantly in contact with the animal’s hair, not a vestige of saliva

was left behind. There was no lubrication here.

3 z
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The fore leg of the rabbit where the snake had seized him, was

covered with mucus, but only there.

The monster now with a slow and frightful expanding of the jaws,

took in the rabbit’s nose, and then proceeded with gradually increas-

ing distention of his mouth and the skin of the throat beneath, to

suck in his prey*.

The chief difficulty seems to lie, in getting the head cleverly into

the throat, which done the rest of the body soon follows, and having

passed the jaws and fairly entered the gullet it may be traced quickly

gliding down the lengthy brute until it arrives at the stomach.

Having thus far succeeded, the next effort is to reduce his dislo-

cated jaws to their proper position, which is done apparently with

some little trouble, bv yawning and shoving them about in all possi-

ble shapes, until the end in view is accomplished. He then slowly

retires to his retreat and remains quietly coiled up to digest his

meals.

If the prey offered be small, I have known them not only to feed

for two or three successive days, but even more than once on the

same day.

On another occasion I supplied the same snake with a large

“ Gohf,” expecting to see the monster puzzled by so ugly a customer

as the lizard was reported to be ; his claws were tremendous, and as

his head was nearly as large as that of the snake, I expected him to

show fight. He had no more chance than the poor rabbit !

The Boa lay as usual coiled up in one corner of his cage, and when

I opened the door to introduce the lizard, the poor animal was so re-

joiced to escape from me, that without heeding where it went, it ran

and perched itself on the top of the snake.

The Boa apparently conscious of the sharpness of the “ GohV'

claws, remained quite still, but evidently kept his savage eyes fixed

on his intended victim.

The Goh at length left his position and retreated to the farther end

of the cage, as if he had at last discovered himself to be placed in an

awkward situation.

The snake widened his folds and prepared to spring, and at the

same time the Goh faced him, so that I really thought a fight would

• The manner of taking in the prey, appears to me almost incapable of a true

description.—The frightful distending of the jaws and throat cannot be fully

conceived, by those who have not witnessed it. The snake with mouth wide

open, seems to draw himself over the prey, in the same manner as a stocking

slips on the leg !

t A species of monitor ?
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ensue ;—but the sudden dash of the Boa soon settled the point, and

in a second, both, as in the instance of the rabbit, lay entwined in a

confused knot before me.—The snake had seized the lizard by the

nose, and with such tremendous force had he thrown himself on his

prey, that the head was pointed backwards towards the tail, and the

neck bent double, with a tight coil round it to keep it so.—Two

other coils were on the body and a last one above the whole to add

weight to his enormous power.

Astonished to find the Boa close coiled round his victim a full

hour after he had seized it, I took a stick to provoke him, thinking

that he was not inclined to feed,—but I soon perceived the reason for

his remaining thus inactive. The Goh still lived and moved its legs

when touched, in spite of the suffocating pressure and weight on its

body, and so tenacious of life was this reptile, that the Boa did not

uncoil until 3| hours after he had seized it. Thus allowing him suffi-

cient instinct to know when his prey is dead, which he assuredly

does, the Goh must have lived in the horrid embrace of his destroyer

nearly all that time.

The rabbit died in less than 10 minutes,—the Goh lived upwards

of 3 hours !

!

Part of the skin and several ova of the Goh were afterwards voided,

but I could find no trace of its long horny claws.—The ova were

covered with a strong skin, like those of a snake, and were still

whole.

The grain which was in the crop of a recently fed partridge was af-

terwards voided whole and apparently healthy.

The long quills of a kite
(
falco cheeld) were voided in a compact

bundle, much better packed together than any from a stationer’s

shop !

In a work called the “ Tower menagerie,” is a figure of the Indian

Boa, supposed to be the Pedda Poda of Dr. Russell, and in the short

account which accompanies it, allusion is made to its lubricating its

prey “with the foetid mucus secreted in its stomach.”

Reference is also made to an account “ given by Mr. Brodkrip in

the second volume of the Zoological Journal from actual observation

of the specimens now in the Tower. In this account it is said that,

“ the serpent after slowly disengaging his folds, placed his head oppo-

site to that of his victim, coiled himself once more around it to com-

press it into the narrowest possible compass, and then gradually pro-

pelled it into his separated jaws and dilated throat ; and finally pre-

sents a disgusting picture of the snake when his meal was at an end,

3 z 2
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•with loose and apparently dislocated jaws dropping with the super-

fluous mucus which had been poured forth.” In this account the long-

cherished opinion of lubricating the prey is again set forth, aud the

mouth of the serpent is said to drop with the “ superfluous mucus

which had been pouredforth /”

This latter expression would lead one to suppose that the mucus

flowed copiously from the mouth,—which it certainly never does*.

These snakes are kept in a state of artificial warmth and in a cli-

mate far different from that of their native forests, and therefore the

great flow of mucus may perhaps be induced by disease. My snakes

were in their own proper climate and in perfect health and vigour,

and yet they never either lubricated their prey, nor did their jaws

drop with any mucus at all;—nor did they ever coil round their prey

again, after having once quitted their hold. I may remark, that I

have not seen Mr. Broderip’s account in his own words.

A large cat was once sent to me for my Boa. by some friends who
maintained that the snake would not kill it, and this proved to be the

case,—not from any want of power or inclination on the part of the

reptile, but simply because he was not allowed to have fair play.

It is well known to naturalists that these powerful reptiles lie con-

cealed, in expectation of some animal passing within reach of their

retreat, and should an unfortunate creature stray near enough,— it is

from the thicket or jungle grass that the deadly spring is made upon

the unsuspecting victim. But if a Boa be surprised in open ground,

instead of springing upon its disturber, it would endeavour to make

its escape to the jungle, and unless closely pressed or actually assailed

would make no attempt to destroy its pursuer.

I had always been in the habit of introducing the prey into the

cage by a side door and from a corner of the den, the spring was
made, almost before the animal introduced was aware of the danger

in which it stood. Had the cat been thrust in in like manner, she

would have had no time to prepare for combat nothing how-
ever, would satisfy my visitors, but turning the snake out of his

den into an open verandah, in which the cat was already tied by one

leg.

The Boa frightened by the noise and number of people collected,

endeavoured to make his escape, and for this purpose was passing

on without noticing the cat, when to my surprise she seized the Boa

• If the snake had lubricated the prey, the jaws should rather have been des-

titute of mucus after swallowing it, than dropping with superfluous mucus 1
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by the thick part of the tail, with her teeth, shaking him forcibly

from side to side, whilst her claws were making sad havoc on his

sides.

The Boa made no attempt to bite, hut as soon as the cat quitted

her hold, took refuge in the cage, and coiled himself up as usual.

Victory, of course, was awarded to the cat as if there had been a

fight between them. A second trial brought the same result, and I

then shut the snake up, as he appeared hurt from the sharpness

of the cat’s teeth and claws. The cat was then introduced into

the cage, and the Boa disturbed and discomfited as he was, in-

stantly sprung at and seized her by a leg ; but the cage proving too

confined for so large an animal as the cat, he could not coil round

her, and puss finding her legs at liberty again brought her claws to

play upon the sides of her antagonist, who gave up the struggle and

coiled himself again in one corner.

Not wishing to torment him longer in such a ridiculous manner,

and my visitors being fully satisfied that a Boa had no chance with a

cat,—I opened the cage door and allowed the animal to escape, which

she lost no time in doing, for notwithstanding her victory, she evi-

dently felt ill at ease in the snake’s presence.

Had the cage been large enough to have allowed the Boa to throw

his coils round the cat when he seized her, the legs of poor puss

would have been firmly bound to her sides, and all power of biting

or scratching very speedily put an end to.

One interesting circumstance was however, produced by this failure

of the Boa, which was the instinct showm by the cat in her mode of

attacking the snake. Had she seized him by the head or throat, the

tail would instantly have been coiled round her with such force as not

only would have obliged her to quit her hold, but would, in a very

short time, have killed her. By seizing on the tail, she showed that

nature had implanted in her a knowledge of her enemy’s mode of

attack, and she at once put it out of his powTer to bring his enormous

muscular strength into play.

The mongoose (Mangusta grisea) a decided enemy and destroyer

of the deadly Cobra di capello (Naia vulgaris) would be easily crush-

ed by a Boa because it generally seizes by the throat
;

(I say gene-

rally, because it sometimes fails, but in this case it shakes the snake

so violently as to prevent its biting ;—or it may chance that the

snake kills it.) Instinct teaches this little animal to avoid the poi-

soned fangs of the Cobra, by seizing on the throat, and putting it

out of the snake’s power to bite ; and the cat in like manner seizes
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on the tail of the Boa to prevent the death-knot being thrown around

its body. Were these animals to reverse their mode of attack, both

would infallibly be destroyed ; for were the Mongoose to seize a

Cobra by the tail, the reptile would turn and bite,—were the cat

to seize the Boa by the throat the tail would twine round and suffo-

cate her.

Thus, throughout nature, has the all-wise and merciful creator be-

stowed on his most inoffensive creatures, the knowledge necessary to

preserve them from their deadliest enemies.

Note. When I first procured these snakes they appeared to be half stupified,

and the Jugglers from whom I purchased them, threw the largest one, (8i feet)

round my neck. For a fortnight or three weeks after this I continued to handle

them with impunity ; but one morning while in the act of stooping with a pan of

water in my hand, the large snake sprung at me, striking the pan with such

force as to dash it out of my hand. By striking his nose against the pan, it

turned his head away from me and he darted past ;—had he missed the pan, he

would have seized me by the arm and thrown himself round my neck.—A friend

who was with me, thinking that the snake had seized me, ran into the house for

a knife to cut the muscles of the back—but fortunately this was unnecessary or

I fear I should have been strangled before the folds could have been loosed.

I found afterwards that they had been drugged with opium in their water, in

order to render them quiet and harmless, but as I did not pursue this system,

the effect wore off, and 1 was obliged to be cautious in approaching them after-

wards, as they frequently sprung against the bars of their cage at any person

passing them.

Simla, 4 th April, 1837.

III .—Notice of a skull (fragment) of a gigantic fossil Batrachian. By
Dr. T. Cantor.

[From the Asiatic Researches, Vol. XIX.*]

This interesting fossil remain was discovered by Col. Colvin in

the Nahun field from whence the chief part of the Dddiipur fossils

were extracted. Through the care of Mr. J. 1’rinskp, with whom it

was deposited, the sandstone in which it was imbedded, has been

removed as much as possible, and the fragment appears now in the

state in which it is represented in the accompanying sketches. It is to

be regretted that a transversal fracture, pointing to a remote period,

has left the fragment offering very few data for conclusions
; to which

may be added tlie altered position of several parts, evidences of the

* [This is so very extraordinary a fossil that we make no apology for' outstep-

ping strict rules (as we did in the case of the Sivntlicrium), and publishing it

*rom the text of the quarto Researches, before the latter have appeared.

—

Ed.]
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bones having undergone a severe compression, most probably at the

moment the animal perished.

The general appearance indicates beyond doubt the animal hav-

ing belonged to the third great class of vertebrata, the reptiles : the

difference however in the formation of the skulls of the Chelonians

and Saurians renders these two orders quite out of question. The for-

mation and structure of the teeth, the separation of the lower jaw in

the middle afford certainly characteristics of the Ophidians ; Mr.

Pkinsep indeed was led by these very circumstances when he examin-

ed the fossil in its original state, with ojily the anterior part of the

jaws exposed, to suppose them belonging to a serpent*. The clearing

of the matrix however soon shewed the total difference from several

skulls of serpents, as represented in the Rhgne animal, which animals

however ha%re the two above mentioned characteristics in common

with the Batrachians.

With those skulls of recent Batrachians, which I have been able to

consult, (represented in Cuvier’s Ossemens fossiles, tomeV. 2e. partie,

Plate XXIV.) the present one disagrees particularly in the formation

of the intermaxillary bone situated rather over, than between the

maxillary, the branches of which are immediately united in the middle,

covered by the arches, extending to both sides, assisted by two slender

apophyses, which are fixed to the skull between the parietal and the

anterior frontal bones.

The rounded profile of the upper and lower jaw afford in their general

appearance a characteristic of the Batrachians, in some of which—the

frogs, the jaw, generally speaking the upper, is provided with minute

teeth, corresponding in form and distribution with those of the fossil.

The separation at the symphysis, the wide arch of the lower jaw,

the excavation of the inner surface, in short the development of this

bone, serving for insertion of the tongue and muscles, which solely

perform the function of inspiration, exhibit phenomena exclusively

repeated in the recent Batrachians, to which order I am thus induced

to look upon the extinct owner of the present skull as closely allied.

Cuvier characterises the frogs (Rana , Laurenti) by their being

furnished by a row of small teeth in the upper jaw, and an interrupted

* It was the supposition of its being a serpent's head that led to my placing

*he fossil in the hands of Dr. Cantor, whom I knew to have paid particular at-

tention to this department of natural history. Colonel Colvin, when it was

still half hidden by matrix imagined it to belong to the Lacerta. It was at his

suggestion that I attempted to clear it and examine its peculiarities, which he an-

ticipated would be found of high interest.

—

Ed.
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transverse range of palatial teeth, while the toads (Bnfo, Laur.) have

no teeth whatever (R&gne animal : Batrachians). Mr. Blainville in

his masterly ‘Analyse d’un systeme general d’erpetologie and d’amphi-

biologie (Nouv. Annales du mus. d'hist. nat. t. IVe. p. 279) offers

as a diagnostic of his second genus ‘ Rainette,’ Hyla. the tree-frog,

its having palatial and maxillar teeth : in his third genus, ‘ Grenouille,’

Rana, some species partake in this formation, while others are void of

teeth in the lower jaw.

Notwithstanding the very minute inquiry instituted by Mr. Prinsep,

no teeth are found immediately situated in the lower jaw and it is

impossible to decide, whether the teeth imbedded in the matrix along

the inner margin of the left lower jaw are palatial or belonging to

either of the two jaws. This however is of less consequence, for if

it be at all allowed to use the teeth as guides, the fossil representative

can but be approximated to either the Hyla or Rana. A comparison

in the mode of life of either might perhaps carry a step farther : the

recent tree frogs, confined to trees, feed exclusively upon insects, while

the frogs properly so called, in their mixed aquatic and terrestrial

hunts, prey not only upon insects, but also upon other animal matters.

Considering the fossil teeth, it appears as nature intended these sharp

hooks to fix objects different from the slender bodies of insects.

By comparing the fossil the length of which is 7^ inches, to a skull

of the common green frog, (Rana esculenta, Linn.) it appears, that at

least one fourth is missing or, that the original length of the skull

must have been about 10 inches. Following up this comparison, we

find the skull of the common frog is to the total length of the body

as one to four, which proportion, applied to the fossil representative,

gives this, from the muzzle to the extremity of the body, the gigantic

length of forty inches, a proportion between fossil and recent species,

which however is met with in the neighbouring family, the salaman-

ders, of which the recent members are of small size compared to the

skeletons, one of which, (the renowned ‘ Homo diluvii testis’ of Scheo-

chzer,) discovered in the schist of Oeningen, measured three feet in

length.

Explanation of the sketches, PI. XXXI. (about ith linear dimensions.)

A. The upper surface.

1. The parietal bones, about « of an inch in diameter, strongly

marked with the rays of ossification, united by a very fine suture to

2. The frontal, formed somewhat similarly to the same of Rana

boans, L. (Cuv. Ossem. foss. loc. cit.)
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3. The anterior frontals ; their suture is entirely effaced, a case

not uncommon in aged specimens of recent reptiles.

4. The intermaxillary hone ; the muzzle having suffered a great

deal, it is impossible to discover the junction between this and the

anterior frontals.—Between the arch and the corresponding part of the

maxillary there is a longitudinal space, filled with matrix, so that the

intermaxillary appears superincumbent over the upper jaw, while it,

in the recent frogs, forms the anterior part of the jaw, and is as well

as the latter furnished with teeth.

5. The apophyses of the intermaxillary, proportionally long and

slender, support the arches, a distribution observed in the axolote as

represented by Cuvier, (loc. cit. pi. XXVII. figs. 24 and 25.)

6. The apophysis which terminated the anterior part of the cavity

of the eye, analogous to the apophysis, which in recent frogs proceeds

from the side of the anterior frontals.—In front of this and nearer

towards the muzzle we are to search for the situation of the nostrils.

7. Matrix with projecting indistinct fragmina of bones.

8. Part of the lower jaw.

B. A front view

of the fossil shewing the compression, the position of the teeth, and

the angle of the lower jaws, pressfid up into the cavity of the palate :

the references as in fig. A.

C. The lower surface.

1. The intermaxillary bone.

2. The upper jaw: in this and the surrounding matrix a> number

of teeth, the largest of which in the middle toward the symphisis.

3. The lower jaw formed by two wide arches separated at the

symphisis, the external surface convex, the internal excavated.

4. Fragments probably of the pterygoid bone. (Vide Cuvier, loc.

cit. p. 389.)

D. Teeth, (nat. size.)

The teeth are comparatively small, conic and recurved, of the same

formation as those of the serpents, (
3shews a lateral section of a tooth.)

The larger are fixed close to each other and in a single row, while

two or three rows of small teeth appear in the left lateral branch of

the upper jaw. The matrix covering the left side of the palate con-

tains several fragmina, the original situation of which, whether in

the palate or in either of the jaws, it would be, as before said, difficult

to determine.
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IV .—Some account of the Wars between Burmah and China, together

with thejournals and routes of three different Embassies sent to Pekin

by the King of Ava : taken from Burmese documents. By Lieutenant-

Colonel H. Burney, Resident in Ava.

[Concluded from p. 451.]

The last embassy sent by the king of Ava to Pekin accompanied a

Chinese embassy, which arrived at Ava in the month of April, 1833.

The principal envoy from China was distinguished by a great attach-

ment to strong liquors, with which the Burmese Government liberally

supplied him, and he was often publicly seen in a state of intoxication.

The principal envoy of the Burmese deputation was a Tsaredo-gyih

whose family name is Maung Weng, and with whom I was well ac-

quainted. But on his return from China he caught a jungle fever

which brought on mental derangement, from the effects of which the

poor man is not recovered at this date, 1836. The fever was caught

after the envoy had entered his own country again, for a large tract

of territory above Ava is considered by the Burmese as particularly

unhealthy.

The following is a translation of such portions of the proceedings of

this last embassy as I have yet been able to procure. '

Letter from the Emperor of China to the King of Ava in 1833.

Elder brother Tauk-kcon, king of V'd\, who, assisted by the ThagyA Nat,
governs the great kingdoms and countries to the eastward, affectionately addresses
younger brother, the sun-descended king, lord of the golden palace, and owner of
mines of gold, silver, rubies, amber and noble serpentine, who governs the great
kingdoms and countries and a multitude of umbrella-wearing chiefs to the westward.
Elder brother, who obtained possession of the throne through the glory of his an-
cestors, is in amicable relations with various kingdoms and countries. In elder

brother’s empire also, elder brother himself, his queen, sons, daughters, nobles and
officers, together with the inhabitants of the country, are in good health ; and he de-
sires to hear and know, that in younger brother’s empire also, the sun-descended
king, his queen, sons, daughters, nobles, officers, the poor people and royal slaves,

are all well and happy. In pursuance of the custom which has existed since the
year 1149, (A. D. 1787,) in the reign of (his) grand-father Khyeng-loun, king of
U'di, for a royal letter with presents to pass once in ten years, the ten years having
expired, a royal letter with gifts, four good horses, and various cloths, such as are
always presented, are now sent with Tshein-ta’-lo'-ye', and Yeng-tsheng-yk'.
On their arrival, let younger brother, the sun-descended king, agreeably to the
friendship and love subsisting between the two countries as if they were one, and
according to existing custom, prepare a royal letter and envoys in return and forward
them. When the men deputed by the sun-descended king and the royal letter and
gifts arrive at the city of Maing:tsh\ (Yuiian), the Tsoun-tu of Maing :tshi, (governor
general of Yunan,) will appoint officers to convey them safely on the road as far as
the great city (Pekin), and the envoys deputed by the sun-descended king with the
royal letter and presents shall be suitably taken care of and entertained. Let the
men, Tshein-Ta'-Lo'-YF.', and Yeng-tsheng-ye', whom elder brother deputes,
return soon ; and when the envoys come back, it will be like having seen the coun-
tenance of younger brother, the lord of the golden palace.

Answer from the King of Ava to the letter from the Emperor of China, received at

Ava in the month of April, 1833.
The lord of the Tshaddan elephant, the master of many white elephants, the

owner of mines of gold, silver, rubies, amber and noble serpentine, who bears the
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title and designation of Thiri tari baxcand ditiyd dipadi paicara pandita mahd dham-
nia-rdja * dirijti, the royal supporter of religion, the sun-descended king, lord of

life aud great king of righteousness, who governs the great kiugdoms and countries

and n multitude of umbrella-wearing chiefs to the westward, affectionately addresses

(his) royal friend Tauk-kuon, king of U'd), who governs the great kingdoms nnd
countries and a multitude of umbrella-wearing chiefs to the eastward. In accordance

with the friendship which (his) royal grand-father Men :dara'-GYI'H, (great king

of righteousness,) who founded the golden city of Amurapura, and king of Cf'tfl’s

royal grand-father, Khyeng-loon, affectionately cultivated for a long period of

years, royal letters with presents were reciprocally seut once in ten years without

interruption. On the 8th day of the waning moon of Tagu iu the Burmese year 1 194,

(April 12th, 1833,) when royal friend (king of Aca) had been in possession of the

throne for fourteen years, and Tauk-kcon king of U'tfi for 12 years, Tshein-ta'-
lo'-te', Yeno-tsheng-ye', Tso'-lo'-tsou.y, Tsa'n-lo'-tso'un, La'-tshbng-ye'
and Yan-la-tsheng-YE', having arrived with a royal letter and various presents,

consisting of three cnps of the noble serpentine; two cups of the same, carved with
flowers ; one goglet of the same ;

two jackets of fur lined with yellow silk, four jac-

kets of the same fur lined with plum-colored silk ; eight rolls of gold cloth or bro-
cade

;
six rolls of various kinds of velvet ; six large rolls of satin, and four horses :

they were received and brought (to Ava
)

in a suitable manner. On the day ou
which the New year’s Kado (beg-pardon audieuce) was held, the royal letter and
presents being arranged in the palace in front of the throne, his majesty came out
and took his seat attended by the royal son, younger brothers, kinsmen, and all the

nobles and officers, and had the royal letter submitted and readout. His majesty
was pleased to hear, that the king of XJ'd'i himself, his queen, sons, daughters and
kinsmen are well and happy. Royal friend himself also, his queen, son, daughters
and kiusmen are well and happy. Agreeably to the friendship subsisting between
the two great countries, his Majesty has appointed as his envoys in return Mem:-
tha'-ya'za'-gy6, of the royal household, Ne'-myo'-ya'za', Ne-myo'-ye'-gaung-
Noratha' and Ne'-myo'-bdla-thu', and sends them with the following presents :

two ruby rings for royal friend's own wearing; two sapphire rings; two blocks of
noble serpentine weighing forty-eight viss and forty ticals ; four elephants’ teeth
weighing forty-four viss and sixty ticals ; three whole pieces of scarlet broad cloth,

three of green and two of yellow ; ten pieces of fine muslin ; ten pieces of long
cloth, ten pieces of Europe chintz, ten pieces of Europe handkerchiefs ; ten foreign
carpets ; one hundred books of gold leaf, one hundred of silver leaf ; three viss of
white sandal-wood, three viss of red, three viss of bastard sanded-wood; ten bottles
of otto of roses

;
ten bottles of rose wTater ; two lacquered ware boxes with high co-

nical covers, gilded and inlaid with pieces of looking glass ;
two of the same with

flowers engraved on the lacquered work and gilded ; two of the same engraved ac-
cording to the Yuan pattern, twTo of the same with high stands and engraved in the
same manner, four round lacquered boxes, each capable of containing half a basket
and engraved according to the Yuon pattern, 50 small round boxes of a quarter of a
basket measure each

;
fifteen peacock’s tails, with four male elephants and one

female.
Let these envoys return soon, and when they come back, it will be like having

met and seen royal friend, king of U’d'i.

Copy of the instructions given by the Ministers of Ava to the Ambassadors appointed to

proceed to China from Ava.

Men:tha’-ya za'-gy6, Ne'-my<5-ya'za', Ne'-my6-ye'-gaung Noratha' and
Ne'-my6-bula-thc', who have been appointed by his majesty ambassadors to pro-
ceed to China, having received charge of the royal letter and presents, and having been
furnished with boats and crews complete, namely, the governor of Ba- mo's gilded
paddle boat with a brass pya-that for the king’s letter, a phaung or accommodation
boat with a double roof for the royal presents, a war boat for Men:tha'-ya'Za'-gyo',
a phaung with a plain roof for the other ambassadors, and another phaung with a
roof partly plain and partly double for the Chinese envoys : they will depart from
Aro on a propitious day. They must travel the proper stages in the following
order. In front of all, the boat with the king’s letter, then that with the royal

* This is a title conferred upon himself by the king of Ava since the date of the
war with the British Government, and the meaning of the Pali words is thus trans-
lated by the Burmese : “ The Illustrious Lord of Life, who exercises boundless do-
minion and possesses supreme wisdom, the exalted king of righteousness and king
of kings.”— It is, I believe, the third title which he has given himself since his ac-
cession to the throne in 1819.

4 A 2
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presents, then Men:tha'-ya'za'-gy6’s boat, then the boat of the other ambassadors,
then the boat of the Chinese envoys, and last the governor of Ba-mo’s yhaung with
the war and other paddle and row boats.

At each halting-place the sheds and provisions which have been built and collect-

ed, are to be allotted and distributed by the head men of the place, who will, agree-
ably to the orders issued by the ministers, calculate the number of men, and deli-

ver provisions sufficient for each man from one halting-place to another.
On arriving at Ba-mo, the 2J5 boatmen with the yhaungs and other boats must

be sent bach to Ava, the governor and officers of Ba-mo supplying the men with
provisions sufficient for their journey back. Letters reporting the day of arrival

there and every other particular, must also be sent down by these men for the in-

formation of the king and ministers.

Men:tha'-ya'za'-gy6, and some of the officers with him, will have a shed with a
square roof built at Ba-mo, and lodge the royal letter and presents in the same.
For the more easy conveyance of the royal letter the governor of that place will con-
struct a plank Ta-zaung (a portable pyramidical structure) having three roofs, and
an umbrella and other ornaments, with a door on one side with a Jock and key, and
varnish and gild the whole. In this the royal letter must be placed, the lock fas-

tened and care taken that no rain is admitted and it must be carried carefully by men
whom the town of Ba-mo will furnish.

The four male elephants and one female, inteuded as presents for the emperor of
China, will proceed by land to Ba-m6, so that they may travel with ease and be fully

supplied with grass.

Two hundred men being expeditiously supplied to proceed from Ba-md, to the
Chinese boundary, the ambassadors will travel by the usual stages, and having in

front two men with rods.

On your arrival at Maingrlshi vid Motmyin, you will represent that you are to
promote the advantage of both sovereigns; that friendship has existed between the
countx-ies of the two kings (here some of the long titles of the two kings are given),
from the time of their ancestors

;
and that you have been deputed and are come as

ambassadors with a royal letter and presents. That in the eastern empire Yuen-
TA'-YAlNthe Tsoun-tii of Maing:tshi, and in the western M enth'a-t a'za' the go-
vernor of Ba-mo are placed like boundary flags and out-posts, and are required to
promote the advantage of both countries, conformably to the qualifications essential

to governors and generals*.
Do not remain long at Maing.-lshi request that the royal letter and presents and

the elephants may be conveyed, so as to reach Pekin properly
; speak boldly, and as

persons who are well acquainted with what is due to kings, to religion and to this

world, and then proceed.
Speak also on the subject of Ma-ha-weng, and Maha-nut. of Kyain-youn-gyih, in

the manner you have been instructed, following the memorandum given you on this

point, and taking care that much discussion may not arise, and that you may per-
suade and overcome.
Prepare and transmit a report to Ava of all that may be proper to be submitted

without any omissions, once from Mo:myin, and once from Maing:tshi.

After leaving Maing:tshi, and when you reach Pekin, observe and record every
thing carefully and unreservedly, so as to justify the confidence and favor of his

majesty, who has selected you, and speak daily with firmness.

You must note and bring back with you, after making inquiries secretly and as-
certaining, what the emperor of China worships in order to obtain Neibban ; what
he practises and worships in order to obtaiu advantages iu this world ; ixs well as an
account of his queens, concubines, kinsmeu, children, nobles and officers, and of

* The Burmese have lists of the qualifications required from, or characteristics of
every public officer and condition of life. Those appertaining to a general are nine,

namely: 1st. Skill iu overcoming the enemy. 2nd. Knowledge of good ground orpost
iu which to defeat an enemy. 3rd. Not deserting his army in adversity, nr when de-
feated. 4th. Sharing good or evil with his array. 5th. Possessing great physical
powers. 6th. Possessing purity of mind. 7th. Well versed in the The-ntn- ga-byuha-
kyan (a work on tactics). 8th. Ability to direct an army without fatiguing or dis-

ti'essing it. 9th. Full of activity and courage.
The qualifications of an ambassador are these eight. 1st. Expert in hearing intel-

ligence. 2nd. Expert in couveying intelligence. 3rd. Clever in lenrning and observ-
ing every thing. 4th. Clever iu repenting the whole of a communication. 5th. Heady
in comprehending the object aud meaning of a communication. 6th. Clever in mak-
ing a communication fully undex-stood. 7th. Clever in comprehending the advantage
or disadvantage of any communication. 8th. Keeping a guard over his mind, words
aud acts, so us to prevent disputes and misunderstandings.
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their equipage, dress aud ceremonies, with a map and description of China and
Tartary. You must express a desire to go and worship the genuiue teeth of Gou-
dama, and in order that you may obtain positive information, you must go yourself
and see and take an account of every thing curious or worthy to be seen and known.
You must also apply for permission to go aud see and tuke, an account of caves,

pagodas, aud layats in every quarter.

You must always keep in mind the interest of his majesty, and execute his ser-

vice boldly and truly, in fulfilment of his majesty’s belief when he appointed you,
that you would accomplish every point in which the two countries are concerned,
and in accordance with the favor which you have received from, and the obligation
which you owe to his majesty.

The royal Woondauk Maha'-mf.n-gya'-ya'za' submitted and read the above on
the 28th June 1833 to the prince of Tsalen, and to the Wun-yyihs, Kyi'-WUM Men:-
gyih, Mya'wadi' Men:gyih, Padain Men:gyih, Ngarane Men:gyih, and Kyouk-
tshavng Men.gyih.

Route of a Journey from the City of Ava to the City of Pekin, travelled

by a Mission deputed by the King of Ava to the Emperor of China in

the year 1833 .

Date. Names of places.

9th.

10th.

11th.

13th.

14th.

15th.

16th.

17th.

18th.

The boats of the Chinese
envoys were made to fol-

low those of the Burmese
envoys.

27th June,.. Left the city of Ava by water, and
1833. stopped at the temporary buildiugs

occupied by the Chinese Ambassa-
dors at the pagoda of Shue-gyet,

28th Proceeded to Amarapiira at which
the Chinese envoys desired to stop
a day with some of their relatives

and friends residing in that city,.

30th Stopped at Shydh-yaung village uuder
Tsigain 3

1st July, .. Village of Sheln-ma-gd, 7

2nd City of Kyauk-myaung, 11

3rd Jungle village of Them-kha, 7

4th City of Tsam-bay-nagd, 6
5th City of Henga-mu, 9
6th City of Ta-gaung, 6
7th City of Khyun-daung, 4

8th Village of Thl-gyain under the city

of Mya-daung, 4
Village of Thd-gaya under ditto, .... 5
Village of Nyaung-khye-dauk under

city of Ka-thd
City of Ka-thd where the fleet stop-
ped a day, as the boats of the
Chinese envoys had not come up,
and the stream was very violent,

Village of Let-pdn-zin (line of silk-

cotton trees) under city of Yen:ge
or Yeng-khyc,

j
3

Village of Tshi-byu-goun under city

of Shue-gu,
|

5
City of Shue-gu,

|
5

Village of Tsin-khan under city of
Kaung-toun,

)
5

Village of Len-ban:gya under city of
Ba-md

> 5
City of Ba-md,

j 3
Tshein-ta'-lO-ye', and Yeng-tsheng-ye', had 34 followers, the 4 Burmese envoys
had 46, and the crews of the boats amounted to218 men. All these men were supplied
with provisions by the chiefs of the different towns and villages on our route from
Ava to Ba-md, and the current being very strong between the village of Thi-gyain
and Ba-md, the fleet was assisted by additional paddle boats and men sent by the
chiefs of the different places lying in that portion of our journey. On the 26th June,

Remarks.

The Chinese envoys,
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the officer in charge of the elephants intended as presents for the emperor of China
arrived at ha-mo, with four of these animals only, and reported, that on the journey
from Ava, they had all got loose at the village of Mo-wun, under Kaung-loun, and
that on pursuing and overtaking them on the Nga-ztn Ka-khyen hill, in the territo-

ry of Mo-meit, he found one dead. The mission stopped 23 days, at Ba-md
, prepar-

ing for their land journey and collecting horses and porters. The governor made
a small pyramidal box with a lock and key and gilded it all over, for holding the
King of Ava’s letter. On the 11 th August, 1833, the embassy left Ba-md in the
following order : first, 2 men holding gilded rods ; then the box containing the
royal letter

;
then the boxes containing the royal presents ;

then the baggage of
the ambassadors; then a couple of jingals

;
then 100 musqueteers ; and then the

Burmese ambassadors dressed in full uniform and mounted on elephants. On both
sides of the streets, the women poured* out pots of water, and the officers of the
city escorted the embassy outside, with music and dancing. Sacrifices were also

made, by order of the Governor, to the guardian Nats of the place. There were 200
porters, and 50 bullocks for conveying the baggage, and a guard of 100 musqueteers
and 100 lancers with 2 jingals, besides 15 men sent by the governor of Ba-md to

return from Yu-nan, with letters from the ambassadors, reporting progress. Out-
side of the city the principal Burmese ambassador entered a covered sedan chair,

and the rest of the Burmese and the Chinese envoys mounted horses.

Date.

11th Aug.

12th.

13th.

14th.

16th.

17th.

Names of places. Remarks.

Left Ba-md and slept at the village

of Md:mauk,
Slept at the Ta-da-gylh{%xen\. bridge),

Slept at the village of the Ka-khyen
chief of Tein mountain,

Slept at the village of the Ka-khyen
chief Ma-theng,

Slept at the foot of the Main-khah
mountain,

Here the mission stopped a
day in consequence of the

' porters not having come
up with the baggage.

As far as this place provi-

sions were brought for us
all from Ba-md.

Here the mission was met

Slept at the Luay-laing-ken or cho-
key (Shan Ldai-leng, red hill or

mountain),
by a party of Chinese, under Tsoun-ld-tsdun, which had been sent by the governor
of Md:my'm

(
Theng-ye

)

and to which we transferred the charge of the royal letter

and presents and all our baggage. The Burmese porters and guard who came with

us from Ba-md, were paid what was right and proper and sent back to that city

on the 18th.

18th Left the frontier chokey and reach-

j

ed the city of Md:wun (Chinesei

|
Long-tchuen-fd) (Shan Mung-wan),\ 8

cities. The mission considering that it was the rainy season when the streams
are full, and difficult to cross, stopped at this city 3 days, for the purpose of re-

cruiting the royal elephants properly.

22nd. .

1'his is one of the 8 Shan

Here the mission found Ta»-

Left Md.wun, and slept at the Ken-
dal or fortified chokey on the top
of the Shyd-mue-lode mountain,..

i.A-yk, the Nan-ten officer, having authority over 1,000 men, and Tsoun-yin having

authority over 500 men, who were sent by the governor of Md:myin to meet the

mission, and who, after communicating with the envoys, returned to Md:myin.

Here the mission stopped a

day to refresh the cle.

phants.

23rd Slept at the villaee of Man-toun,. . .. 8

24th Slept at the village of Nan-teng,. . .

.

(Shan Mdng-tl and Burmese Maindi.)
7

26th Reached the city of MJtmyin, (Chi-

nese Theng-yi-choivs, Shan Mdng-
myen,) 10 The governor of Md:my\n

* Libations to Gaudama here made with prayers and wishes for the success of

the mission and the glory of their sovereign.
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came out in state with troops half a tiling in advance of the city to meet the Bur-

inese euvoys, whom he conveyed into the town in sedan chairs, and entertained with

a play- The walls of M<S:myln are of brick, 1,050 cubits square and 10 cubits high,

with one gateway on each side. There is a governor and the military officer.

The former has charge of the revenue and judicial affairs and the latter commands
the military. There are 3,000 soldiers and only 10 guns and mortars. The go-

vernor’s house is at the north-west angle of the town, and to the westward there are

two granaries capable of holding about 2,000 baskets of paddy each. The envoys

veported their arrival at M6 :myin to the King of Ava. On the 4th September, the

governor of Mi-.myin dispatched the Burmese Interpreter, Tiiiri-gyO-den. with the

Chinese Interpreter Nga-Shce-THA, under charge of Ha-tsoun-yin, Kyi-pu-ta-
viN and Yan-l6-tsoiTn, to proceed to Pekin in advance of the mission. The envoys

aud the royal letter and presents were then put in charge of the officer TsO-ta'-l6-ye',

who wore a blue button and commanded 1,000 men, the interpreter Main-tha, who
was a Shan, and a Chinese interpreter Nga-PA-NOOK, and 5 other men who wore a

white button. The mission stopped nine days at Mo:myin.

Date.

7th Sept.

Names of places. If
1 H

Remarks.

14th.

15th.

16th.

17th.

18 th.

19th.

20th.
21st.

22nd.
23rd.

Left the city of Mu-myin, and slept

at the village of Kdn-lan-tshan, .

.

8

8th Stopped at the village of Pd-uieng,

after crossing an iron bridge 7 cu-

bits broad aud "0 long, over tliej

Shue-ll river, 8

9th Stopped at the village of Phu-pyauk,\
after crossing the Salueen river inj

a boat, 7

10th Slept at the city of ITun-fsAenp

Chinese yong-tchang-fu and Bur-
mese Wun-sen 1 6 'The governor and military

commander came out in state and met the mission a Taing in advance of this city

where we stopped a day. The walls of this city are 1750 cubits square and 6 cubits
high. There are 2 arched gateways on each face, and there is a military officer as
well as a governor here.

12th. Sept... Slept at the village of Kuonbu, I 4

13th Stopped at the village of Shyd-muho,
after crossing an iron bridge 105,

cubits long and seven broad, over

the Me-khaung river, 8

Slept at Youn-pyen-hien 9
Slept at the village of Khuon-leng-
pf>6

Five taings beyond Khuon-leng-phu
(we) crossed an iron bridge seventy
cubits long and seven broad, over
a river which separates from the

H6-kydn and falls into the Me-
khaung and stopped at the village

of Yan-pyin-hien,

Crossed, in the village of Yan-pyin-
hien, an iron bridge 56 cubits long
and 7 broad over the Bo'kydn river,

|

which flows from the Tdli lake, and
stopped at the village of Bo-kydnpo

Slept at the city of Tsauk-chow sub
ject to the jurisdiction of the city

of Tali 9
Slept at the village of Khoun-haik,. . 8

Slept at the village of Yit-ndn-yi, . . 9
Slept at the village of Phu-poiin,. ... 6
Slept at the village of Shyd-khyauk,

j

8
Passed the city of Kyen-ndn-chow , ..

j

3
five cubits high, 700 cubits long from east to west, and upwards of 560 cubits from
north to south, with a gateway on each face. There is a governor and a com-
mander of cavalry here.

There is no wall round this

town, but there is an
arched gate-way with a
double roof.

|The walls of this town are
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Date. Names of places. Remarks.

The walls of this town are

23rd Slept at the village of Ll-ho,
24th Slept at the city of Tshti-shyoun

(Tchou-hiung or Tchou-yung,) ....
about 5 or 6 cubits high, 2.100 cubits long from east to west, and 2,800 cubits from
north to south. There are 2 gates in the eastern and western faces, and one only
at each of the other two faces. A governor, a military officer, a Shyeng-gueng and
three other officers have charge of the town.
25th.

' ~ '

26th.

27th.

Slept at the city of Kueng-toun-hien,
Slept at the village of Shye-tshe, ..

Slept at the city of Ltc-thoun-hien , .
. f

upwards of 2,100 cubits square and 4 or 5 cubits high, with a gateway on each of
the 4 sides. A governor has charge of the town.

The walls of this town are

28 th 1 Slept at the village of Lu-ya-kuon, ..I 6
29th (Slept at the city of An-Ung-chaw, ..( 8 (The walls of this town are
upwards of 4,900 cubits square and 5 or 6 high, with 1 gateway on each face. There
is a governor here also. Seeing but few houses within and without the city, we
asked the inhabitants the cause, and they told us that the town had been ruined by
an excessive salt tax.

30th. .

6 The walls of this town are

. Reached the city of Maing-tihi, (Yu-
nan,) the residence of the Tsotin-

tti,

upwards of 6,300 cubits square and 6 cubits high, with battlements complete. On
each, the eastern and western faces, there are two gateways, and on the southern
and northern only one. At each gateway there are 6 pieces of cannon capable of
carrying shot weighing a viss or half a viss. The gateways are arched and have
double roofs over them. There is a large lake which extends from the south to

the west of the town, in which there is a great deal of cultivation. Two or three

severe shocks of earthquake had been daily felt in this town between the 6th and
28th September. 1833, and upwards of 600 brick houses had been thrown down,
and upwards of 90 men killed. We saw portions of the walls of the town and a
great many houses in ruins, and found the inhabitants of the country much alarmed.

On inquiry we learnt, that at Yu-nan, there is a Tsoun-tu named Yueng-ta-
yeng, and a Tith named Lo'-ta'-ybng and there are 8 officers under them Li-td-

yeng, Phan-td-yeng, Khd-td-yeng, Nyo-td-yeng, Tsheiu-ta-ld-yC, Tshan-td-10-yC,
L6-td-16-yd, and a royal teacher named Li'-tan. The Tsoftn-tfi superintends the

revenue and civil affairs ; Titfi governs the military. The Li-ta-yeng conducts,

under the orders of the Tsodn tu, all civil matters which occur at any place subject

to the jurisdiction of the Tsodn-td. The Phan-td-yeng takes charge of all the

revenue collected therein, and disburses pay to the military when ordered by the

Tsofln-tfi. The Kh6-td-yeng examines and tries all criminal offences committed
within the same extent of jurisdiction. The Nyo-td-yeng collects the land and
salt taxes. The three officers, Tshein-td-ld-yd, Tshan-td-16-yfi and L6-td-16-yd have
jurisdiction within the city of Yunan only, in which they conduct the revenue and
judicial duties. The royal teacher, Li'-tan, examines all men within the Tsodn-td’s
jurisdiction who come to him, as to their learning and skill in archery, and in the

musket, sword and lance exercises, and reports whether they are qualified for the
public service, or not.

The royal elephants joined the mission at Yunan on the 16th October, and on the

following day the Burmese envoys waited on the Tsoun-tu and communicated to

him the two subjects comprised in their instructions from Ava. The envoys re-

quested the Tso6n-tu to solicit the Emperor to put a stop to the difference which
exists between Maha'-weng and Maha'-nue the Thin-vi or Shan chiefs of Kyain
Youn-gyih, (a town 8 days journey to the east of Kyain-toun, situated on the great
Cambodia river and on the frontiers of China, the chiefs of which pay tribute to

both Ara and China.) The envoys also requested the Tsoun-tfS to make certain

subjects of China, who had worked the royal silver mines at Bd-duen during the years

1829, 1830, 1831, and 1832, to pay up the balance of the duty they owe the king of

Ava. The duty was upwards of 200 viss, but these men had only paid 30 viss and
had gone off to the towns of Tshti-shyofin T/ill and Md:myln.
The envoys sent back from Yunan the elephanteers and men whom the governor

of Ba-mfi had ordered to accompany the mission so far. Chinese were appointed by
the Tsoun-tu, agreeably to aucient custom, to take charge of the elephants. The
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mission now consisting of the four envoys and their thirty followers, besides two
men acquainted with the Chinese language, whom the Governor of Ba-m6 had at-

tached to the envoys, left Yttnan on the 21st of October 1833, attended by the un-
dermentioned Chinese appointed by the Tsoun-ta to take charge of the mission. Two
military officers, Kue-ta-yeng who had a red button, and Tsu-th-16-yd who had a
blue button ; and two civil officers, Tsheng-ta-16-yfi who had a blue button, aud
Teng-ta-ld-yd who had a transparent white button ; and 8 subordinate officers, Ti-
ta-16-yd, who had a white button, and Tshue-ta-ld-yd, Shya-16-yd, Tsoun-16-yd,
Mo-w£-16-y6, Houn-16-y6, Thoun-10-yd, and Hau-10-yd, each of whom wore a brass
button.

Date. Names of places.

tn

to
a
*3

H
Remarks.

21st. Oct. Left the city of Yunan, and slept at

1833. the village of Wun-khyauk, 5

32nd Slept at the village of Yan-leit, .... 7 We learnt from Pyeng-ta'-
io'-ye the governor of this place, and some men of rank, who came aud paid us a
visit, that this town had consisted of upwards of 2,000 houses, hut that at 9 o’clock

on the morning of the 6th September last, an earthquake had completely destroyed
the place, leaving not a single house or shed standing, and killing upwards of 1,000
of the inhabitants.

23rd Slept at the village of Yl-loun-tsiin, 9
24th Slept at the city of M6-loun-chow,

(Malong,) .. 7

25th Slept at the city of Shy^yi-chotv, .. 5

26th Slept at the village of Pe-shue, .... 7
37th Slept at the city of Pyeng-yeng-hien, 6

28th Slept at the village of Yi-za-khoiin, 7
29th Slept at the village of Yo.kuon-teng-

tsan, 7
30th Slept at the village of Shyan-isain, .

.

7
31st Slept at the village of Pe-shyi-li, .. 4
1st Nov Slept at the village of A-tu-teng,. . .

.

6
2nd Slept at the city of La-taing, 6

3rd Slept at the village of Bd-koun, .... 6
4th Slept at the city of Tsein-leng-chow,

(Tchin-ning ?) 6

4 B

The walls of this city are
6,300 cubits in circumfer-
ence and 10 cubits high,
with a gateway on each of
the 4 sides. The name of
the governor is Lhyd-ta-
16-yfi.

The walls of this city are
4,900 cubits in circumfer-
ence and 9 cubits high,
with a gateway on each of
the 4 sides. Lhy6-ta-16-yd
is the governor.

cubits in circumference
and 5 cubits high, and has
a gateway on the east,
west and south faces, but
none on the north. The
governor is Tsau-t4-16-vd.

The walls are upwards of
2,800 cubits in circumfer-
ence and 10 cubits high,
with 1 gateway on each of
the four sides. The go-
vernor is Tsheng-ta-16-y6.

The walls are upwards of

4,900 cubits in circumfer-
ence and 12 cubits high,
with 1 gateway on each of
the 4 sides. Tshauk-ti-
ld-y6 is the governor.
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Date. Names of places. Remarks.

5th. Nov.
1833.

6th.

7th.

8th.

Slept at An-shue-fu, (Ngan-chan ?

)

Slept at the city of Ngan-pyeng-hien,

Slept at the city of Tsheng.fsein-hien,

The walls are about 7,000 cu-

bits in circumference and
10 high, with 1 gateway
on each of the 4 sides. Ky-
eng-ta-16-yd & Tshein-16-
yd are the governors.

The walls are 4,900 cubits

round and 10 high with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Ts6-ta-16-yd is the
governor.

The walls are about 1,400
cubits round and 10 high,
with gateways on each of
the 4 sides. Myen-ta-lfl-

yfi is the governor.

cubits round
8 The walls are about 10,500

Slept at the city of Kue-chou), (Koei-

ngang ?)

and 15 high, with 4 gateways on the north face, 2 on the east, 1 on
the south, and 2 on the west. The officers here are Tsotin-td-ydng, a military officer

and 4 governors, Lan-td-ydng, Tsan-t4-yeng, Lby6-td-16-\d and l^&n-ta-ld-yd.
The Tsodn-tu of Yunan has jurisdiction in all civil, criminal, and revenue affairs,

in all places subject to both Kue-chow and Yunan cities ; but he has no power in
military affairs, which are superintended by the military officers Ti-td andTi-raik.
The officers of the Tsoun-tu only disburse the pay of the military. The mission

10th Slept at the city of Loiin-lt-hien 6

12th Slept at the city of Kue-tein-hien, .

.

7

13th Slept at the village of Lhytl-yan-ts&n, 6
14th Slept at the city of Yeng-pyeng-hien, 8

15th Slept at the city of Khan-pyeng-chow,
(Koang-ping ?) 7

16th Slept at the city of Tsl-pyeng-hien , .. 7

17th Slept at the river’s side in the city of

Tsein-yuon-fu, (Tchin-yuen,) 7

The walls are about 600
cubits round and 10 high,
with 1 gateway on each of
the 4 sides. Pd-mfi-tsodn
is the governor. The mis-
sion stopped here a day as
the porters with the bag-
gage had not come up.

The walls are about 3,500
cubits round and 8 high,
with one gateway on each
of the 4 sides. Tsauk-td-
ld-yd is the governor.

The walls are about 6,300
cubits round and 10 high,
with one gateway on each
of the 4 sides. Yan-td-10-
yd is the governor.

The walls are upwards of
4,900. cubits round and 5
high, with 1 gateway on
ench of the 4 sides. Shyeng-
td-10-yd is the governor.

The walls are about 5,600 cu-
bits round and 12high,with

1 gateway on each of the
four sides. Tsdn-td-ld-yd
is the governor.

The walls are about 7,000
cubits round and 12 high,
with I gateway on each of
the 4 sides. Ts&n-tft-lO-

yd is the governor. The
mission stopped here 3
days preparing boats and
embarking in them.
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Date.

20th Nov.
1833.

21st.

22nd.
33rd.

24 th.

25th.

26th.

27th.

28th.

29th.

30th.

1 st Dec-
2nd. ..

3rd. .

.

5th.

Names of places.

Dropped down the stream in beats
from Tsrin-yu6n-fu and stopped at

the city of Tslii-tshein-hien

Slept at the chokey of Td-yl-tdn,
Slept at the village of Pyan-shue,
Stopped at the city of Yi-pyen-hien

and received provisions

Slept at the city of Yuin-tso-fu,

Left YuSn-tsu-fu at 3 o’clock in the

afternoon, and dropped down as

far only as the chokey village of

Kyin-leng-dan,
Slept at the city of Khyay-ya-hien,

Slept off the landing place at the
village of Tshi-tshi,

Slept at the village of Shyeng-yi-
tcun,

Slept at the city of Tseng -kyl-hien,

Slept at the city of Lu-kyl-hien,

Slept at the city of Shyeng-tsd-fu,

( Tching-tcheou ?)

Slept at the village of Kaing-shyo,.

.

Slept at the village of Tsoun-seh,
Reached the city of Tshan-tek-fu,

( Tchang-ti,)

Proceeded by land and slept at the
village of Td-loun-tsan,

6th Slept at the village of Tsi-Khud-yi,.
7th. ...... Slept at the city of Li-chow,
round and 9 high, with two gateways on the western,
other three sides. Tshein-ta-16-yd and Tsan-t&-16-yd are the governors. The mission
stopped here three days, as the porters with the baggage had not come up.

Remarks.

The walls are 4,900 cubits
round and 14 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Shyeu-ta-lO-yfi is

the governor.
The walls are 5,600 cubits

round and 7 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Lhy6-t4-16-yfi is

the governor.
The walls are 7,000 cubits
round and 9 high, with a
gateway on each of the
4 sides. There are a great
many small villages depen-
dent on this city. It has
3 governors, Tsoun-ta-10-
yd, Phu-ta-16-yd and Li-
ta-16-yd.

The walls are 4,900 cubits
round and 6 high, with 2
gateways on the south
side and one only on
each of the other sides.

Tsotin-ta-16-yd is the go-
vernor.

The walls are 4,200 cubits
rouud and 9 high, with
1 gateway on each of the
4 sides. Taik-ta-ld-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 4,200 cubits

round and 8 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Lydng-ta-16-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 8,400 cubits
round and 10 high, with 4
gateways on the south side
and 1 only on each of the
other 3 sides. Wun-t4-
16-y6 is the governor.

The mission disembarked
from the boats and re-

main edhere during the 4th
Dec making arrangements
for prosecuting their jour-
ney by land.

The walls are 8,400 cubits

and only one on each of the

loth. Slept at the village of Shue-leng-yeny, 6 The mission was detained at
this village a day, a relief

of porters not being im-
mediately procurable.

4 b 2
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The walls are 5,250 cubits
round and 7 high, with l

gateway at each of the 4
sides. Tsu-th-16-yd is the
governor. The mission
was detained here a day, in

consequence of the porter*

14th Slept at the village of Tshuon-Ung-ye, 5 with the baggage not

15th Slept at the city of Kycng-tsu-fu
,

having come up.

( Kin-tcheou,) 6 The walls are 21,000 cubits

round and 10 high, with 2 gateways on each the eastern and western sides, and
one only on each of the other two sides. Ts&n-ta-16-yfi

,
Tsheng-ta-16-yd and Lhy6-

ta-ld-yd are the governors. The walls of this city are very handsomely and properly

built, and the ditch surrounding them is lull of water, on which we saw a great many
boats plying. The Mission was detained here a day, in consequence of the porters

with the baggage not having come up.

17th.

20th.

Slept at the village of Kyeng-yeng-ye. The Mission was detained in

this village 2 days in con-
sequence of a great fall of
snow which had covered

the roads and made them
impassable.

The walls are 4,900 cubits

Slept at the city of Kyeng-mein-chow,
( Kinmen,)

round and 9 high, with 2 gateways on the southern, and I only on each of the

other three sides. Lu-td-ld-yd is the governor. The Mission was detained here a
day, in consequence of the porters not having come up with the baggage.
22nd.
23 rd.
24th.

25th.

Slept at the village of Shi-Khyauk,.

.

Slept at the village of Leng-yan-y

.

Slept at the city of Yi-tshein-hein, .

.

The walls are 4,900 cubits

round and 8 high, with one
gateway on each of the 4
sides. Tshauk-th-10-yd is

the governor.

The walls are 10,500 cubits

Slept at the city of Thuon-tsheng,

(Syang-yang,)
round and 12 high, with one gatervay on each of the 4 sides. Weng-t&-yeng and
Gsueug-yeng are the governors. Inconsequence of the whole of the country be-
tween the cities of Tshan-tek-fu and Thuon-tshdng having been destroyed by an
inundation in the year 1829, great difficulty is now experienced there in procuring
post horses and porters. The Mission was repeatedly obliged to wait, and was
unable to travel the distance between the two cities in less than 22 days, although
the same journey formerly occupied only 12 days. The officers, appointed by the
Tsoun-tu of Yunan to escort the mission, here stated, that they had received letters,

ordering them to make all haste, as the feast of Lanthorns in the month of February
was near at hand, and they requested that, in order to facilitate the journey, the
Burmese envoys should each proceed in a covered chair, having a Lo (mule), harness-
ed to it before and another behind. The mission stopped at this city fi days, and
hired 50 sumpter-horses and mules at r 0 ticals each, to convey the preseuts and
baggage, leaving the lighter articles only to be carried by porters.

1st Jan.
1834.

2nd.

3rd.

Left the city of Thuon-tsheng in co-

vered chairs with large hoises, and
stopped at the village of Lhyo-
yeng-yl,

Stopped at the city of Yi or Ri-hien,

Slept at the village of 1Vi-teng,

The walls of this city are

4,200 cubits round and
10 high, with 1 gateway
on each of the 4 sides.

Wdn-t4-10-yd is the gover-
nor.
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Date.

4th Jan.
1834.

6th.

6th. ...

7th. ...

6th.

9th.

10th.

11th.

12th.

13th.

14th.

15th.

Ditto,

16th.

Names of places.

. Slept at Nan-yan-Jti ( Nanyang),. . .

.

. Stopped at the village of Tseng-teng,

in consequence of the porters with
the baggage not having come up,

. Slept at the village of Ts6-h6

. Stopped at the city of Yi-choto, being
unable to proceed in consequence
of a fall of snow, (Yu t)

. Slept at the village of KgS-sheng, ..

. Stopped at the city of Yul-hien, the

porters with the baggage not hav-
ing come up,

Slept at the city of Shan-hein,

Slept at the city of Tshan-ko-hien, .

.

Slept at Sheng-tseng-khyeng,

Slept at the city Tseng-chm,( Tching?)

On leaving Tseng. chow we found the
TVhun-ho

(Ho-ang-hc

)

river was
frozen, and being unable to proceed
by the same route as that travelled
in the year 1823 by the present
governor of Ba-mo, we deviated to
the north-west and stopped at the
city of Youn-yan-hien,

Stopped at the city of Hu-ld-kuon to
change post-horses and porters, .

.

Slept at the city of Koun-hien,

Slept at the city of Yan-tsi-hien.,,

sc
a
'2 Remarks.

H

6 The walls are 7,000 cubits
round and 12 high, with
1 gateway on each of the
4 sides. Y6ng-t&-16-y6

3 and Shyauk-ta-y6ug are
6 the gov ernors.

4

9

3

6

11

6

10

The walls are 4,900 cubit*
round and 14 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Tsodu-t6.16-yd is
the governor.

The walls are 4,200 cubits
round and 9 high, with one
gateway on each side. L6-
ta-16-yd is the governor.

The walls are 10,500 cubits
rouud and 11 high, with
2 gateways on the eastern,
and one only on the 3
other sides. Tsan-ta-16-
y£ is the governor.

The walls are 3,500 cubits
round and 9 high, with
1 gateway on each side.
Wdu-ta-10-yd is the go-
vernor.

The walls are 9,300 cubits
round and 8 high, with 1
gateway on each of the 4
sides. Ts&n-ta-ld-ydisthe
governor.

The walls are 7,000 cubits
round and 7 high, with a
gateway on each of the 4
sides. L6-ta.16.y6 is the
governor.

The walls of this city are
3,500 cubits round and 8
high, with one gateway ou
each of the 4 sides. Tseng-

7 ta-16-y6 is the governor.

4 The walls are 9,800 cubits
round and 8 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
side. Wun-la-16-y6 is the
governor.

4 The walls are 8,400 cubits
round and 8 high, with I

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Koun-ta-16-y6 is the
governor.

6 The walls are 4,200 cubits
round and 9 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Li-t6-yeng is the
governor.
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Date. Names of places.

CD

bO
a Remarks.

17th Jan. ..

1834.

18th

Ditto,

19th.

Ditto, ....

Ditto,,

20th. ,

Ditto,,

21st.

Slept at Moun-hitn,.

Stopt at the city of Huaik-kyeng-fu
to change horses and porters ,(Hoai-
king ?)

Slept at the city of Tsdn-fu,

Stopt at the city of Tsheng-hua-yl to

change horses and porters,

Passed the city of Tit-su-hien,

Slept at the city of H6-' yi-hien, . . .

.

Stopt at the city of Shyeng-nin-hien,
to change horses and porters, ....

Slept at the city of We-kue-fu, (Oue-
kiun ?) where we joined again the
road which the governor of Ba-m6
travelled in 1823,

Stopt at the city of Khyi-hieng, 2
taings distant from the above

6

6

4

3

8

2

2

5

The walls are 7,000 cubits

round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4-

sides. Hu-ta-16-yfi is the
governor.

The walls are 7000 cubits

round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Wun-t&lO-yfi is the
governor.

The walls are 5,600 cubits
round and 10 high, with 2
gateways on the eastern
aud 1 on each of the other
3 sides. Shykn-ta-ld-yfe

is the governor.
The walls are 2,100 cubits

round and 8 cubits high,
with an arched gateway of
brick having a double-roof-
ed shed over it on each of
the 4 sides. HO-ni-hien is

the governor.
The walls are 21,000 cubits

round and 10 high, with
an arched gateway of brick
covered by a double-roofed

.
shed on each of the 4 sides.

The walls have also para-
pets of brick.

The walls are 17,500 cubits
round and 13 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Shya-ta-yd is the
governor.

The walls are 6,300 cubits
round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4

sides. Tsh-ta-la is the go-
vernor.

The walls are 7,000 cubits

round and 13 high, with a
gateway on each of the 4
sides. Ly n-t4-10-y6 and
Tsheih-ta-10-yd are the
governors.

The walls are of mud with
brick parapets. They are

7.000 cubits round and 2
high, with an arched gate-
way of brick, covered by a
double-roofed shed on each
of the 4 sides.

Ditto,, Passed through the city of Tsan-tek .

fu, (Tchang-te,) The wnlls are 6,300 cubits

round aud 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4

sides. llu-ta-16-yd and
Ts6n-t4-16-yd are the go-
vernors.
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[There is some mistake here. The Mission of 1823-24 reached Tsan-te-Ju on flic

second day after leaving We-kue-fu, and passed the village of Yi-koun before
coming to Tsan-tek-fu.]

Date.

31st Jan.
1834.

Ditto, . . .

.

22nd

Ditto,....

23rd

24th

Ditto,

Ditto, ....

25th.

Ditto,

26 th.

Ditto,

27th.

Names of places. Taings. Remarks.

. Passed the figure of a Nat 70 cubit*

high within a 4 roofed building, an<
having a figure of Dipexgara
Buddh on its head, J a taiug dis-

tant from the above,

. Slept at the village of Yi-koun, dis-

tant from We-kue-fil

. Passed through the city of Tsan-chow,

I

I

12
The walls are 6,300 cubits

Slept at the village of Oun-16-kyeng,
distant from Yi-koun, 11

round and 10 high, with t

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Ly6-t4-10-y6 is the
governor.

Slept at the city of Han-tan.hien ,. . .

.

10 The walls are 4,900 cubits
round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Youn-t£-16-yd
is the governor.

The walls are 5,600 cubits

Stopt at the city of Youn-leng-hien,
to change horses and porters, .... 5

Passed through the city of Shya-hdk-
hien, 3

round and 12 high, with
1 gateway on eac^ of the
4 sides, and H6-ta-16-yd
is the governor.

The walls are 4,900 cubits
round and 9 high, with 1

gateway on each, of the
4 sides, and Yudug-ta-10-
yd is the governor.

The walls are 7,000 cubits
round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. T,hdn-ta-16-ydis the
governor.

The walls are 5,000 cubits

Slept at the city of Yuon-tek-fd,

( Chun-ti ?) 5

Passed through the city of Nue-shyu-
hien 6

Slept at the city of Po-shya-Tiien, .

.

6

round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Ly6-t4-16-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 3,500 cubits

Stopt at the city of Tsauk-chow, to
change horses and porters, (Tcha ?) 6

round and 7 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Ny6-ta-16-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 14,000 cubits
round and 14 high, with l

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Teng-ta-16-yd
is the governor.

The walls are 10,500 cubits
round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Hu-ta-ld-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 10,500 cubits
round and 13 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Li-ta-ld-yd is

the governor.

Slept at the city of Luon-tshoun-hien, 6

Slept at the city of Tseng-tein-fu,
(Tching-ting,) 6
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Date. Names of places. Taings. Remarks.

28th Jan. .

.

1834.

Stopt at the city of Teng-chow, to

change horses and porters, (Ting,) 3 The walls are 8,400 cubits

Ditto, Passed the city of Wiin-tu-hien, .... 6

round and 13 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Hu-ta-10-yd is

the governor.
The walls are 14,000 cubits

Ditto Slept at the village of Myeng-yi-teng, 3

round and 10 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Y6-ta-ld-yd is

the governor. (The route
of the mission of 1787
makes this place much
more distant from Tseng

-

tein-fu .

—

B.)

39th

SOth

Slept at the village of Puon-tsheit-

khy6,

Slept at the city of Pauk-teng-fu
where a Tsoun-tii resides ( Pao-t,ng

)

12

6 The walls are 7,000 cubits

31st Stopt at the city of Ngan-shyu-hien to

round and 12 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides. Tshi-hauk-yd is the
Tsoun-tfi, and Tshein-th-
16-yd and Oun-t&-16-yd are
the governors.

change horses and porters (Ngan ?) 5 The walls are 5,600 cubits
round and 7 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Tshein-th-lO-yd
is the governor.

Ditto, Slept at the village of Pe-kho, 6

1st Feb Passed through the city of Teng-tsi-

hien, 2 The walls are 8,400 cubits
round and 7 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Ly6-ta-16-yd is

the governor.Ditto, Slept at the city of Tsue-chote, (Tso-

tcheon ?) 7 The walls are 10,500 cubits

2nd Slept at the city of Leng-yan-hien, .

.

7

round and 13 high, with 2
gateways on the eastern,
and 1 on each of the other
3 sides, and Tshauk-ta-ld-
yd is the governor.

The walls are 7,000 cubits

3rd Reached the city of PH-kyln, the re-

sidence of the emperor of China,
(Pekin,) 10

round and 10 high, with 1

gateway on each of the 4
sides, and Tshein-th-10-yd
is the governor.

“ From the city of Mu:myin to Pekin, there is a fortified chokey or post,

with an officer at every taing or half taing of the road as considered neces-

sary
;
and from a distance of 10 days before you reach Pekin to that city,

there is at intervids of one quarter of a tiling, and between every two

chokies, a small building with a centinel on duty. At each chokey the
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guard of four or five men came out to receive us, when we arrived there,

and fired five guns. At every large town where we were to stop for the

night, a party of 5 or 600 armed men came outside of the town to meet

us, and fired three vollies with 50 or 60 muskets, and in these towns three

guns were fired on our arrival at night, and departure in the morning.

At each stage we were furnished with horses, boats, porters, &c. at the

expence of the town, and officers of the government conducted us from

one stage to another, as far as their jurisdiction extended.

« Including the (inner) wall of the palace enclosure, there are three lines

of brick wall on the eastern, western and northern sides of the city of Pekin,

and four on the southern. The line of wall outermost* is 28,000 cubits

square and 20 high, with four gateways on the eastern and western, six

on the southern, (apparently including the gateways in the southern wall

of the Tartar city) and two on the northern side. In the middiet line of wall

there is one gateway on the eastern and western, and four on the southern

side (apparently one within the other). In the inner wall of the palace

enclosure there is one gateway on each of the four sides. The mid-

dle wall is 10 cubits high, and the wall of the palace enclosure 13

cubits. There are battlements on the outermost, and on the inner

wall of the palace enclosure, but none on the middle line of wall,

which is covered with yellow tiles. The gateways in the outermost, and

in the inner wall of the palace enclosure are of brick arched, with

sheds of three roofs over them
;
and tho>e of the middle wall have sheds

of plain square roofs only over them. There is a tower at the four angles

of the outer wall. There is a ditch full of water surrounding the outer

wall; another between the outer and middle walls; another between the

middle and palace enclosure walls
;
and a fourth inside of the palace en-

closure wall.

“ The palace of the emperor consists of a brick terrace with posts, over

which is placed a double roof, the upper part of which is square and

covered with yellow tiles.

“ The age of the emperor is 52 years, of which he has reigned 17 years.

He has seven queens, but his principal queen is dead. He has one son

eight years old, and another four years old. He has two daughters also

by one queen. One daughter fifteen and the other ten years of age. He
has two younger brothers by a different mother.

“ The emperor entrusts the superintendence and direction of public af-

fairs to the following officers. All affairs relating to the interior (palace)

are superintended by three men, Shyan-ta-yeng, Tihan-td-yeng, and Sliyi-

td-yeng, who reside at the Nue-we-pu brick building. The business out-

side of the palace is thus carried on. War and military affairs are under

the superintendence of the Pym.pu-td-yeng. The Li-pu-td-yeng takes

* Both the Tartar and Chinese city appear to be here included.

+ This appears to be the external wall of the palace enclosure.

4 c
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charge of ambassadors and receives the reports of all Tsodn-tds and mili-

tary and civil officers, and after examination, submits the same to the em-
peror and issues the necessary replies. The Koun-pa-td-yeng superintends

persons employed on public works or service.

“ The Shyeng-pu-td-yeng inquires into and decides on criminal affairs.

The Kyd-mein-ti-tu has no business
; but the gates of which he had charge

have been placed under the Ll-pu-td-yeng. The Hu-pu-td-yeng superin-

tends the public lands and revenues and the census of the population.

The Li-pu-td-yeng superintends the ceremony of doing homage to the

emperor. There is no Yodn or Lhuot-lo (court of justice or council

chamber of ministers), but each chief examines and issues his orders, and

then reports to the Td-yeng of the interior, who submits the same to the

emperor. The TJil-pu-td-yeng, who superintend affairs outside, are cal-

led within the palace, whenever the emperor has occasion for them. The
following is a list of the governors and military officers at a distance from

the capital. There are ten civil officers. The Tsoun.tn, the P,hd-taik,

the Lyan-tuung5 the Lyin-tuung, the An-tsha-tshin, the Pu-teng-tsln, the

TJumk-taik, the PhU-khueng, the Tso-khueng, and the Shyeug-khueng.

There are ten military officers also. The Ti-tu, TsLtaik, Shyin-taik,

Tshan-lcyan, Yo-kyi, Tu-tsln, ShyO-pe, Tsheng-tsodn, Pu-tsodn, and

Waik-we. Under one Tsotin-tu there are two PJiu-taik, civil officers, and

two Ti-tu, military officers, and subordinate officers without number.

The Tsotin-tu and the civil officers and governors take cognizance of

crimes, thefts, fires, lawsuits and revenue matters. The Titd and the

military officers superintend the military and their affairs. There are

seven kinds of distinction on the top of the head-dress (buttons) cop-

per, white-coloured, glass, opaque blue-coloured, transparent blue-coloured,

opaque red, and transparent red-coloured. The civil officers Tsoiln-tH

and P,hu-tuik, and the military officer Ti-tu have transparent red but-

tons, and the subordinate officers of different colours according to their

different ranks. The Tsotin-tu and all the civil officers wear a long robe

with the figure of a bird worked in gold thread on the breast and back.

The Ti-tu, and some of the military officers wear a long robe with the figure

of a lion worked in gold thread on the breast and back, and some with

the figure of a Tiger or of a To (fabulous animal) on the breast and back.

The musqueteers wear a blue jacket reaching to the waist, with n border

of red two fingers in breadth, and some Chinese letters in white on the

breast and back. The musqueteers and lancemen also wear the figure

of a JBhi-Iu’s head (monster’s) or of a tiger's head on their head-dress.

The feathers of peacocks are not conferred upon officers according to

their situations. They are given to military officers only, to men near

the emperor who may have distinguished themselves in any action and

pleased the emperor. All the civil and military officers of towns and

villages come once in three years to Pekin. No presents are allowed to

be taken from any of the towns and villages, but the emperor gives a

monthly salary in silver to every officer according to his situation.
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“We did not see any images or pagodas connected with Budoh, his pre-

cepts and disciples, sculptured or built, and worshipped by the inhabitants

of China» We only saw in every town and village, buildings dedicated to

Nats, and large images of Nats, before which buffalos, bullocks, goats

and hogs were killed and sacrificed. The Chinese priests wear trowsers

and jackets of black, blue or yellow colours, and shave the hair of their

heads, and wear caps. They eat at night, but have no wife or children.

They do not drink spirituous liquors and do not study books. They

guard the buildings dedicated to Nats, and the figures of Nats, day and

night, and after sweeping the floor or ground clean, they burn lights at

night before the figures of the Nats, and remain in attendance ;
and

when the inhabitants of the country kill buffaloes, cows, goats and hogs*

and offer them in sacrifice, the chief of the priests superintends and directs

the ceremony.

“ Children learn to read by paying money to a teacher. From Luay-laing

chokey to Pekin, all the towns and villages on our road presented us with

money and clothes agreeably to former custom. On our arrival at Pekin

we delivered the royal letter and presents and had audiences of the em-

peror, and he gave us presents. These particulars, with the days on which

they occurred and the quantity of presents we received, having been al-

ready reported, (in separate letters to the king and ministers, of which

I still hope to procure copies) they are omitted here, and only a descrip-

tion of the different towns we saw in our journey, and of the city of Pekin

,

and an account of the military and civil officers and of their dress are

inserted.

“We left Am on the 87th .Tune, 1833, reached Pekin, the residence of

the emperor of China on the 3rd February, 1834. We remained at Pekin

32 days and left it on the 6th of March, with the letter from the emperor,

his presents of cloth for the king and queen of Ava, and the letter ad-

dressed by the ministers of the emperor, to the Lhuot-to at Ava. We
returned by the 6ame route as that by which we went to Pekin, and

arrived at Yunan in a certain number of days, and remained there for

some days, whilst the Tsoiin-tu prepared his letter for the Lhuot-to at

Ava. We then came to Mo-myin, and having written a petition for the

king and a letter for the ministers of Ava, we inserted these documents

into bamboos covered with red cloth, and sealing them carefully, deliver-

ed them to the governor of Mo:myin for the purpose of being forwarded

to the governor of Ba-mo, who transmitted them to Ava. We requested

that governor also to send a party to meet us at the chokey of Luay-laing

and escort us in safety agreeably to former custom. From Moimyxn to

Luay-laing we were escorted by a party of musqueteers with a suitable

officer, and the Tso-buahs and chiefs of the eight Shan cities conveyed to

Ba-mo the emperor of China’s letter and presents, and all our baggage."

3 c 2
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V.—On a new genus of the Plantigrades. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

In your 52nd No., for April 1836, 1 described, summarily but care-

fully, fourteen new animals of this kingdom, including, with those

priorly, described by myself in various numbers of your Journal, and in

the Society’s Transactions, all the mammals then known to me as

inhabitants of Nepal*, of which descriptions had not been given by

others. To General Hardwicke, science is indebted for an account

of the Ghoral antelope, and of the yellow-necked marten : to Messrs.

Vigors and Horsfield, for an account of the Nipaltse Cat. But I

am not aware that any more mammals of Nepal had been given to the

world, when I commenced the task of recording them; and I believe

I have added essentially to the correctness of the descriptions of those

three. The Mulsampra or yellow-necked marten (of Boddaeut, by

the way, originally) had always been stated to be a mustela merely.

By the examination of its skull 1 ascertained that it belonged to the

subgenus Martes. In like manner, the Nemorhcedi/ie Ghoral had

been alleged to have suborbital sinuses—a mistake which I corrected.

This gradual emendation of the record of species is the necessary

fruit of continuous attention ; a fruit that ripens slowly with the recur-

ring sunshine of opportunity ; for, with so many things to note in

every animal, it is odds but the specimen or the observer will be

wanting somewhere, if there be no room or inclination for reiteration.

I speak apologetically for myself, and, on the present occasion,

purpose to correct some errors and deficiencies in the descriptions of

No. 52 of your Journal.

Two animals are there described by the names of Galo Nipalensis,

and Gulo Urva. The latter proves not to be a Gulo, but an osculant

new form between Herpestes and Gulo, which, I shall now endeavour to

do justice to, previously amending the statement of the colors of the

former as follows.

Gulo Nipalensis, nobis. Glutton, above, saturate glossy brown

;

below, with a dorsal line extending from the middle of the head nearly

to the hips
;

a transverse band drawn obliquely across the brows to

the middle of the cheeks ; and the terminal third of the tail, brilliant

orange yellow. Superior and inferior colors strongly contrasted,

occupying the lateral as well as inferior aspect of the head, but the

inferior only of the face, neck and body. Edge merely of the upper

lip, paled : inner margin of the ears the same, and both concolorous

* See the recent Systematic Catalogue transmitted to the Curator of the

Museum. It contains U8 species and varieties, of which 45 are, I believe, new.
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with the lower surface : a dark small patch behind the gape, on either

cheek : fore limbs, paled, internally to the wrists, and frequently

spreading over the digits : hind, only to the oscalcis or less. Four teats

placed in a parallelogram, in the posteal region of the belly ; two of

them, inguinal, and two ventral. In young animals, and in the winter

dress of mature ones, the dark superior surface is earthy grey brown,

and the pale inferior, as well as the marks above, cauescent ; the dark

moustache is also wanting.

Tribe Plantigrades. Genus Urva, nobis.

Character. Teeth as in the Genus Herpestes. Structure and

aspect precisely mediate between Herpestes and Gulo, subver-

miform and digito -plantigrade. Snout elongated, sharpened and

mobile. Hands and feet largish ; with the digits connected by

large crescented membranes. Sole and palm nude. Hind feet clad

half way from the os calcis. Nails subequal before and behind, Gulo-

herpestine. On either side the anus a round, hollow, smooth-lined

gland secreting an aqueous foetid humour which the animal squirts

out posteally with force. No subsidiary glands, nor any unctuous

fragrant secretion. Teats six, remote and ventral. Stomach purely

membranous, without neck or fundus. A short blunt caecum of equal

diameter with the great gut. Orbits incomplete*.

Habits. Cancrivorous and ranivorous; dwelling in burrows in the

valleys of the lower and central hilly regions of Nepal.

Type. Gulo Urva, of the Journal No. 52 for April 1836. Urva

cancrivora hodie, nobis. Affinities various, closest with Herpestes and

Gulo, connecting Mydans, Mephitis and Ursitaxus, on one hand, and

Herpestes and Viverra on the other, and forming a singular link be-

tween the odoriferous and foetid genera of the Digitigrade and Planti-

grade Tribes ; its obvious station being at the end of the one, or at

the beginning of the other tribe.

Color. That of the jackal or fulvous iron grey, darker and embrown-

ed on the inferior surface of the neck and on the chest. Limbs black

brown. A white stripe on either side the neck from ear to shoulder.

Edge of the upper lip and the whole lower jaw canescent. Terminal

half of the tail rufous yellow. Fur of two sorts, very ample and laxly

* Some of these marks of our genus, or subgenus, are, I am aware, only

significant by their combination with others. And, as to their number, it

appears to me that we shall only reach the more intimate affinities of the mam-
mals by carrying into this department of Zoology a portion of the precision and

minuteness which have been applied to the Ornithological department.
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set on ; the exterior, quadrannulated from the base with hoary or ful-

vous and with black ; the interior, dusky at the base, fulvous upwards.

Structure and Size. Feet. Inch.

Tip of snout to root of tail (dorsal), 1 6

Length of head (snout to jut of occiput straight), 0 4

Tail only 0 11

Tail and terminal hair, 1 11

Snout to fore angle of the eye, 0 14

Thence to base of ear (lobe) 0 14

Girth of body, behind shoulder, 0 8

Mean height, 0 8

Elbow to tip longest finger, 0 5f
True knee to tip longest toe, 0 7§

Top wrist to base finger (superior) 0 14

Longest finger - 0 1 §

Its nail (straight), 0 0$

Jut of os calcis to base long toe (superior) 0 24

Longest toe, 0 If

Its nail (straight) 0 0}

Length of external ear (vertical), 0 14

Its free exsertion from the head, or depth of the helix,.. 0 0,’j

Weight of the animal, 4 lbs.

It is impossible to describe the general and particular externa)

conformation of this animal more precisely than by saying that they

are Gulo-kerpestine, reference being had to the more slender-bodied

species of the former genus, such as Orientalis and Nipalensis. In

Herpestes, the structure is more vermiform, with greater length of

tail and of neck, (palpably noticeable in the skeletons ;) and the hands

and feet are shorter in proportion to the leg and arm, the metacarpi

and metatarsi being more compactly knit. In Gulo as before limited,

the bulk of the body and length of the neck, agree with those of our

animal ; but the tail is shorter ; the anterior limbs heavier and their

talons more decidedly fossorial ; the agreement in these latter respects

being closer with Herpestes, and indeed, almost identical in reference

to the proportional strength and size of the anterior and posterior

extremities, with their digits and talons. The talons, however, are,

in our animal, more fossorial, that is, blunter and stronger, than in

Herpestes. In the general contour of the cranium, and in the number,

position and character of the teeth, Urva agrees with Herpestes, with

the two following marked differences, and approximations of our

animal to Gulo, viz. : the orbits are inoomplete, and the ample swell of

the parietes reduces the longitudinal and transverse cristse, but especi-
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ally the latter, to less than half their size in the skull of Herpestes*.

The thorax is much more capacious in Urva than in Herpestes

;

the

spinous processes of the cervical vertebrae are smaller and more equal

;

and there are only 21 caudal vertebrae instead of 28, as in Herpestes.

In both Herpestes and Gulo there are but four mammae : in our animal

there are six. The snout of our animal is much more elongated and

mobile than in Gulo : more so palpably than in Herpestes. Lastly,

the anal apparatus of Urva, diflfers from that of both genera, approxi-

mating it very closely to the mephitic weasels, to Horsfield’s Mgdans,

and to our Ursitaxus.

Too little is known of the anal and quasi- anal organs of many

odorous and foetid genera to enable me to speak with much confidence

on this subject ; but I take the present occasion to retract the asser-

tion made in your April No. for last year relative to Herpestes. Both

the Nipalese species of that genus (Herpestes,) have a congeries of

small glands surrounding the caudal margin of the anus like a ring,

and secreting a thick musky peculiar substance, which is slowly pro-

truded in strings like vermicelli, through numberless minute scattered

pores. And the lowland species (or Nyula, nobis) has also on either

side the rectum, two larger and hollow glands, of similar character with

the others, apparently, but distinguished by a rather thinner secretion

by the hollowness of these glands, and by each being furnished with

a larger and palpable pore. The peculiarity of our Urva is that it

has only the lateral glands ; that their secretion is aqueous, horribly

foetid, and projectile to a great distance by the living animal by means

of the muscular rings which surround the neck of the duct ; not to

mention that the central cavity is much larger, and has a more distinct

neck or duct, which points obliquely backwards or outwards, causing

the discharge to be in that direction, I append to this paper a note

by Dr. Campbell, taken at my request, on the anal apparatus of our

Urva, upon which type of our proposed new genus, I shall add no

more at present save that its manners, so far as known to me, agree

much more nearly with those of Gulo than with those of Herpestes.

Genus Mustela; subgenus Putorius, Cuvier. Species new. Sub -

hemachalanus, nobis. Structure, and aspect of Cathia vel auriventer,

nobis. Vide Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, December 1S35.

* The compressed parietes and large cristse of Herpestes are interesting points

of.agreement with Viverra ; as the tumid parietes and small cristse of Gulo and

of Urva, are with Mustela. The former or odoriferous races bear in respect to

the form and size of the encephalon the same analogy with the third section of

the caninse, as the latter or fuetid races do with the second section.
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Eleven and half to twelve inches long from snout to base of tail.

Tail five and half inches, or six and half with the terminal hair.

Uniform bright brown, darker along the dorsal line. Nose, upper

tip and forehead, with two inches of the end of the tail, black brown :

mere edge of upper lip and whole lower jaw, hoary. A short longi-

tudinal white stripe, occasionally, on the front of the neck and some

vague spots of the same, laterally, the signs, I suspect, of immaturity.

Feet frequently darker than the body, or dusky brown. Whiskers

dark. Fur close, glossy, and soft; of two sorts, or fine hair and

soft wool : the latter, and the hair basally, of dusky hue ; but the

hair, externally, b ight brown. Head, ears and limbs, more closely

c ad than the body
;

tail, more laxly, and tapering to a point. It

may be worth while to add that I have recently procured some fine

specimens, from the Himalayan districts, of the Ermine, in the winter

dress of the species.

Putorius Erminea must, therefore, he added to the catalogue of

Nipalese mammalia.

In Nepal the Putorii (of which I have now ascertained the exis-

tence of three species) are exclusively confined to the northern region.

Are there any species of this subgenus in the plains of India ?

P. S. With reference to our type of the genus Ursitaxus, the

following accidental omission in the description, is material. “ The

penis is large, bony and ringed with two or three corkscrew processes,

not unlike those of the same member in Rhinoceros Unicornis. The

testes are large, nude, and applied to the buttocks, without any pen-

dency of the scrotum.”

It appears somewhat doubtful whether the molar teeth of Ratellus

mellivorus be J or J. But, even if they prove to be the former, there

will still remain such striking differences of conformation and habits

between that animal and our Ursitax as may well entitle the latter to

the distinct station I have assigned to it, let the value of the distinction

be generic or only sub-generic.

Urva Cancrivora, Hodgson, (male.) March 3rd, 1837.

The testicles, included in a neat, and very hairy scrotum, are not

remarkably pendent, but are well braced up to the pubis. The penis

pointing downwards (to the ground) hangs directly from the pubis as

in the tiger, it is terminated by a slender depressed bone jths of an

inch long, and of
J Jths nu inch in diameter ; the urethra opening on

its lower side one line from the point. The prepuce is attached to the

os penis close up to the point, rendering it impossible to extend the
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organ from its sheath more than Jths of an inch. In copulation the

point alone of the penis can be introduced, unless in this animal the

organ is not bared, but used sheathed. The prepuce, however, is

hairy to its attachment ;
which renders this unlikely.

The anal orifice is bare and very capacious. On each side of the

orifice (central and lateral) rather without, than within, the sphincter,

there is a round opening, large enough to admit the point of a com-

mon dissecting blowpipe, through which, on pressure of the sides of

the anus, a whey-colored, foetid fluid, the consistence of thin gruel

passes in a jet. The direction of these openings is posterior (towards

the tail) the fluid not passing into the rectum, hut being thrown

behind the animal. The blowpipe, ere it passed into the cavity com-

municating with these orifices, had to be directed anteriorly and

laterally*. On removing the integuments from the perineum, two

globular white-colored bodies, each the size of a cherry, were found

in contact with the rectum, one on each side, and in the centre. The

membranous attachments of these bodies to the gut being removed,

there remained a connecting neck about |ths of an inch long, (the

duct from their centres) which opened as described, and through which

the fluid was discharged. A medial section of these globular bodies

separated them into two cups, the hollows of which when united were

large enough to contain the largest marrowfat pea. The cavities of

their bodies were lined with a very delicate white, smooth, and shining

membrane, external to which, and surrounding it entirely, was a layer

of white glandular substance,—the secreting organ. The whole was

enveloped in a thin membranous covering. The two lateral openings

described were the only ones apparent, on the anal orifice. Immedi-

ately under the integuments, and close to the sphincter ani at its

perineal margin, lay the vesiculae seminales, white, of an oval form,

and ^ an inch in length. I call these bodies vesiculae seminales as

they were connected closely with the urethra at their opposite sides,

from that in contact with the rectum. If they are not vesiculae semi-

nales, what are they ? they are not prostates ; but they may however

correspond to the glands of Cowper in the human subjectf.

A. Campbell, M. D.

* When sitting, with the animals vent towards me about a foot off, the bodies

which secrete this fluid were pressed upon, when a portion of it was squirted

in my face.

t I am aware that it is said, the whole of the Carnivora, Ruminantia, Cetacea,

Marsupiata, and Plantigrada, with the exception of two of the latter, are without

these vesiculae.

4 D
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VI.

—

Interpretation of the most ancient of the inscriptions on the pillar

called the lat of Feroz Shah, near Delhi, and of the Allahabad,

Radhia and Mattiuh pillar, or Idt, inscriptions which agree therewith.

By James Prinsep, Sec. As. Soc., 8fC.

I now proceed to lay before the Society the results of my applicatiou

cf the alphabet, developed by the simple records of Bhilsa, to the cele-

brated inscription on Feroz’s column, of which facsimiles have been in

the Society’s possession since its very foundation, without any success-

ful attempt having been made to decipher them. This is the less to be

wondered at when we find that 500 years before, on the re-erection

of the pillar, perhaps for the second or third time, by the emperor

Feroz, the unknown characters were just as much a mystery to the

learned as they have proved at a later period—

“

Round it” says the

author of the Haftakllm, “ have been engraved literal characters

which the most intelligent of all religions have been unable to explain.

Report says, this pillar is a monument of renown to the rajas or

Hindu princes, and that Feroz Sha'h set it up within his hunting

place : but on this head there are various traditions which it would

be tedious to relate.”

Neither Muhammed Ami'n the author of the Haflaklim, nor Ferish-

teh, in his account of Fgroz’s works alludes to the comparatively

modern inscription on the same pillar recording the victories of

Visala Deva king of Sdcambharl (or Sdmbhar

)

in the 12th century, of

which Sir William Jones first, and Mr. Colkbkooke afterwards,

published translations in the first and seventh volumes of the Re-

searches. This was in quite a modern type of Nagari ; differing about

as much from the character employed on the Allahabad pillar to record

the victories of Chandra and Samudka-gupta, as that type is now

perceived to vary from the more ancient form originally engraven on

both of these pillars; so that (placing Chandra-gupta, in the third

or fourth century, midway between Visala, in the Samvat year 1220,

and the oldest inscription) we might have roughly deduced un anti-

quity of fourteen or fifteen centurits unterior to Visala’s reign for the

original lat alphabet, from the gradual change of form in the alpha-

betical symbols, had we no better foundation for fixing the period of

these monuments.

But in my preceding notice, I trust that this point has been set at

rest, and that it has been satisfactorily proxed that the several pillars of

Delhi, Allahabad, Mattiah and Radhia were erected uuder the orders of
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king Dkvanampita Piyadasi of Ceylon, about three hundred years

before the Christian era.

1 have there also explained the nature of the document, and have

now only to disclose its contents in detail, as far as my hasty scrutiny,

and my very imperfect acquaintance with the languages of ancient

India will permit.

The difficulties with which 1 have had to contend are of a very

different nature from those presented by more modern inscriptions,

where the sense has to be extracted from a mass of hyperbolical

eulogy and extravagant exaggeration embodied still in very legible

and classical Sanskrit. Here the case is opposite :—the sentiments

and the phraseology are perfectly simple and straightforward—but

the orthography is sadly vitiated—and the language differs essentially

from every existing written idiom : it is as it were intermediate

between the Sanskrit and the Pali ; and a degree of license is therefore

requisite in selecting the Sanskrit equivalent of each wrord, upon which

to base the interpretation—a license dangerous in the use unless

restrained within wholesome rules ; for a skilful pandit will easily find

a word to answer any purpose if allowed to insert a letter or alter a

vowel ad libitum. There are some substitutions authorized by ana-

logy to the Pali which require no explanation—such as the preposi-

tion (j ( or pati for the Sanskrit tff?r ;
kate for 1TK ; dhamma for sjijii ; the

use of 0 kh, and sometimes ,-h chh, for ^ ksh, &c. ;
while others again,

_j _ ^ _ _ _i

as (j. }i A hidati for Tfff orf^^iw, hrldhi or hidayate ; -f- JjJ_ J_ kaydnani

for gPgJTwrfsT kalydnani, &c. have for their adoption the only excuse,

that nothing better offers : but it is unnecessary to dwell upon these

peculiarities here, as attention has been directed to all that occur in

the notes appended to the translation.

On searching the society’s portfolio I found the five original ma-*

nuscript plates of Captain Hoare, whence the engravings published

in the Researches seem to have been copied. Their collation has been

of essential service in detecting a few errors of the vow'd marks that

have crept into the engraving. I found also two much larger draw-

ings of the first and last inscription of the series, apparently of the

actual dimensions.—These I suppose to have been the originals pre-

sented to Sir William Jones by Colonel Polier, and therefore of

themselves venerable for their antiquity ! But they are by no means

so faithful as Captain Hoare’s copy, and the inscription round the

column has the singular blunder of the two lowermost lines being

copied in an inverted order, that is, written from right to left in the

boustrophedon fashion. Nevertheless in one or two doubtful points they

4 d 2
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have rendered good service by supplying a vowel, or an anuswara requir-

ed for the plural of a verb, omitted through mistake in the smaller copy.

In contriving a fount of type adapted to this ancient and highly

elegant form of Nagart, I have made but a few insignificant alterations

which I trust will not be thought unwarrantable —The [], O- and 0>
being of smaller size than the other letters in the original :—I have

elongated them to square with the rest. The vowels also are in the

original attached to the sides of these letters as []
- bd, 0 J

?A«, -Q M ;

1 have made them Q> 0’ 0 t0 av°id an unseemly gap. The letter (

is inflected on the centre with d and & thus
, £ ; these I have for

uniformity made ( , ( : it is necessary to notice this, lest consulters

of the originals should imagine I had been taking liberties with my
materials. For the compound vowel o also I have been forced to

content myself with a prolonged stroke (the e and a united) as X no.

in lieu of the more elegant break given in the original to shew

the two vowel marks as X M0 - Nothing material however is lost

through these trifling modifications ; while with them the ancient

alphabet becomes easier to print, and certainly easier to read, than the

more complicated letters of the (so-called) perfected (Samskrita) al-

phabet of the brahmans.

The four inscriptions facing the four cardihal points on the pillar,

appear to be enclosed in frames and to be each complete in itself.

These four edicts are repeated verbatim on the three other lats, with

exception of the lower half of the eastern tablet which is wanting in

all, as is likewise the long inscription round the shaft below the

separate tablets.

On the other hand the Allahabad pillar has five short insulated

lines at foot* which are not to be found elsewhere. They are curious

from their allusion three times to the second queen of Dkvanampiya ;

but from the incompleteness of the lines on the right hand the

context cannot thoroughly be explained : the three letters at the end

of the third line look line numerals.

r
1 A-L’ UJL rC A d IXrbA A A lr8 A

AA<?£>lrA

S’DA i*"

1

-f A H-J8A F±UO>

See plate IV. of Vol. III.
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f&AiJUi il-L-fHA

I
5 A XX "^iX A A A -J 8 A_ I> i + X

Devdnampiyasd vechanend savnta vahaniagd

Vatnviyd : eheta dutiydyd deviye ddne.

Jambdvudi kdvd a/ameva ddna pelha e (?)

Kichhi ganiyutdyc deviye senini ava,

Datiyayd dev'ye titivalamatu evdkiye.

We might translate the whole of the first line : ^
^sjrT: *Tfii3jT:, ' By the word of Devdnampiya—must be called

a perfect ascetic or Brahmaga.’ The second line certainly records a

gift fV»rt*j(*}T<3jT ‘ of the second queen’—and the alamevaduna. . a suf-

ficiency of gifts of some particular kind. Kichhi ganiyatd dev may be

supposed to be the name of the lady, or kichhi may be kinchit, some,

little.

—

Sendni, a general :

—

titi for iritiya third, and other insulated

words can be recognized but without coherence.

To return from this digression :—The general object of Devanam-

ptta’s series of edicts is according to my reading, to proclaim his re-

nunciation of his former faith, and his adoption of the Buddhist persua-

sion, to which wholesome change he invites others from every rank in

society, by a representation of its great excellency. He addresses to

his disciples, or devotees, (for so I have been obliged to translate

rajakd, as the Sanskrit though I would have preferred rdjakd,

ministers, had the first d been long— ) a number of specific rules for

their guidance, with penalties of a comparatively mild nature for any

omission in their performance : but the chief drift of the writing seems

directed to enhance the merits of the author,—the continual recur-

rence of esa me kute, * so have I done,’—arguing rather a vaunt of his

own acts, than an inculcation of virtue in others, unless by the force

of example.

It is a curious fact that although the intent of the royal convert

seems to have been to spread every where the knowledge of his conver-

sion, and of the virtuous acts to which it had given rise on his part,

and further to set forth the main principles of his new faith, yet the

name of the author of that religion is no where distinctly or directly

introduced, as Buddha, Gotama, Shakya muni', &c. At the end of

the first sentence, indeed, the expression Sukatam kachhati, which I

have supposed to be intended for sugatam gachhati, may be thought

to contain one of Buddha’s names as Sugato, (the well-come)—but

even in this the error in spelling makes the reading doubtful. In
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another place I have rendered a final expression agnim namisati, ‘ shall

give praise to Agni'—a deity we are hardly at liberty to pronounce

connected with the Buddhist worship, though points of agreement

and harmony may be adduced. But in any case Agni if rendered

generally as * god’ keeps him distinct from Buddha ‘ the teacher,' of

whose deification no evidence is afforded by the inscription ; for

neither is there any allusion to images of him, nor to temples or

shrines enclosing his relics. It is only by the general tenor of the

dogmas inculcated, that we can pronounce it to relate to the Buddhist

religion. The sacred name constantly employed—the true keystone

of Shakya’s reform—is Dhamma (or dharma),
* virtue upon the

exceeding excellencies, and the incontestable supremacy, of which

divine attribute the whole of his system seems to have originally

rested, and by which it may have won its way to the hearts of a peo-

ple whose inclinations were already imbued with admiration of this

quality in their own ancient system, though it had since been mixed

up with an unseemly mass of inconsistencies and gross idolatries :

and the piou3 and reflecting must have been glad to reject them, when

an opportunity was afforded of saving their consciences from the

dreadful alternative of being thought to throw off all religion, if they

discarded the one in which they were born and bred. Buddhism

was at that time only sectarianism ; a dissent from a vast proportion

of the existing sophistry and metaphysics of the Brahmanical schools,

without an absolute relinquishment of belief in their gods, or of con-

formity in their usages, and with adherence still to the milder

qualities of the religion, to all in short that it contained of dharma,

—virtue, justice, law. The very term Devdnampiya, ‘ beloved of the

gods,’ shews the retention of the Hindu pantheon generally ;*and this

might be easily confirmed by reference to Mr. Csoma’s note on the

birth and life of Sha'kya.

Those who have studied the mystics of Buddhism from the lucid

dissertation of Mr. Hodgson in the January and February Nos. of

last year’s Journal, will know that Dharma is the second member of

the Triamndya, or triad,

—

(Buddha , Dharma, Sangha,—) according

to the theistical school ; while what Mr. Hodgson calls the atheistical

school exalts Dharma to the first place. With them “ Dharma is Diva
natura, matter as the sole entity, invested with intrinsic activity and

intelligence, the efficient and material cause of ull :

—

Buddha is

derivative from Dharma, is the active and intelligent force of nature

first put off’ from it and then operating upon it :

—

Sanyha is the result

of that operation ; is embryotic creation, the type and sum of ail
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specific form?, which are spontaneously evolved from the union of

Buddha with Dharma*.” Happily in our inscription there is no neces-

sity to resort to these subtleties of the schools which have rendered a

plain matter perplexed. The word is here evidently used in its sim-

ple sense of “ the law, virtue, or religion”—and though its gifts and

excellencies are vaunted, there is no worship offered to it, no godhead

claimed for it.

The word dhamma is in the document before us generally coupled

with another word, vadhi, in its several cases, dhamma-vadhi, dhamma-

vadhiya, &c. according to the Sanskrit grammatical rules of combina-

tion or samdsa.

The most obvious interpretation of the word vadhi is found in the

Sanskrit vriddhi, increase, whence are derived the vernacular words

barhnd, to increase ; bafhtd, increasing ; barhai, increase, &c., differing

imperceptibly in pronunciation from the vadhi and vadhitd of the

inscription. The constant recurrence of the same expression would

lead to the conclusion that the religion of Buddha was then generally

known by this compound title, as * the increase of virtue,' ‘ the

expansion of the law,’ in allusion to the rapid proselytism which it

sought and obtained.

Against this interpretation if it be urged that the dentals [) is in

other cases used for the Sanskrit dh ^ ; as in the word dharmma itself

;

in vadha, murder ; bandha, bound, &c. Such objection may be met by

instancing other undoubted cases where the cerebral dh is used for the

Sanskrit \ ddh as in adhakosaydni (for arddha) ‘half

kos and in like manner the dental rth is generally expressed by the

cerebral th, as atha, athdya for

The only other word by which vadhi can be rendered is the Sanskrit

vritti, * occupation, turning.’ Now we have examples of the

dental t being represented by the cerebral d in the inscription, espe-

cially when double or combined with p, as Aii sudda for sapta, (or

satla, Pali) seven ; and in one compartment (the commencement of

the under inscription round the shaft), the same letter, £ dd is used

indifferently for
fa , dh, in the very word, dhamma vaddiya, which we

are discussing. It is hardly possible to imagine that two expressions

so strikingly similar in orthography as dhammavadhi and dhammavatti

or vaddi, yet of such opposite meaning should be applied to the same

thing. One must be wrong ; and I should have had no question

which to prefer, were it not for a curious expression I remembered to

have met with in the Tibetan translation of the Buddhist volumes.

* Journ. As. Soc. Vol. V. page 37.
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Of the twelve principal acts in Shakya’s life described in the Gya-

cherrolpa (S. Lalitavistdra), the tenth is translated by Mr. Csoma

Korosi, " He turns the tvheel of the law, or publishes his doctrine

now it was possible that the Sanskrit of this expression might be found

UpTif^’riij# or in the Pali, dhammavvtti vavethayati, vutti signify-

ing explication or doctrine, as well as ‘ wheel.’

Finding a copy of the Lolita Vistdra in Sanskrit amongst Mr.

Hodgson’s valuable collection of Buddhist works transferred from the

College of Fort William to the Asiatic Society’s library, I requested

my pandit Kamala'ka’nta to look into it for this expression * wheel

of the law’ adopted by the Tibetan translators ; and he was not long

in extracting an abundance of examples of its use: thus in the 299th

leaf, in the 25th adhydya, Tatha'gata (Buddha ) is made to say :

—

TKTWf Jifaeufa jTsrr^ ^rfsi^rrgtf i

4 I will go to Benares :—having arrived at the city of Kishi, I will turn the

wheel of the law, which is revolving amongst mankind, (i. e. I will run my
religious course.’)

The word dharmachakra is here distinct enough, and not to be

confounded with our dhammavadhi. The following example from the

213th leaf, I therefore add less to strengthen the evidence than as a

curious employment of many of the expressions met with in other

parts of our inscription, particularly in the eastern tablet.

sstfanrq ttwtt snr^ig vjptto

I TITTER I T« TIT fTTTT TSTTT

frctn? ^titpt «*iTn*rr wrrg_

I SIT* HTT WTT I
T3‘^dTT *TT1 I

“ Having bowed the head in reverence :—Do thou, oh Bhagava'n, be pleased

to set about turning the wheel of the law of him that hath firmly embraced

Tatha'gata. Turn thou the wheel of the law oh Sugata ! For the benefit of

much people, for the delight of much people, for compassion to the world, for

the urgent reason of the necessities of man,—for the benefit, for the delight

alike of angels and men,—perform thou, oh Bhagava'n, the sacrifice of the law :

—pour down the plentiful shower of the law :—lift up on high the great banner

of the law :—blow forth the great conch of the law :— strike loud the great drum
of the law 1”

The multitude of metaphors employed in this example an 1 through-

out the volume, in connection with dharma, prepares us for the dhamma
kdmatd, dhamma pekhd, dhamma vadhi of our inscription. Still a more
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direct illustration by the actual employment of the term dharma vriddhi

was wanting ; andi although on further search the precise expression

was not found ;
the pandit met with many instances of the word

vriddhi occurring in connection with bodhi, which as applied to tire

Buddhist faith was nearly synonymous with dharma : Bouhi vriddhi,

the growth of knowledge, or metaphorically the growth of the bodhi

or sacred fig tree—the tree of knowledge, being as applicable to Bud-

dhism, as dharma vriddhi, the growth of grace. Ihus in the 181st

leaf :

n TURTfawsi sjvrnr:

fw II

‘The bhikshus (priests) at that time (said there were) eight goddesses of bodhi

vriddhi: that is to say:

—

Sri vriddhi, dayd, sreyasl, chit, idavald, satyavddinl ;

samaguni, chayd* •'—these (eight divine personifications) from doing service

to the great saint, by the practice of asceticism, as well as by the grace of the

great saint, (the said priests) have magnified.’

This passage is corrupt and consequently obscure, but it teaches

plainly that dharmavriddki of our inscription may always be under-

stood, like bodhivridhi, in the general acceptation of * the Buddhist

religion.’

Proselytism, turning the wheel, or publishing the doctrines, which-

ever is preferred, was evidently a main object of the Buddhist system,

and it is pointed at continually in the pillar inscription. Not content

with injunctions to spread the tenets among the rich, the poor, the

householder, and the ascetic ;—brahmans, the arch-opponents of the

faith, are also named, under the disguise of the corrupt spelling bdbhana ;

even the court and the zenanah (if the term is allowable for a period an-

terior to the seclusion of the fair sex)—are specifically recommended

to the discreet and respectful endeavours of the missionary.

I have said that the founder of the faith is not named. Neither is

the ordinary title of the priesthood, bhilchu or bhichhti to be found,

though the word is so frequently met with among the Bhilsa ddnams.

The words mahamatd, (written sometimes mdtd) and dhamma mahdmatd

seem used for priests ‘ the wise men, the very learned in religion.’

—

* Grace, increase, mercy, happiness, genius, praise-giving, truth-speaking,

equality.— Day it. is written tayd : idavald, ajdvald, and samaguni, samaginl : in

fact the whole volume is so full of errors of transcription that it was with diffi-

culty Kamala'ka'nta could manage to restore the correct reading.
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The same epithet is found in conjunction with bhikhu in the interesting

passage quoted by Mr. Turnour in the preceding article on the

Pitakattayan, (see page 506.)

But it is possible that this expression has been misunderstood by

the pandit : mahdmdtd y y A even if by shortening the a it be read

mahdmatd, the greatly wise, can only metaphorically be said to become
vydptd or ‘ pervading’ all orders of society, in order to conversion :

while Mr. Hodgson’s epitome, above alluded to, gives us another

mode of interpretation perhaps more consonant with the spirit of

the system. Mahimdtra (in Pali mahdmdtd) is another name for

Dharma, as Prajnd Paramitd the great mother of Buddha—the uni-

versal mother, omniscience, illusion, miiyd, &c.—and as such may be

more correctly supposed to pervade than mahdmatd the priests, w hich

moreover is always written in Pali, mahdmati.

It will be remarked that assemblies are mentioned (nikdydni), and

preachings (dhammasdvdndni) , and ordinances of all sorts, but there is

no allusion to the vihdra by name, nor to the chaitya, or temple : no

hint of images of Buddha’s person, nor of relics preserved in costly

monuments. The spreading fig tree and the great dhdtris, perhaps in

memory of those under which his doctrines were delivered, are the only

objects to be held sacred, or to have rites performed at them ; and in

those rites, the meat-offering—the sacrifice of blood, is interdicted as

the highest sin.

The edict prohibiting the killing of particular animals is perhaps

one of the most curious of the whole.—The particularity with which

it commences on the birds is ill supported by what follows regarding

animals, which are dismissed with a savachatupadk * all quadrupeds’—as

if the sculptor or scribe had found the engraving of such a list too

long a job to complete.—The two first birds, suke, sdrike, the green

parrot and maina, are the principal pet birds of the Hindus, still

universally domesticated, and not rivalled by the nightingale of Persian

introduction. Many of the names in the list are now unknown, and

are perhaps irrecoverable, being the vernacular rather than the classical

appellations. I have pointed out such endeavours as have been made

by the pandits to identify them, in my notes. Others of the names

in the enumeration of birds not to be eaten, will remind the reader of

the injunctions of Moses to the Jews on the same subject. The list in

the lltli chapter of Leviticus comprises * the eagle, the ossifrage,

the ospray, the vulture and kite : every raven after his kind, the owl,

night hawk, cuckoo and hawk
;
the little civl, cormorant and great owl

:

the swan, pelican, and gier-eagle ; the stork, heron, lapwing and bat ,’

—

those marked in italics being found in our list. The verse inline-
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diately following the catalogue of birds, “ All fowls that creep upon

all four shall be an abomination unto you,” presents a curious coin-

cidence with the expression of our tablet ‘ savechatapade ye pati bhogan

no eft,' which comes after gdmakapote, the tame dove.

But the edict by no means seems to interdict the use of animal

food probably this would have been too great an innovation. It

restricts the prohibition to particular days of fast and abstinence, on

the chief of which, fowls that have been killed are not even to be

offered for sale—and on these days, beasts of burthen are to be

exempted from labour :
* the ox even shall not be tied up in his stall.’

The sheep, goat, and pig seem to have been the staple of animal

fpod at the period—they are expressly mentioned as kept for fattening,

and are only not to be slaughtered while with young or giving milk :

but merit is ascribed to the abstaining from animal food altogether.

Ratna Paula tells me no similar rules are to be found in the Pali

works of Ceylon, nor are the particular days set apart for fasting or

upavdsun in the inscription, exactly in accordance with modern Bud-

dhistic practice which observes only the atlhami and panaradassami, or

Sth and 15th of each half lunation, (that is, nearly every 7th day.) All

the days inserted are however of great weight in the Hindu calendar

of festivals, and the sectarians may not yet have relinquished them.

Thus the two lunar days mentioned in the south tablet, tishya (or

pushyaj and punarvasu, though now disregarded, are known from the

Lalitu Vistdra to have been strictly attended to by the early priests.

In the 14th leaf we have the following example.

Nj

"snr *r^rarifyqi% ^Tt^r^rETcrfa^iJini

* The priests perceiving the people of the cities of Bodhisatwa to be sleeping,

and knowing too that the middle of the night had arrived, and knowing that the

moon had entered into the mansion of Pushya ; knowing that this was the time

of night to depart (for some religious observance), called their disciples.’

In one respect the mention of these days is of high interest, as proving

that the luni-solar system of the brahmans was the same as we see it now,

three centuries before our era, and not the modern invention Blntley

and some others have pretended. The astronomy of the Purdnas was

(as Mr. Wilkinson has shewn) as much a bone of contention be-

tween the two sects, as were their other branches of metaphysics.

None of the fierce conflicts between the followers of the two religions

had yet probably taken place. Occupying the throne and the court it had

4 B
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nothing yet to fear. Nevertheless (if I have read the passage aright)

opposition was contemplated as conversion should proceed, and the

weapons prescribed to meet it are “ the foolishness of preaching,”

and a stedfast adherence to ordinances. Meantime the example of

royal benevolence was exercised in a way to conciliate the Ndnaprfsan -

das, the Gentiles of every persuasion, by the planting of trees along

the roadsides, by the digging of wells, by the establishment of bazars

and serais, at convenient distances. Where are they all ? On what road

are we now to search for these venerable relics, these banyan trees and

mangoes, which, with the aid of Professor Candolle’s theory*, would

enable us to confirm the assumed date of our monuments ? The lat

of Feroz is the only one which alludes to this circumstance, and we

know not whence that was taken to be set up in its present situation

by the emperor Feroz in the 14th century—whether it had stood

there from the first ? or whether it was re-erected when it received the

inscription recording the victories of Visala deva in the Samvat year

1220 or A. D. 1163 ?—This cannot be determined without a careful

re-examination of the ruinous building surrounding the pillar, which

I hope some of my antiquarian friends will undertake. The chambers

described by Captain Hoake as a menagerie and aviary may have been

so adapted from their original purpose as cells for the monastic

priesthood—a point which the style of their architecture may settle.

The neighbourhood should also be examined for traces of a vihiira, a

holy tree, a road, and boulees or large pahka wells :—the texture of

the stone also should be noticed, that the quarry whence it was
brought may be discovered, for now that we know so much of its

history we feel a vivid curiosity to pry into the further secrets of this

interesting silastambha, even to the difficulties and probably cost of its

transport, which, judging from the inability of the present Government
to afford the expense even of setting the Allahabad pillar upright on

its pedestal, must have fallen heavily on the coffers of the Ceylon

monarch !

But I must now close these desultory remarks, in the hope of here-

after rendering them more worthy of the object by future study and re-

search ;
and proceed to lay before the Society, first a correct version of

the inscription in its own character, and then in Roman letters which I

have preferred to Nagari, because the Pali language has been already

made familiar to that type by MM. Bournouf and Lassen, as well as

by Mr. Turnour’s great edition of the Mahdvansa, now just issued

from the press.

* See translation of his Essay on the Longevity of Plants, J. A. S. vol. III.

p. 196.
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I .—Inscription on the North compartment

.

i>£±m (ilbl>A JVb-A'HU XPAXa"

2Arb 8 r/ rb A 1~8 .‘-X’ D'8-JC-JTCA

3 (r>k C-J A >rb'b( OX H'lA MAX D 8+8A1
4 HAX bdlX H AX fbrbfbJL HA1 rill

I A

5 HA± Lrbbl t>rb dT 88 HlrbOX

6 D'8"LT D’8+8 A"d XArbA AA A AArbAdA"
I i

7 UrbUd 8 L+rbd" AAXd
-

dPdd" HIADX’A

8 rb* b C b f
3 X’ A d~ 8-J'd b-J’rb8”> bXA A V8AH’A

9 8 C- 8" A b >rblri D X /X'

D

~8± b-Jl D'~8±A Dl

10 D’dlrb'txi D'~81'A~A A l3 AT bl bX^rb SS

11 "b-A'Hlr D'8rb D + X’d D’8 A HbrblA Db-+Xl“
I

rbdXdl dT b"8 DLrAD?! ^ b I
3

13 d A b^rb b
flA~dddrb 6 6 D8 H±A b-+( H Cl“I I I

1 4 fill H'l-L bd 8 Db-1 +X1-L+C1 > A 18
A

15 HOX M-D-8-J
j

U-J
,

TCa b-AH±b( b
€

‘

A_ d J
*

13 0 A ~F d b-A.AA X d "lr A rb’ b ( U E rb A rbrb+
(

' +X A A

n^A'l'bX bX

f

3 rULr
A

' H b- +X±'"8 A "f
3 T A :*X’8

18+Xl+C Al81bb- m:*X-~8 bb+C Ai-X’A'HrblA

1 9 18"A £b( A Td"T >rb IrA'dT >X>Tx :-8'i

29 HrblA A81-L8 HOd’/x XOdl +D 81 :-rb
/\

si-fdllAb-f 8'bddrbXrb’A OrbDAMiL :*X'8

22f>A-FX :-X’818 b-J A+X
[The Allahabad version is eut off after the 3 first letters of the 19th line.

J. A. S. vol. III. p. 118. The Mathia and Radhia lats contain it entire, adding

only ill at the conclusion, and after Sache Sochaye in the 12th line.]
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II .—Inscription on the West compartment.

Oil’UL bXi’rbdl b-A.Hb- rbl^rbAArb

2 HrGbAX~8 WTbA" d£+8A

^ OlrX G_LruA /hlrfbrlj SXrliHJjA Arb’XHft lr-v)A

4 !'? A" HAUAia + C -UJ5+ HXQH/A
o

5 -F8”_LbA AXA £XX£Xb>X b-ArbTLbl’X-A*
A I /\

6 HI A GlAd” rb 'fXX r
3

_
<

TjL_L” £ -Lrb* A D*8XAXd

7 AXA ?fb‘ A £X'£±b!’- + A G- J
3 A'd Gd A'd

8 HdDXA A d£+bdb'A bC d -J A A 8' bdrbl b 8
/\ A I

9 cb f
3 * _L_L b C d drb A A Ud-f-LAXA ^rb'A" XX8d£+

_ /\

io d lu‘ A HdDXA A HOlr b£' AXA~XDAX lrb£A^

HHrb-Ob-A
J

AXA DA dLA8 b £

'

rbTlrd'b-C A
C I

I2"b-A'88d£++C" £ X* b t
3 rbb-A rbXX XXOAHrU

18 HrbGrb' A H 6 8X+81 b A A X A A >AX8d£+X'
O / A '

14 H r) Lrd A t
1 '? A HAbAX+ C :-XAiXlr>X+A

15 AXlrdrb8 A drbX r
3 '

r

1 rb8 A d HA.’*Abd8HAA

16 ' DID D_L8±rbl' Ad A ^'flOAA D±‘ A± ?Arbl'8

17 XA r’X XA+A+X -LFbXb-’A £ A AXAX

18 XX* A* A± P bX A ?rHlr-AGdA+- L b AX' A+X'

A

19 :-Xb-'8 b-A'ldDrbb fdrb CdA'Hd’DXi A £ Xrbd

20 A A A AAD D'8ddl rbX8 >Xrb Ar/AA

[The second part of the Allahabad inscription begins to be legible at the 12th

letter of the 14th line. The whole is to be found on the Radhia pillar, (vol. IV.

pi yip) The termination at Malhia differs (vol. 111. PI. XXIX.) in having

inserted after the 3rd letter of the 20th line the words
^ bXAX‘ >lr'

the rest as here given.]
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III .—Inscription on the South compartment.

579

1 I
3 A _L bX bX r

1 Xd £ tr A H b- X ^ A X A A X

2 HdXAl‘8 /818A1 HADX-L + CX XXO
3 rjj-i- XdX Hdi d + A+ Ir'X ajc

4 E A_+ M’D+W-f > f HlO+dA A>AX+

5 A'
A~

b b( + X-t£ d A b'XXXXyd

^ rb* r
1 4“ L+b? bdX A XA d-TiA Add- bA

7XAdAbl> ibCdA-I>A
J

±d T ?X A HE+1±
3 t> i* -Fd X+d d A d X A bXd X A H A DX bA +A

9 bd-fl HXdXX A D+-K X+C AX AXXE'a

lOirbAAX >AHXOxA" Ab-XXA'XP'bA AX

11 8AX£A I bX A A X AXd'A-y'XX a
j

xx- b.xdxx*
I i

-
i i

12 A1 £ AXJL d"A >X* b'Xr'X’ bC b >1 DA'Xd"

18

HI bXO-yiHA DX ibA
J

+ AAX »A~XXA">AXX

14XAAXX XACdAX XXH*XXb EAX+XX

15 Xb-’ A AXX HOy'bTX d"A ^XX b'Xr'XX AXX

16 blAXi AXd'A-tfXX’X ?AXX AXXXd'lAAX
i i I

- if
17 H£+ >rJ + X+d >A“bH*i -UnXA XX d 1 A A X

/\

18 AXX blAXX d"A*yXX dA-y'XbTX HXXAXXII “ o

19 du i+CAX XAXf^ AXA
J

AX HdXAx'y >A'X

20 H’Ad
J

-fX b-’XAXA nDXdu+cx

[The word Ajakanani at the end of the 7th line seems accidently to have been

omitted in the Feroz lat. It is supplied from the Radhia and Mathia pillars.

The Allahabad version is erased from the 3rd letter of the 6th line. The other

after twice in the 10th line.]lets have
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IV.

—

Inscription on the East compartment.

] T- SV bl blf’rbd'e "lr A * H lr

2Arb HdXAl'H D-y-JWTUA -J-Hrb

sC-ArbTI rL» A * H L» G- C~ A*A"D*8A A G bA~

4“b-A*d+rb IrAiTA b ( A T U HO M’
TrA* b A Xrb’irb "lr A ‘ H b +Orb

-J — I f I

6+y-Flrbr HA Cr8 A AOdA^b-8 V8A"

7rbAl-flrb b C A T8
J

rbA brb* r

1

" b 8 b E A
I /v

3 A A D1 bE~X >dM’HAl bdbA8i
A

9 rb 8 "8~
T 8 A rb d i rb A A rb HrbbA18
\Xj

10 ;* JL,' D ' 8 -J b dT bA"

11 A1 bl bJL^rb d E~ b-A Hb- X H A + A

is HAd' d'Ei b-rb X-A' :-<£rb +©-gi

13 D'8A AX A AX Id El HldCX D 8 A JL

14 A AO I> A ’ >A"l'bi bl

l

3 rb d'E "b-A-Hb- >18

15 b-0 HA+A’d HA d’ b-A-;*cbrb d'Ei+oei

16 HldbJb D 8A AX A AlA XdS'i HldCX

17 D'8A A JL A AO X+lrbEi HlbC bEX

is+lrbEl Hid CX D'8A AX A AXA +11+1

19 H d f8Xlr' D8A A
J

XA
J

>A >A~l-bXbX>ld"Eb:A-
OLi

“

20 Hb- >18^0 D-8XA11 XA"bX8
J

D81rb01

21 HlXX8
J

> A El rb A_ HI b C^b ErbA H dj "18
J

rbA

[The Mathia and Radhia inscriptions terminate with the tenth line. The

remainder of this inscription nnd the following running round the Column are

peculiar to the Delhi monument.]
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Translation of the Inscription of the North compartment.

Thus spake king Deva'nampiya Piyadasi :—In the twenty-seventh

year of my anointment, I have caused this religious edict to be

published in writing. I acknowledge and confess the faults that have

been cherished in mv heart. From the love of virtue, by the side of

which all other things are as sins—from the strict scrutiny of sin,

—and from a fervent desire to be told of sin :—bv the fear of sin and

by very enormity of sin :—by these may my eyes be strengthened and

confirmed (in rectitude).

Line, Transcript of the Inscription on the North compartment.

1 Devdtiampiya piyadasi Ldja evam ahd. Suddavlsathasa

2 abhisitenamt, iyum Dhammalipi likhdpitd 1.

3 Hi'latapdlite dusampdtipddaye 2. Aniuita agdyd dharpmakdmatdyd

4 agdya pallkhdyd, agdya sususdyd, agina bhayend,

5 agena usihend, esa chakhomama anusathiyd 3.

1. The opening sentence has been fully explained and commented on in the

preceding Journal, page 469.

2. The whole of the northern tablet, although composed of words individually

easy of translation, presents more difficulties in a way of a satisfactory interpre-

tation than any of the others. This first sentence particularly was unintelligible

to Ratna Paula, who for Dusampati would have substituted Dasabala, ‘the ten

(elephant) powered’ a name of Buddha. The pandit's reading seems more to the

purpose, (or nearer still to the text)

* I declare or confess the sins cherished in my heart being the proper

or regular form as opposed to the common form of the verb according to the

rules obtaining in the Pali, as in the Sanskrit, language.

3. The sense of this passage, although at first sight obvious enough, recedes

as the construction is grammatically examined. I originally supposed that

Annata was meant for Ananta, the anuswara being placed by accident on the

left, and had adopted the nearest literal approach to the text in Sanskrit for the

translation ^TwTnfTTijr

8 *11 rf, viz. : ‘ through the examination,

&c. of the sinfulness of the numberless sins connected with the worldly passions but

in this it was necessary to omit two long vowels (in parikhdyd and sususdyd to place

them in the third case. By making them of the fifth case, (in Sanskrit the nyabalope

panchami) and by reading Anyata, every letter can be exactly preserved with the

sense given in the present translation ; thus : ^•*JrTI^I^l V'flfi'lBfTT’EfT ^191^1

; the rest as before. In this the most doubtful words

are usritena and chaksho ; the latter Ratna Paula would break into cha-kho,

‘ and certainly’
(
kho for khalu)

;
the former maybe replaced by ‘ by per-

severance,’ but this is hardly an improvement. It is also a question whether

Dhamma kama is to be applied in a good sense as ‘ intense desire of virtue,’ or

in a bad, as ‘ dominion of the sensual passions.’

4 F
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The sight of religion and the love of religion of their own accord

increase and will ever increase : and my people whether of the laity,

(grihistj or of the priesthood (ascetics)—all mortal beings, are knit to-

gether thereby, and prescribe to themselves the same path : and above

all having obtained the mastery over their passions, they become su-

premely wise. For this is indeed true wisdom : it is upheld and bound

by (it consists in) religion—by religion which cherishes, religion

which teaches pious acts, religion that bestows (the only true) pleasure.

Thus spake king Dkvanampiya Piyadasi :—In religion is the

chief excellence :—but religion consists in good works :—in the

6 Dhamma pekhd, dhamma kdmatd cha suve save vadhitd vadhisati cha vi 4

7 pulisdpi cha me ukasd cha gevayd cha maritimdcha anuvidhiyanti 5,

8 sampatipddayanti cha : alanchapalan samddipayitave hemeva anta

9 mahdmdtdpi 6 esahi vidhi yd, iyam dhammhia pdlind dhammina vidhdne

10 dhammhia sukhiyand dhammena gotiti 7. Devdnampiya piyadasi Ldja

11 hevumdhd. Dhamme sddhv, kiyamcha dhammeti j aj disiuavai 8 bahukiydue 9 ;

4. Tim sentence is equally simple in appearance, though ambiguous in mean-

ing from the same cause ; ^ VfSeTT ;

kdmatd is however here applied in the good sense with dharma.

5. Two readings here offer, both nearly similar in meaning—

yivWg —
• my people, yea, the demons, the gods, and those

of a middle state —or (my people) * both family folk,

ascetics, and mortals (in general),’ are united toge-

ther (like the threads in a cloth) and follow together in one path, (or consent

together :) for pidayanti read padoyanti.

6. Either ’having obtained devout meditation,’ or (which is nearer

the text from ‘ abstinence from passion,’ the participle termina-

tion 3T twi from the prefixing of pra, becomes ydp, or is changed to V' it seem*

preserved in the Pali payitave, quasi payilwd. *ITT*T?TT ^rfV. mahi.

matd, supremely wise, may be made nearer to the text, where the third i is long,

by reading ’flSfv, mahdmdtri, being the holiest act of br&hmanical

reverence, accompanied by the closing of every corporeal orifice.

7. This passage is somewhat obscure—hut it is tolerably made out by attention

to the cases of the pronouns and the four times repeated Dharma in the third

case : thus wftfTO Ti iwro*rfar*TT g^iwiTT wu
XjfvTflT from the root to knit or string together. The text gives the literal

translation according to this reading : but the aspirated d and the separation of

yd would favor the reading &c. ‘ this is the true path, or

rule,’ Sec. In either case there are errors in the genders of the pronouns.
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non-omission of many acts : mercy anil charity, purity and chastity ;
—

(these are) to me the anointment of consecration. Towards the poor

and the affl cted, towards hipeds and quadrupeds, towards the fowls of

the air and things that move in the waters, manifold have been the

benevolent acts performed by me. Out of consideration for things

inanimate even many other excellent things have been done by me.

To this purpose is the present edict promulgated ; let all pay attention

to it
:

(or take cognizance thereof.) and let it endure for ages to

come : and he who acts in conformity thereto, the same shall attain

eternal happiness, (or shall be united with Scqato.)

12 dayddane, sacha sochaye ; chakhoddne pime 10 ; bahu vidha dine, Dupada

13 chatupadesu, pakhi-vdtichulesu, vividhame anugahe kale 11 ; apdua

14 ddkhindye anndnipicha me bahuni kaydriani katdm 12 : etdye me

15 athdya iyam dhammalipi likliapitd. Heva anupalipajantu chiran

16 thitikdcha hotutiti 13, Ye cha hevam sampatapajisati se sukutam kachhatiti 14.

8. Apasinavai (in other Hits with a double »), is the Sanskrit

4 not certainly omitting,’—alluding either to the words fjfTqt, or the non-omission

of deeds just mentioned, or to what follows.

9. By kiyd'ie, both my P41i and my brahmauical advisers insist upon under-

standing kalydne happiness; bahu kalydne in the seventh case (nimilat

saptamij 4 for much happiness.’—But I prefer the more simple f^fzjrfbl acts—in

the neuter like the preceding kiyam : the Sanskrit kriyb is however feminine.

10. J ^3^^ may also be read, of the same

signification—purity from passion or vice. Chakhurdbn is explained in Wilson’s

Dictionary as 4 the ceremony of anointing the eyes of the image at the time of

consecration’—but it is also allegorically used for any instruction, or opening

of the eyes derived from a spiritual teacher.

11. A very easy sentence;

ISA—the construction is as that of the Latin ablative absolute,

4 many kindnesses being done of me, towards the poor,’ &c.

12. This is also equally clear ^SJTfiT

ITfTlf^T—aprana may here allude to vegetable life, or to that which

doth not draw breath ;
benevolence to inanimate things.— For ^i^rfsT also

grain, food, may be intended. A better sense for apdua may be obtained

by reading ^TTvi ,J8T pleasing and conciliatory demeanour.

13. THTli 41 'qi'Srpq 4 on this account, or with this intention,’ ^
. J

wlT— the Sanskrit verb is in the atmane-pada or regular form, the Pali in

the parasmai-padu or ordinary form

—

4 let all pay attention to :’

TfrT— * let it (the ordinance) be enduring for ages.’

14. If ye and se are here preferred, the verbs must be plural, otherwise ya

and sa are required. ^qfriqfT^ifrf ^ ^Jlrf In this, the

only method of reading the text, there is a corrupt substitution of k for g twice ;

but other instances of the same substitution occur elsewhere.

3 f 2
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Thus spake king Devanampiya Piyadasi :—Whatever appeareth to

me to be virtuous and good, that is so held to be good and virtuous by

me, and not the less if it have evil tendency, is it accounted for evil by

me or is it named among the asinave (the nine offences ?). Eyes are

given (to man) to distinguish between the two qualities (between

right and wrong) : according to the capacity of the eyes so may they

behold. The following are accounted among the nine minor trans-

gressions :—mischief, hard-heartedness, anger, pride, envy. These

evil deeds of nine kinds shall on no account be mentioned. They

should be regarded as opposite (or prohibited). Let this (ordinance)

be impressed on my heart, let it be cherished with all my soul.

17 Devdnam piya piya dasi Ldja hevam dhd. Koydnammeva dekhati iyam me

18 kaydnekaieti. Nomina pdpam dekhati, iyam me pdpekateti : iyamvd asinave

19 admit

i

16. Dupatavekha chukho esa hevam chukho esa dekhiye 17. Imdni

20 asinava gaminindma ( ti ) 18 ; atha chandiye nithuriye kodhd mdne isyd :

21 karananavahakam 19 mdpalibhasayisanti ; esa bdtpia dekhiye 20 iyam me

22 hidatikdye iyam mana me paliti kdye (ti) 21.

15. By the pandit ^ vt|f<1 TV *1 4iHHnn UTlffT literally ‘(what-

ever) may direct or tend to the happiness of me—this for my happiness is done.*

Again •Tlffl*! (by iteration for) 4^*1 WtfTtjSifTffT (whatever)

may exhibit the sinlessness of me—this for my sinlessness is done, (mi-apape.) In

the translation I have supposed iyam to be ayam, in the neuter, and have taken

dekhati, as allied to the vernacular dekhna, which in Sanskrit changes in

this tense to drithyate is seen.

16. TV —or this is called Asinava—a word of unknown

meaning. The pandits would read adinava, transgressions—but the word is repeat,

ed more than once with the same spelling, and must therefore be retained.

17. An obscure passage, chakho (written chukho) being neuter does not agree

with esa m.—overruling this as an error, we may make,

—dekhiya, is precisely the modern Hindi subjunctive, * may

or shall it see.’— See note 15.

18. The ti does not exist on the Feroz lAt though it is retained on the others.

—Asinava gdmini is the former unknown term—which seeihs here to mean the

nine asa or petty offences. JTTWlfspn*? (are) * included amongst, or called —
19. Some of these agree

with the nine kinds of subordinate crimes enumerated in Sanskrit works:

—

which are as follows :— ignorance,

deceit, envy, inebriety, lust, hypocrisy, hate, covetousness, and avarice. These

several vices shall not even be named.

20. ‘ count these forbidden’ (making esa agree with bd4ha as in

Latin) and for bd^ha reading bddha, opposition—hindrance.

21. ^ifacTTiFT'zifa. ‘Thu is established in

my heart—this is cherished in my mind.’
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Translation of the West inscription.

Thus spake king Piyadasi, beloved of the gods. In the twenty-

seventh year of my anointment, I hare caused to he promul-

gated the following religious edict. My devotees, in very many

hundred thousand souls, having (now) attained unto knowledge

;

I have ordained (the following) fines and punishments for their

transgressions. Wherever devotees shall abide around, (or circum-

ambulate) the holy fig-tree for the performance of pious duties, the

benefit and pleasure of the country and its inhabitants shall be

(in making) offerings : and according to their generosity or otherwise

Transcript of the Inscription on the West compartment.

Line,

1 Devdnampiya piyadasi Ldja hevam 6hd. Saddai isati vasa

2 ahhisitenami iyam dhammalipi likhdpitd. Lajakdme 1

3 bahusu pdna sata sahasesu janasi dyatd 2, tesam ye abhihdreva

4 dandeva utapatiya me kale 3. Kind rajakd asvatha abhild 4

5 kaipmdni pavataye vu (ti) 5 : janasajanapadasd hitasukharp upadalievu (ti) 6

1. jj ranjakdme my devotees or disciples ; from y-fj to have the affec-

tions engaged by any object:—Had the a been loDg the preferable reading would

Lave been rijakd, assemblies of princes or rulers, quasi courtiers or rulers.

2- the pandits reading, making rajakd

in the 'vocative—‘oh devotees who are come in many souls, in hundreds of

thousands of people —but in this reading janaji which is found alike in all the

texts must be placed in the 7th case plural, janisu. jninasm in

dyatvd (Pali janasi dyati) * having come into this knowledge’ is, I think, prefer-

able
; and is accordingly adopted. In Pali janasi and jvne are both used.

3. 5 i? ‘ ®f them’ the following con-

fiscations (fines) or punishments for neglect of duty ‘ by me (are) made’ (ordain-

ed).

—

Abhihdra, confiscation or seizing in presence of the owner. Atipdta,

transgression or omission of duty.

4. ^^31 ‘ around the aswattha’ holy fig-tree or (ficus religiosa). If

the i be long, the word would signify, ‘ without fear, fearless.’

5. SffflVTTfiT ‘ circumambulations must be practised’— or

‘ pious acts,’ will be closer to the original. To the termination evu the other lats

add ti in this and the following instances. The former agrees with the vernacular

Aove

1

let be,’ the latter with the Sanskrit ‘ is to be.’ The former is perhaps

derived from the Sanskrit future participlelar termination taviye or aviye.

6. '3tJ^T
‘ of *he village and its inhabitants

(including animals; the benefit and pleasure, a small present or offerings (tgvr^T

a nazar), shall be.’
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shall they enjoy prosperity or adversity : and they shall give thanks

for the coming of the faith. Whatever villages with their inhabitants

may be given or maintained for the sake of the worship, the devotees

shall receive the same and for an example unto my people they shall

follow after, (or exercise solitary) austeiities. And likewise, whatever

blessings they shall pronounce, by these shall mv devotees accumulate

for the worship (?). Furthermore the people shall attend in the night

6 anugahineva chi 7 sakhiyana-dukhlyanam janisanti 8 : Dhammayatenacha

7 viyo vadisanti 9. Janamjanapadam kintihi datamcha pa litam cha

8 aladhayevuti 10 rajuhipilahanti
;
patichalituvemai} pulisinipi me

9 chhandannini patichalisanti 11, tepi cha kiiii viyo vadisanti : yenamerajakd

7. * through their benevolence or otherwise,' that is in propor-

tion to their bounty.

8. ^jiitYjwl:
1 shall they become prosperous or unfor-

tunate,’ according to the pandit ;
but a nearer approach to the construction

of the text may be formed
;

• shall know good or bad

fortune.’

9. It is best to regarj yrjrr^'^JT 38 a compound of dharma and iyatam,

length, endurance,—or (from dyat), ‘ the coming.’ The word viyo is unknown to

either the Sanskrit or the Pali scholar, they suppose it to be a term of applause

attached to ‘ they shall say,’ as in the modern Hindvi tumko bhald

kahengi, they shall say * well’ to you, they shall applaud you. to praise, may

be the root of tne expression. It also something resembles the lo of the Greeks,

which however like eheu is used as an expression of lamentation ;
and this meaning

accords also with the word viyo in Clough's Singhalese Dictionary.— Viyo,

viyov, viyoga, 1 lamentation, separation, absence.’ Viyo-dhamma is translated

* perishable things’ by Mr. Turnour, in a passage from the Pitakattayan.

See p. 523.

10. gjiT: •qrfwirr^ H^frf, perhaps the

• gome little’ given of the inhabitants of the village, and preserved, shall be on

account of worship,’ (or they shall give trifling presents to make ptija t)

11. This passage is rather obscure in its application to the preceding, the

pandit reads the devotees also speak,’ but the letter p is uncer-

tain, and I would prefer shall receive. 58

and having proceeded my devotees shall obtuiu the sacred of-

fering of chandan ;— being read by the pandit as sandal-wood, an

unctuous preparation of which is applied to the forehead in pujat, but the

aspirated ch makes this interpretation dubious : chhandani are solitary private

(occupations) or desires.
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the great myrobalan tree and the holy fig-tree. My people shall

foster (accumulate) the great myrobalan. Pleasure is to be eschewed

as intoxication (?).

Mv devotees doing thus for the profit and pleasure of the village,

whereby they (coming) around the beauteous and holy fig-tree may

cheerfully abide in the performance of pious acts. In this also are fines

10 chappanti dradhuyitave 12. Athd hi pajan viyatdye dhdtiye nisi jata 13

1 1 asiathe hot» ; viyata dhdti chuppati me pujan 14 ;
suklium hold hdtave (ti) 15.

12 hevam mama rdjukd ka.d 10, janapudasa hitasukhdye, yena ete abhiid

12.

An unknown letter in the word chayanti or chapanti leaves this sentence

in the same uncertainty. Adopting the former we have

‘by which my devotees (may) accumulate for the purpose of the

worship :—to pay the expenses of the worship from the accumulated nazars and

offerings.’

13.

A new subject here commences. S5TT fsfpn

^jTrT, ‘ moreover let my people frequent the great myrobalan trees (which also

the Hindus prize very highly and desire to die under) in the night.’ Thus reads

the pandit, but the last word is 5)Trf> not yatu

;

and it may be an adverb implying

* occasionally’— or prohibiting altogether. Viyatdye may also mean ' for the

learned ciyatd in Tali being a scholar : in which case I should understand

f^ffsTSTRr as the name of some third tree (like the ayctantAes tristis

or fsnrpf^f the white water-lily which opens its petals (or smiles at night) so as to

connect the dhdtri with the asvattha or holy fig-tree, thus :

VaflfatSJrlTq f«rf?’5TrfrT ^^31^ VT^frT, ‘ the dhdtri, nisijdti and asvatha

shall be for the learned.’

14.

The same expression here recurs: Tffwf (or tJT<g) if sjgf

,

‘ my people accumulates (or plants ?) the auspicious, or the great myrobalan’

—

perhaps vq-qf?f ‘ caresses’ is he preferred in both places.

15. A new enjoinder
; or, following the Bakra and Mathia texts,

5fr?i* *T'3fiiT )
maymean‘ thepleasureof drink (^sjj vinous liquor) is to be eschewed,

but for this sense the words should be inverted, as The exact transla-

tion as it stands is,
1 pleasure, as wine must be abandoned,’ a common native turn

of expression,— ‘ do this,— (as soon) take poison.’

16. Katd must here be read as my devotees having done the

foregoing. N
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and punishments for the transgressions of my devotees appointed.

Much to be desired is such renown ! According to the measure of the

offence (the destruction of viyo or happiness ?) shall be the measure of

the punishment, but (the offender) shall not be put to death by me.

Banishment (shall be) the punishment of those malefactors deserving

of imprisonment and execution. Of those who commit murder on the

highroad (dacoits ?) even none whether of the poor or of the rich shall

be injured (tortured) on roy three especial days (?). Those guilty of

13 asvatha santam avimand kamdni pavatayevuti 17 : Etena me rajakdnan

14 ahhihdreva dandevd atayatiye kate 18. Ichhdtaviyehi esd kiti 19 /

15 viyohara samatdcha siya danda mmatdcha ; ava ite pichame avuti 20.

16 Bandhana badhdua muhisdnam tlrita dandana 21
;
pata vadhdnam tinne divasani me

17 yote 22 dlunendti kdoakdni niripayitahanti 23 jivitaye tdnam 24

17. ^TTTf:, * around the holy tree cheerful.’

vr^fwT,
‘ shall they be in the performance of pious acts.*

13. A new subject: TWT*TI TT ^fTrRTrTT^

4 in this (edict) confiscations (or fines) and punishments for the transgres*

sions (or non-fulfilment) of my devotees are appointed.’

19. A curiously introduced parenthesis, ' much to b«

desired is such glory 1’

20. farijr^c, destroying viyo, happiness or

1

well’ (as we say 4
let well alone’)

gilrl g^ggrTT ^ ‘ according as the measure of the offenca

may be so the measure of punishment,'—something is wanting to make the next

word intelligible avaite, &c. as if ^ if ‘ hut they shall not

be put to death by me.'

21. —
' of men deserving of imprisonment or

execution, pilgrimage (is) the punishment (awarded) ?’ This, the only inter,

pretation consonant with the scrupulous care of life among the Buddhists, is

supported by the genitive case of munisdndm :—yet a closer adherence to the letter

of the text may be found in • the adjudged punishment.' If by

pilgrimage, be intended, 4 banishment,’ there is no such disproportion being the

punishment awarded as might be at first supposed, it is in the eyes of natives

the heaviest infliction.

22. The general meaning of this sentence can easily be gathered, but its

construction is in some parts doubtful, the words VTrT (or tfYJ) 'RtirvTT
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cruelly beating or slaughtering living things, having escaped mutila-

tion (through my clemency) shaH give alms (as a deodand) and shall

also undergo the penance of fasting. And thus it is my desire that

the protection of even the workers of opposition shall tend to

(the support of) the worship ; and (on the other hand) the people

whose righteousness increases in every respect, shall spontaneously

partake of mv benevolence.

18 nisantam id ni rtpayitb ddnam dahanti 25 paritikarp, 2ti—upaxdsaneva hachhanti 27.

19 Ichhdhi me hevam nirodhasipi kdrasi palitam aradhaye vuti ; janusacha

20 varhati vixidha dhumma charane, sayaine ddnasa vibhdgeti 28.

^furf^STfVr follow the same idiom as above— the three days of (or for) the high-

way robbers or murderers : ip, my, generally placed before the verb or participle

(as me kate passim) inclines me to read yole as or H^lf^rl though usually

written vute.

23. ' Dine ndtikavakdni is transcribed by the pandit

‘among ftie poor people, blasphemies, or atheistical words,’ but this does not

connect with the next word ni ripayihanti, where we recognize the 3rd plural of

the future tense of root ^tfi to hurt or injure with the prohibitive

iff, not, prefixed. Perhaps it should be understood (jan£)

‘ neither among the poor or the rich shall any whatever (criminals) be tortured

(or maimed).’

24. Here are two other propositions coupled together jfjij «p[3gjfjgp tanam

I think should be fTPsT beating, and sppgy destroying—jivitayetaram, might

thus be cruelty to living things. But 1 adopt this correction only because I

see not how otherwise sense can be made.

25. must be the vernacular corruption of —‘they

shall pay a fine, or give an alms.’

26. xpp^fg^p relating to the other world, just as we should say, a deodand

should be levied : \3 tpxppf gp Jl^fsrT, lit.

1

or they shall go and fast.’

27. A doubtful passage for which I venture thus : VX fspflV^J

*PWf?T, ‘ It > s my desire thus that the cherishing of

these workers of opposition shall be for the (benefit) of the worship,’ meaning

that the fines shall be brought to credit in the vihdra treasury ?

28. The wind-up is almost pure Sanskrit
; gp«p,jj -g

ggffi ^r«TtjSl T^wSffT- ‘ Ht. and of the people as increases in every respect the

walking in the path of virtue, so shall they of my charitable donations have

division ;’ or perhaps pgg ‘ spontaneously.’

4 G
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Translation of the Inscription on the Southern compartment.

Thus spake king Devanampiya Piyadasi :—In the twenty-seventh

year of my anointment. The following animals shall not be put to

death
; theparrot* * the maina (or thrush), the wild duck of the wilder-

ness, the goose, the bull-faced owl, the vulture, the bat, the ambdka-

pillika, the raven, and the common crow, the v'edaveyaka, the adjutant,

the sunkujamavai the kadhatusayaka, the panasasesimala, the sdniaka,

Line, Transcript of the Inscription on the South compartment.

1 Devdnampiya piyadasi Laja hivam dha. Saddavisati vasa

2 abhisitename 1. Imdnijdtdni avadhiydni kaldni seyathd 2.

3 Suke, sdlikd 3, drane-chakdudke, hansa, nandimukhe 4, gerdtd 5

4 jatukd, ambd kapilika 6, dadi, anuihi kamave 7, vidaveyake 8,

1. The words iydm dhamma lipi lilchapitd are here to be understood ; other-

wise the abstaining from animal food, and the preservation of anitnal life pre-

scribed below must be limited to the year specified, and must be regarded as an

edict of penance obligatory on the prince himself for that particular period.

2. In Sanskrit this sentence will run aTTrnfsr^rWVJlfsr W«TTf%

The Radkia and Mathia versions have avadhyani, the y being subjoined, [)
sXj

both here and in the two subsequent instances of its occurrence.

3. a sPec les of maina. The classical name of this bird, turdus salica,

follows the vernacular orthography of the inscription.

4. In Sanskrit i the first of the three is precisely

* the wild-duck of the wilderness j
the modern chdkwi-chdkiva, (anas casaca, the

brahmany duck)—the last is not to be found in dictionaries, but I render it

‘owl’ on the authority of Kama'laka'nt who says rightly that this bird may

alone challenge the title of* bull-faced 1’

5. The nearest Sanskrit ornithological synonyme to giria is the giddh

or vulture, which I have accordingly adopted. Jatuka, the bat, is the same in

Sanskrit,

6. Ambd kapilika is unknown as a bird. The name may be compounded of the

Sanskrit words mother, and a tree bearing seed like pepper,

(pothos officinalis l) perhaps therefore some spotted bird may have received the

epithet.

7. The next two names are equally unknown : but the former may represent

the danii k&k or raven of Bengal
; and the latter in this case may be

safely interpreted the common crow, ‘ the thing of no value,’ as the

word imports.

8. The next word redaveyake may be easily Sanskritized as

(disbelieving the vedaB) but such a bird is unknown at the present day.
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the okapada, those that go in pairs, the white dove and the domestic

pigeon. Among all fourfooted beasts the following shall not be for

food,—they shall not be eaten : the she-goat of various kind, and the

sheep, and the sow, either'when heavy with young or when giving

milk. Unkilled birds of every sort for the desire of their flesh shall not

be put to death. The same being alive shall not be injured : whether

5 gangdpupulake 9, sankujamave 10, hadhata sayaki, pannasa sesimale,

6 sandake, okapade, parasate 11, setakapoti, gdmakapote ;

7 Save chatapade 12, ye patibhogari no eti, na chakhddiyati :—Ajakandni

8 edakdchd, sukariclid, gabhiniva payamindva : avadhaya—pataka

9 pi chakdni dsanmdsike vadhikakate no kataviye 13 ; tase sajive

9. The gangi puput&ka seems to designate a bird which arrived in the valley

of the Ganges at the time of the swelling of its waters jiJTTCT^^f*, or m the rains j

as such it may be the ‘ adjutant,’ a bird rarely seen up the country but at that

season.

10. The sankujamava and the two names following it in the enumeration are

no longer known. The epithet karhatasayake might be applied to the chikor,

quasi sleeping with its head on one side—a habit ascribed in fable

to this bird according to the pandit : or it might be rendered or

the Numidian crane. The panasasesimala may derive its name from feeding on

the panasa or jhk fruit.

11. I feel strongly inclined to translate these three in a general way as the

perckers, the waders or web-footed, ^«c|q^;and those that assort in

pairs The first ePitbet might also apply to the common fowls in the

sense of capon. The mention of the wild and tame pigeon immediately after the

above list obliges us to regard all included between the known names at the

commencement, and these winding up the list, as birds ; or nearly allied to the

feathered race : otherwise panasasesimare might easily be broken into

a monkey, and the gangetic porpoise ; and in the same way rekapade,

miSht be aptly translated, frog : tandak, sadaka, or salaka,

the porcupine.

12. The sense requires that a new paragraph should begin with this word

although from the final e of the preceding list they might seem all to be classed

together in the locative case. As a noun of number savechatupade may

remain singular in Sanskrit the sentence would run ^
^Tqfvrl : y e should equally govern a plural verb in the text, where

perhaps the anuswara is omitted accidentally in eti and chakhddiyati.

13. This paragraph as translated in the text would run in Sanskrit with

very slight modification ^ aTfafT rffa TT«ff%

4 a 2
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because of their uselessness, or for the sake of amusement they shall

not be injured. Animals that prey on life shall not be cherished.

In the three four-monthjy periods (of the year) on the evening of

the full moon, during the three (holy) days, namely, the fourteenth,

10 no ripetaviye 14 ;
dive anathdyevd vUtdsiyevd no ripeyitaviyi 15 :

11 jivinajive no pusitaviye 16. Tisuchdlummdsisu tisdyam punnamisiyam

:37m srsnqi trrUiT ^ St ^^it. But the

expression is awkward from the repetition, (particularly in the original) of the

participle kakate with its gerund kataviye. Another very plausible reading

occurs to the pandit ; making isanmasike vad/ti kakate represent the three holy

months of the Buddhist as of the brahmanical year :—^jrf=g«r?Trf%

‘ in the months of Asivina, Bhddra, and Karkata (or Kartik), to which these

prohibitions would particularly apply : but there are two strong objections to

this reading, 1st, that the order of the months is inverted, Kartik, the first in

order being found last in the enumeration ; and 2nd, the gerund kataviye

would be left without specification of the act prohibited. Neither of these is

however an insuperable objection, as the act had been just before set forth, and

the months may be placed in the order of their sanctity. The construction of the

succeeding passages may determine which reading is entitled to a preference.

14. This passage varies little from the Sanskrit 7j7iT^T3?faT ^TT :

from the root^qj to hurt, or injure. I was led to this root from the impossibility

of placing the letter
f*

of the inscription in any other place in our alphabet than

as ^5 In the Girnar inscription the ordinary ^ or r is rendered by
|

which is not to be found in the lhts of Delhi, Allahabad, &c. where r is always

expressed by
.J

l, or a curved form of r J |

nearly similar in figure. Adding

the vowel mark L or i, we have precisely |J to express the short sharp r\, in

which the burring sound of the r is not convertible so easily into the more

liquid sound of l. The aspirated letter q; ph must necessarily be represented

by simple L, p ; at least the corresponding aspirate has not yet been met with

0n the stone.

15. The Sanskrit version of this passage hardly differs from the Magadhi
t

fa'SranTT 'STT ^fqr?T5n:. The termination differs only from

the circumstance of the Sanskrit masculine or feminine being replaced by the

neuter in the vernacular, as in the Pali language. The contrast, “ whether useless,

or whether for amusement,” does not sound to us so striking as ‘ whether for use

or for amusement,’ might have done ; but the meaning of the injunction is

that even the uselessness of the object shall not be an excuse for depriving

it of life.
JJ_

16. Jivinajive £ i _L £ A “night admit of three interpretations: ‘alive

or not alive’

—

jiva najivi, i.e. either living or dead, but this is at variance with

the gerund Jl bfb A A Sanskrit not to be nurtured. Again

^ ; s one
' name for a pheasant, or chakdr. But the most obvious and

most accordant interpretation is ‘ that which liveth by life,’ to wit a carnivorous

animal ;
which a strict Buddhist could not countenance with consistency.
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the fifteenth, and the first day after conjunction, in the midst of the

uposatha ceremonies (or strict fasts), unkilled things (or live fish ?)

shall not be exposed for sale. Yea, on these days, neither the snake

tribe, nor the feeders on fish (alligators) nor any living beings whatso-

ever shall be put to death.

12 tinnidivasdni chdvudasam pannadasam patipaddyi dhavdyecha 17

13 anupvsatham machhe 18 avadliiye nopiviketaviyi : etdni (yevd) divasdni

14 ndguvunasi-kevatabhogasi ydni anndni pi jlvanikdydni

17. We now come to the specification of those days wherein peculiar obser-

vance of the foregoing rules is enjoined. fVq seems to embrace

the whole year, * in the three four-monthly periods, or seasons :’ the expression
j _ i

ArbJL U _LH rb JL' m punnamdsiyatn might admit of translation as ‘ the

third full moon,’—but a closer agreement with the Sanskrit is adopted in the

text by making the ^ which in fact on the stone is separated from the rest, an

expletive, quasi xrp&HT^j * the evening of the full moon’ generally

:

and this agrees with the Hindu practice—see Sir William Jones’ note on the

calendar (As. Res. III. 263) where a sydmdpuja is noted for the 15th or full moon

of Aswina (KSrtika) a day set apart for bathing and libations to Yama, the

judge of departed spirits. It will be remarked that the numbers tinni, chd-

wudasam, pannadasam, are almost as near to the modern Hindi words tin,

chauda, pandara, as to the genuine Pali, ttni (neuter), chuddasa and pannarasa,

three, 14th and 15th. The patipad (Sanskrit is the first day after the

full ; the Hindus keep particularly the pratipat of the month Kartika (dyuta

pratipat) when games of chance are allowed. Dhavdye, I have translated 4 current’

(Sanskrit ^^j;) although this word has rather the signification of 4 running’

in an active sense.

18. The anuposatham or rather uposatha is a religious observance peculiar

to the Buddhists
; a fast, hardly expresses enough : it requires an

abstinence from the five forbidden acts to the laity, or the 8 and 10 obligatory

on the updsikas, disciples, and Samaneras, (priests.) 1, destroying life; 2,

stealing; 3, fornication; 4, falsehood; 5, intoxication; 6, eating at unper-

mitted times
; 7, dancing, singing and music; 8, exalted seats

; 9, the use of

flowers and perfumes
; 10, the touch of the precious metals. The affix machhe,

is equivalent to the Sanskrit 4TVJ or the Pali majjhe, ‘ midst ;’ for in our

alphabet the jh is always found replaced by chh : had it been separated in the

text from anuposatham, it might have been construed with the ensuing words,
4
fish unkilled are not to be exposed for sale (during the days specified), Sanskrit

*1 ft# *ufq As it stands however avadhya must refer

either to 4 things unkilled’ or the things whose slaughter is above interdicted
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On the eighth day of the paksha (or half month) on the fourteenth,

on the fifteenth, on (the days when the moon is in the mansions of)

tirsha and punarvasuna

;

on these several days in the three four-

monthly periods, the ox shall not be tended : the goat, the sheep,

and the pig, if indeed any be tended (for domestic use), shall not then

15 nohantaviydni 19. A hamipakhdye 20, chdvadasdyi, pannadasdye, tisdyi

16 punavasune 20 tisuchdturnasi sunsu divasdye gone noMlakhitaviye 21.

17 Ajoke, edak'e, sukuli, evdpianne nilakhiyati no nllahhitaviyl 22.

must not be sold. The Buddhist scriptures count among the uposatha divasdni

or fast days, the panchami, atthami, chdtuddaii and, pannaraii or full moon of

every month. The first of these is not alluded to in our text, and the pratipat

is perhaps included in the 15th day, which begins with the evening of the full

and reaches into the day after.

19. The interdiction is here extended to snakes and alligators, the most

noxious and destructive reptiles : at least ndgavansi, and kevatabhogasi, Sanskrit

WT75Tt
‘ the generation of nagas, and the feeders on fish,’

admit of no better explanation. The whole sentence is perfectly Sanskrit, except

that the neuter gender is substituted according to the Pali idiom (?) in lieu of the

Sanskrit masculine.

20. ^0^ ll^iL Sanskrit means the

eighth day of each paksha or half-month ; but perhaps it alludes particularly

to the gdshthdshtami of Kartika, when according to the Bhima partikrama 4 cows

are to be fed, caressed and attended in their pastures ;
and the Hindus are to

walk round them with ceremony, keeping them always to the right-hand*.’

21. As punavasune
, JJiHrqfsr, *s one °f the nakshatras or lunar asterisms,

(the 7th,) the preceding word tis&ye must be similarly understood as the

asterism Pausha. For the reverence paid to this lunar day see the preliminary

remarks. Otherwise it might be rendered f%l?j trinsye
(
tithi

) on the 30th

or full moon, as pannadasa the 15th is employed for the amdvati, or new moon
;

but against this reading it may be urged that the vowel i should be long

(as iu the Hindi tisain) : and again the enumeration of the days in the luni-solar

calendar is never carried beyond the 15th ; for as the lunar month contains

only 284 solar days, there would be great trouble in adopting the second period

of 15 tithis or lunar days to them continuously without an adjustment on the

day of change.

22. Sans, Jii^y
‘ cattle ,'ial1 not be looked at,' or regarded

with a view to employment. Were the word simply no-rakhitaviye it would imply

that they were not to be 4 kept’ for labour on such days. See the foregoing

note.

* Sir W. Jones on the Lunar Calendar, As. Res. III. 266.
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be tended. On the tirsha and the punarvasuna of every four months,

and, of every paksha or semilunation of the four months, it is forbidden

to keep (for labour) either the horse or the ox.

Furthermore in the twenty-seventh year of my reign, at this present

time, twenty-five prisoners are set at liberty.

18 Tisdye pundvasune chdtummdsiyi chatummdsipakhdye, asvasd gonasd

19 lakhani nokataviyi 23 ; ydva saidavisativasa abhisitinami etdyi

20 aQtalikayi pannavisuti bandhana mokhani katdni 24.

23. The expression nirakhitaviye is here applied to the other domestic

animals with the remarkable addition evdpi anne nirak hiyatt ‘ if any such is

regarded at all for such purpose,’ Sans. or T;3?JT

implying that such animals were then bred for food.

24. * On the tishya and punarvasu days of the nakahatric system’ must here be

understood ; as the term ‘ of every four months, and every four half-months would

otherwise be unintelligible. The division of the Zodiac into 28 asterisms, each

representing one day's travel of the moon in her course is the most ancient

system known, and peculiar to the Hindus. From the motion of the earth, it

will follow that the moon will be in the same stellar mansions on different days

of her proper month at different times of the year, hence the impossibility of

fixing their date otherwise than is here done. Although the nakshatras days

do not seem now to be particularly observed, yet they are constantly alluded to

in the narration of the first acts of the priests.—See observations on this head

in the preface.
* *.

. .

We find the word rakhane (S. *TT now introduced, so that it

was purposely reserved for application to the beasts of burthen in the climax of

the prohibitory law, 1 horses and oxen shall not be tied up in the stall on these

days 1' The termination in e in this and the former instances is curious. It is

the 7th case used like the Latin ablative absolute, even with the gerund.

25. The Concluding sentence requires no comment being, except as to

genders, identical with the Sanskrit,

trs fsf jrfjpranr Hrg: 3T?r:.
‘ Moreover by me having reigned for

twenty-seven years, at this present time, five and twenty liberations from im-

prisonment (are) made.’ The verb ‘ are’ or ‘ shall be’ being understood. It is

perhaps ambiguous whether ‘ in this interval’ applies to the duration of the 27 th

year, or to the time previously transpired, yivat signifying both ‘ until, up t# ;’

and ‘ as long as, when. ’
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Translation of the Inscription on the Eastern compartment.

Thus spake king Devanampiya Piyadasi :—In the twelfth year of

my anointment, a religious edict (was) published for the pleasure and

profit of the world
;
having destroyed that (document) and regarding

my former religion as sin, I now for the benefit of the world proclaim

the fact. And this, (among my nobles, among my near relations,

and among my dependents, whatsoever pleasures I may thus abandon,)

I therefore cause to be destroyed ; and I proclaim the same in all the

Line, Inscription on the East side of the column.

1 Devdnampiya piyadasi Ldja hevam dhd. Duuudasa

2 vasa abhisitename, dhammalipi likhapita 1 lokasd

3 hitasukhdye 2 : setam apahdld 3, tamtam dhammavadhi pdpovd

4 hevam lokasd hetavakhati pativekhdmi 4. Atha iyam 5 :

—

5 ndtisu, 6 hevam patiydsannesu, hevam apakaihesu

1 . The omission of the demonstrative pronoun iyam, this, which in the

other tablets is united to dhammalipi, requires a different turn to the sentence,

such as 1 have ventured to adopt in the translation : In the 1 2th year of his reign

the raja had published an edict, which he now in the 27th considered in the

light of a sin. His conversion to Buddhism then must have been effected in

the interval, and we may thus venture a correction of 20 years in the date

assigned to Piatissa’s succession in Mr. Tornour's table, where he is made to

come to the throne on the very year set down for the deputation of Mahinda
and the priests from Asoka’s court to convert the Ceylon court.

2. I have placed the stop here because the following word, setam seemed to

divide the sentence ‘ an edict was promulgated in the 12th year for the good of

my subjects, so this having destroyed, or cancelled, 1— ’ setam seems com-

pounded of sa employed conjunctively as in modern Hindi, and etam this.

3. Apahdtti (is) abandoned : viz. the former dhammalipi setam

(neuter) is perhaps used for ijiy sd-iyam (feminine) so, that ; or supplying the

word it may run in the neuter and continuing

(Pali tam-tam)
tllis (being) as it were a sin according to

dharma vardhi (my new religion, so), the expression being connected by

tatpurusha samdsa.

4. The text has pitavakhafi, which may be either read hitavakhati

(S- f%rr^Jlt5Hffi) a description for the benefit ; or hetu cakhati (S.-^jjagi^iTfiT)

* description for the sake,’ to wit of mankind. 4. Pati vekhdmi

(vakh&mi) S. I now formally renounce,— the affix prati gives the

sense of recantation from a former opinion.

5. Lipi or kathd understood to agree with iyam ; atha iyam, may be rendered

“ furthermore.”

6. Sauskrit, 5UY; q, •q, xgq^fj; q\ among lords, companions, and
\| | \|

lieges- The last word may also be read qfqtqsq, ansong the sincere or faithful

(adherents).
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congregations ; while 1 pray with every variety of prayer for those

who differ from me in creed, that they following after my pnoper ex-

ample mav with me attain unto eternal salvation : wlverefore the

present edict of religion is promulgated in this twenty-seventh year

of my anointment.

Thus spake king Dkva'nampiya Piyadasi :—Kings of the olden

time have gone to heaven under these very desires. How then among

mankind may religion (or growth in grace) he increased ? yea through

the conversion of the humbly-born shall religion increase.

6 kimankdni sukham avahdmiti 7 ;
tathacha vidahumi ; hhnhid

7 savanikdyesu pativekhdnii 8 ; savapdsundapime pujitd

8 vividhdya pujdyd echo iyam dtand pachupagamane

9 semi mokhyamati 9. Sadjuvisativasa abhisitiname

10 iyam dhammalipi likhapitd.

11 Devdnampiya piyadasi Ldjd hevam did. Ye atikata

12 ataram rdjanni 10, hesa hevam iclihdsu. Katham jane

13 dhamitiavadhiyd tadhiyd ? nichajanne 11 anunipdyd dhammavadhiyd

7. Sanskrit, ‘ bow many pleasures I forego

‘ and I altogether burn and destroy.’

8. Hemetd, for imanca or imaneva, Sanskrit,

—nik-<jya, an assembly, may signify the congregations at each of the

principal vihdras or monasteries.

9. The construction of this passage is not quite grammatical : ec/ia must he

read etamcha ; then in Sauskrit q"^l^'tT7Tfi«T ^TT 5) 'TTwTlT'iT,

* this (is) for the following after (or obedience) of the soul (myself) as connected

with my faith or desire of salvation,’—the word upagamaue in what is called

the nimitta saptami case. I have given what appears the obvious sense.

The inscriptions at Allahabad, Mathia and Bakva all end with this sentence :

and there is an evident recommencement in the Feroz tablets as if the remainder

had been superadded at a later period.

10. I am by no means confident that the precise sense has been apprehended

in the following curious paragraph. Tiie word katham, how, implies a question

asked, to which the answer is accordingly found immediately following, and a

second question is proposed with the same preliminary “ thus spake the raja”

and solved in like manner, each term rising in logical force so as to produce a

climax, that by conversion of the poor the rich would be worked upon, and by

their example even kings’ sons would be converted ;
thus shewing the necessity

and advantage of continual preaching. For atikata, my pundit reads atikrdnta,

making the whole line
; ^ ^ffT^iTwlT ^?rf^«T TT5TT«T ^ ^

4 H
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Thus spake king Devanampiya Piyadasi :—The present moment

and the past have departed under the same ardent hopes. How by

the conversion of the royal-born may religion be increased? Through

the conversion of the lowly-born if religion thus increaseth, by how

much (more) through the conviction of the high-born, and their

conversion, shall religion increase ? Among whomsover the name of

14 vadhithd etam. Devdnampiya piyadasi Ldja hevam aha. Esama

15 hutha dtikantancha 12 antaram hevam ichhdsu rdjanne katham janne

16 anurtipdyd dhamma vadhiyd vadheydti 13 ? 'ttaiehajane anurupdyd

17 dhamma vadhiyd vadhithd: se kina sujani anupatipajdyd

18 kina sujane anurtipdyd 14 dhamma vadhiyd vadhiydti ; kinasukani

qijTf ? ataran 3rd. per. pi. 1st. pret. from -g went to heaven, ‘as

ancient princes went to heaven under these expectations (departed in the faith)

how shall religion increase among men through the same hopes ?’

11. The first syllable of this word should perhaps be read no,—nochajanne,

though differently formed from the usual vowel o : nor will the meaning in such

case be obvious. By adopting the pandit’s modification nichajanne, 1 vile born’ we

have a contrast with the sujanne, well born of the next sentence : thus

, bttt though the Q tha of the word vadhitha

belongs only to the second person plural and requires the noun to be placed in

the objective case, ‘ you increase religion,’ 1 incline to read it as a corruption

of the future tense vadhisati, ar the potential vadheydt.

12. The letter h in esamahurtta (?J3fvf an hour, 15th of the day or night)

being rather doubtful, I at first took it for a p and translated : ‘ as ray sons and

relations,’ yq ij 3^IT was remarked that only for

the anuswara, thrice repeated, the word antikantan would be precisely the same

as atikala, above rendered by atikrdnta. The same meaning would be obtain-

ed again, by making putha the Sanskrit pure, virtuous :
‘ my virtuous

ancestors’ but on the whole muhurtha is to be preferred as being nearest to the

original.

IS. The verb is here written
^ ^ \ vadhiydti, the ti being perhaps the

Intensitive or expletive g or added to the vadheyd of the preceding

sentence.

Id. fajj SSTTOT 4 wl,at
(may DOt be

effected) towards the convincing and converting of the upper classes ?’ The word

anupatipajaya however, from former analogy will be better rendered by the

Sanskrit anupratipadyi qjnqftrqy), which will then requite t0

agree with sujani.
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God resteth (?) verily this is religion, (or verily virtue shall there

increase.)

Thus spake king Deva'nampita Piyadasi :—Wherefore from this

very hour I have caused religious discourses to be preached ; I have

appointed religious observances—that mankind having listened there-

to shall be brought to follow in the right path and give glory unto

god, (Agni. ?)

19 a (dyana ) maye harp 15 dhamma vadhiydti etam.

De vdnampiya piyadasi Ldja hevafp

20 ahi. Esamehutha dhammasdca ndru sdcapayimi dhammdnusathini

21 anusdsdmi 1C. Etam jane suta anupatipajisati 17 agnirp namisati 18.

15. This sentence is unintelligible from the imperfection of two of the letters.

The pandit would read f} 5f ^Tf«T tT T^f : but tbig appears

overstrained and without meauing. The last two words “ dharm shall increase”

point out a meaning, that as (religion and conversion ?) go on, virtue itself shall

be increased. Aiya may perhaps be read Aja.

16 - ’spmfsr ’sjTTrqrfa (sub. tn^Tfsr)

‘ at this time I have ordered sermons to be preached (or to my sons ? or

J7TT virtuous sermons) and 1 have established religious ordinances.’

^’afrr^rnrejfw 1 so that among men there shall be

conformity and obedience.’ It may be read 51«f: *T3T> ‘ which the people
vl

having heard (shall obey), and I have preferred this latter reading because it

gives a nominative to the verb.

18. The anomalous letter of the penultimate word seems to be a compound

of g n i and amuwara, A which would make the reading agnini namisati

H
* and shall give praise unto, agni,’ but no reason can be assigned for employing

such a Mithraic name for the deity in a Buddhist document. A facsimile alone

from the pillar can solve this difficulty, for we have here no other text to collate

with the Feroz lit inscription. It is probably the same word which is illegible

in the 19th line. The only other name beginning with a, which can well be

substituted, is HE Aja, a name of Brahma, Vishnu or Siva, or in general

terms, * God.’ Perhaps Aja, ‘ illusion personified as Sakti'—(Miyi)

may have more of a Buddhistic acceptation.

4 h 2
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V.

—

Inscription round, the shaft of Ftroz’s Pillar.

1 D"8 A ^ JUd Dd> AAXA 1>A'X8 HOX D8XA11

XA'bA’l D81X01A A
J

D1 HI bA~l JLC'JL GbDb-i
i l

E1X’ H1A > A b-JlA r>rl/ A b bAOl b'A bXE + b

lr+X Gl XAXlrXX HlA A b8 HI bA IrA "d LrAd
I I I

b-JXA FO

2 El- D ' 8 X
A

" >A"l‘bX bJL!»X b-AHlr >A8A8

H1AT81 D80rU+(~l D88G-8 A +(" D8 P] J-K

A1‘ bX bl>X-JE "LrA'Hb- 8AXb8 1 A G-l JGbA“l

XlbAlb-fb'A bX8‘lXl‘ H'QA r

1 + -J GbA HA+X11
1 cu

b”8 L > Gil

3 'll GbAl 1 rb C5 letters] Gdf J bA
_

H Gll8Dlr +1
I

AAAA + JbA"! b (*? AX brb8lXl- [« letter.] >XbC*

d A18 A A DXb- rbTXlX bd 8lr b lEb- 88 Xd XT

XAJ+ ;-8dD-81bC
u

b A HlbdbEAA >A>0"8
) i

”

4 >X+( >A“l-bX blf’X b-AHb- D88ir8~A b’8A

b-ADXHOX HlAb-fX A’XbC" X b A -EA'l’d A A’b-G
i i i i i

I d XA GX ? rb bd A X b
C~ XX'IjuOX b"8 + ( :-8AX

bC b: lr-AA
J

V8A [JdlXj HEi+Xb'8 + (

5 ;• 8 A X b
C~

G-lr' A A 1AOX b"8 + ( :-8AXbC
_

bVA!

llGX-"r1 Xb8 + ( :*8A
J

XbC' G-b-A A" bC A
J

XO b^A

XO A X A Xj A A 8 G- 8 A D'88b- 8Ad8 C^AXjdAAXbC

XlXd H lx GX ^ X r
1 A 1 GX blf’XXEb-A Hlr

•
• •
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6 > A d Hid Ir-FaT >±6Aj\ ((j <?I b
(“ I 8 8 d A

l5 A X d rb A rb d”8 L-JDXrb A U- i DX H dX A\L 1 A" A_

OXAXxbU lrf>d A >XXd F-J-fX' bd"8 + ( Hid.-

d A + H"dd-' :"d FXA'XArbAXbC' Ulr' A A

7 DHL FXOXDtfXbc'bAl Mb-D’8" b >1 DHUC
1

0 A d X:* JL > X >lrLdrOd A 8 > AXDAdd + rb L-AAA

rbAA
1

>A1- bl Cx >rb dVb-A'Hb-XXb- -fXd 8 8"XXD

AX+(~_L A 'J + HlbC
1

b'i AdHIADJL A AX AAA'd
• A • |

8 A A ib ’ A d 8 A bA rb rbrbrbX A -Orb rbrbrbX A 1 8 Lr-J
I II I I I I I

-Fl* HXbC'bAX DdXrb8lrb + bXAd+rb HAFrbrK

+rb rb-bC* b A I l* A'l' bX bX f
1 rb XS bA Hb 8XrbXd

I I

X:-X* D8A A AAA >l(r lA Hfdb D’8XX 8Xd

1 F Aid

9 A A d D bl D8JLX8 XrAXA d X D 'dlly d'lii “
I

>fb 18 :-jL+c:-8id:*8i ea'x hadxx nxib
dDb D8JLX8X IX'8 + (\L XPAXAddl 8XXX'

i
“

i

D '8A A A A"
A' HAb’rbX d_A"X'

10 Hl-diflblr I>A"I HOI M +C bA"bbA +
I

d '^8rbdl+ bAA AOd HI b C b8 AA b-A-b-HlbC
1

b
i

-
l

_
i

£ 'A* HA-JD A HlDbA rbA ArbA ArbdXAX8 M’
D'Hdd-dT b bA A > A l1 AX’ bXH b M’
11 D*8-JQ HA HO IdOdXA rblAd+XA' AA + C

Al t>X l>rb d-JOAX XX
[The figures in brackets denote the number of letters probably missing in

the effaced parts. The initial figures show the commencement of each line, on

the pillar, and in the engraved plate of the 7th vol. of Researches.]
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Translation of Inscription round the column.

Moreover along with the increase of religion, opposition will in-

crease: for which reason I have appointed sermons to be preached, and

I have established ordinances of every kind ; through the efficacy of

which, the misguided, having acquired true knowledge, shall proclaim

it on all sides (?), and shall become active in upholding its duties.

The disciples too flocking in vast multitudes (many hundred thousand

souls), let these likewise receive my command— ‘ in such wise do ye

too address on all sides (or address comfortably?) the people united in

religion.’ King Devanampiya Pxyadasi thus spake:—Thus among the

Transcript of the Inscription round the column.

1.

Dhamma vaddiyd cha bddha 1 vadhisati ; etayema apuiye dharjimusdobndni

sdvdpitdrii 2, dhammdnusathini 3 vividhdni dndpitdni : yatdyu (?) pdpi buhutie jauasin

dyatd 4 ete paliyo vadisantipi, pavithalapantipi 5 : rujakdpi bahukesu pinasataiahasem

dyatd, tepime anapita, hevamcha hevamcha paliyo vadatha 6

1. The only word suitable here is ^7^ ;
opposition: Ratna Paula would

read wisdom. There is no such word as with a cerebral dh. The

more proselytism succeeded, the greater opposition it would necessarily meet.

2 . Sdvdpitini should doubtless be sdvdpitdni ^nTlfqrf Tf«f

1

caused to be

heard.’

3. Anmaihini (subauditur vakhyani). ordinances, would be the
vj

more correct expression. ^riJTftnTT, ®rtl el'ed, commanded.

4 . Yatdyapdpi bahune janasin dyatd. The first three letters are inserted in

dots on the transcript in the society’s possession ; it is consequently doubtful

how to restore the passage ; a nominative plural masculine is required to agree

with dyatd and govern vadisanfi, thus ^Tc*7, tiff

jWb The meaning of paliye or paliyo is very doubtfal : it resembles or

contrasts with the viyo of a former part of the inscription. The pandit would

have -qf^I * on all sides'—viz. that they should become missionaries after their

own conversion.

5. Perhaps q<r=?q Sfiqqfwi, ‘ they shall employ others in speaking’ (or

preaching).

6 . The word vadatha being in the second person plural the rajakd

beginning the sentence must be in the vocative, ‘ oh disciples.’ But

even this requires a correction from vaddtha to vadatha. Ayatd and anapitd, are

equivalent to the Sanskrit rjTq and ^jTSfTfVrriN having come and being

admitted by me,—or ^n^nfq7n:i to them it is commanded, which is best because

it leads to the imperative conjunction vadatha.
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present generation have I endowed establishments, appointed men very

wise in the faith,—and done for the faith.

King Devanampita Piyadasi again spake as follows :—Along the

highroads I have caused fig trees to be planted, that they may be

for shade to animals and men ; I have (also) planted mango trees : and

at every half-coss I have caused wells to be constructed, and (resting-

2. janam dhammayutam 7. Deednam piye Piyadasi hera aha : eta meva me anu-

vekhamdne 8 dhammathdbhani katani 9, dhamma mahdmatd katd 10, dharpma ra

kate. Devdnam piye Piyadasi Idja heram aha. Mdgetu pi me 11 nigohdni ropdpitdni

chhdyopagdni hasanti pasumanisdnam 12 : ambavabhikyd ropdpitd 13 : adhukosaydni pi me

udupdndni

3. khdndpdpitdni 14; nisi picha kdldpitd 15 ;
dpdudni 16 me bahukdni tatu

7. 'a^Tq'gi'ir ^77^7^}, address yourselves to the people endowed with virtue

(the faithful).

8. etat here agrees with the sentence, called kriya
Nj

viseshan in Sanskrit. Anuvekhaindni 7th case 1 among the now apparent,’ that

is among the present generation.

9. ?frfrf%> ‘ religious establishments are made,’ or perhaps

^1’UT: pillars, made neuter according to the idiom of the Pali dialect ?

It). ^ f?TiTr: the very learned in religion are made

—

i. e. wise

priests appointed. The succeeding word is erased, and it is unnecessary to fill

it up, as the sense is complete without. From the last line of the inscription,

where thambdni occurs, the missing letter may perhaps be read dh, dhara.

11. *7 jjjtjtot: ‘ in m y roaJs nayrodh trees, (the banyan

tree or /icus indiea) caused to be planted in rows.’

12. ^lijnTJTT'. wfrwfcr ‘shall be for giving shade to animals

and men.’ The whole of this paragraph is smooth and intelligible.

13. Abavadikya of the small or printed test is in the large facsimile ambavabhi-

kyd which leads us to the otherwise hazardous reading of
: ‘mangoe trees,'

the word ropapitd (applied just before to the planting of trees) confirms this

satisfactory substitution.

14- wwrJisjTfsr ^qr«TTfV’ ‘ wells at every half coss.’—This passage is

highly useful in confirming the value of the letter as u. Udupdndni should be

udapdndni. Khdndpdpitani, may be rendered caused to be dug, or

^Trf STTfbrlTfsf dug, and made complete—

(

pakha
.)

15. Several letters are here lost, but it is easy to supply them conjecturally

having the two first syllables, nisi and the participle kdldpitd ••

—

and houses to put up for the night in are caused to be

built.
’

16. are taverns or places for drinking. Space for one letter follows

probably fsy ;

—

tata lata, Sanskrit rTrT^ffr:, here and there.
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places?) for the night to be erected. And how many taverns (or

serais) have been erected by me at various places, for the entertainment

of man and beast! So that as the people, finding the road to every

species of pleasure and convenience, in these places of entertainment,

these new towns, (navapuri ?) rejoiceth under my rule, so let them

thoroughly appreciate and follow after the same (system of benevo-

lence). This is my object, and thus have I done.

tata kdldpitdni, patibhogdya pasumunisdnarn 17 Esa patibhogendma 18
, vividhdyihi

sukhdyandyu puli me rijlhi mama ydcha sukhayite loke; imdncha dhatnminupatipati

dnupatpojantuti : etadathh me

4 . esa hate 19 . Devdnampiye Piyadasi heva dha : Dhamma mahdmdtd pi me td

babu vidhesu 20 atliesu dnugahikesu viydpata, se pavajildnam cheva gihilhdnam elm sava

17. 4irJTTq *1^11^1, literally, ‘ for the entertainment of beast and

man.’ The five following letters are missing, which may be supplied by

or some similar word.

18. This neat sentence will run thus in Sanskrit, altering one or two vowels

on'y. tr tifrTimsmT (rr) graT^i*?

twN Twrasfrnrf’si Tf?r. In this tbe 0D,y

alteration made are yatha for ya; and rdjibhi from rijlhi (natural to the Phil

dialect) the third case of r&jl, aline or descent. The application of nima indefinite-

ly is quite idiomatical. The ta may be inserted after hi—but it will read without,

c this people as they take pleasure under my dynasty on account of the various

profit and well being by means of entertainment in my town (or country), {tatha

must be here understood) so let them take cognizance of (or partake in) this the

fame (or laudable effect) of my religion.’ Purlhi rijlhi may also be understood as

in town and country, in the translation.

19. This sentence is quite grammatical rf *T (or *H*JT)

xrxf^frf:
‘ from this cause by me this (is) done.’

20. The large facsimile corrects the vowels, te for fa, vidhesu for vldhasti,

Sec. of the printed transcript, mdti is the same in both, but in other places we

find mati. The passage may run : tsjh ?T^TJTrfT

W SsfsTmsft ’Vf JZWTSft ^
SflTTlrPirf7! fatfSirf T^^JTHr WTfwl—the word ‘ among unbelievers’

cannot well be admitted here— rfl^,
1 wi tli kindnesses and favors’ may be

the word intended, which though feminine in Sanskrit is here used in the neuter.

For vayapati, R. P. would read q'qiqqyyy:, obtaining age, or growing old— in the

latter case the sense will be, that the 1 wise unto salvation’ growing old iu the

manifold riches of my condescension and in the favors of the ascetics and the

laity growing old—they in the sanr/hal (sanyhatasi for snnyha te) or places of

assembly made by me—shall attain old age ? liut mahamati, will be much
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Thus spake king Devanamhiva Pivadasi :—Let the priests deeply

versed in the faith (or let my doctrines ? ) penetrate among the multi-

tudes of the rich capable of granting favors, and let them penetrate alike

among all the unbelievers whether of ascetics, or of householders : and

let them penetrate into the assemblies (?) for my sake. Moreover let

them for my sake find their way among the brahmans and the most

destitute : and among those who have abandoned domestic life, for my
sake let them penetrate ; and among various unbelievers for my sake

pdsandesu piclia viydpata ; se sanghathasi pi me hate, ime viydpatd hahantili : hemeca

bdbhanesu 21 ajlvikesu pi me hate,

5. ime riyapatd hohantiti ; nigathe.su 22 pi me hate, ime viyapatd hohantiti : ndnd-

pdsandesu pi me kuie, ime viydpatd hohantiti : pativisitha paticisitham 23 tesu te.su te te

mahdmdtd dhatnmd mahdmdtd cha me, etesu cheva viydpatd, savesu cha anesu pdsandesu .

Devdnam piye Piyadasi laja hevam dhd

more intelligible if rendered tenets ox doctrines, in lieu of teachers. (See prelimi-

nary remarks.)

Should sanghat be a right reading, it gives us the aspirated g which is exact-

ly the form that would be deduced from the more modern alphabets ; but if an h

(j. i
the sense will be the same. From the subsequent repetition of the propo-

sition ime vydpatd hahanti with so many nouns of person in the locative

case, it seems preferable to take arthesu and pdsandesu in the same sense

—

which may be done by reading the former either as among the afflict-

ed or frightened, or die rich. The verb variously written papanti,
•J

hohanti, hahanti, &c. may be qTVq'fsrl rather than vcqfirt—in the

yaniuk teuse— ‘ shall be occasionally.’ here also and further on has the

meaning of * on account of.’

21. We have here undoubtedly the vernacular word for brahman babhanesu

for among brahmans (those without trade)—and laity

(those following occupations).

22. Nigathesu, Sanskrit —those who have abandoned home, or reli-

gion, or caste.

23. Pativisitha pativisitham (the last m redundant. The pandit would read

1 do ye enter in or go amongst’— (or stedfastly pursue their

object) meaning the mahdmatds among the people—but this is inconsistent with

the te te which require ^ "tW ?T?T *?rTT: ^JTfT^T

JTfTT:
‘ among these several parties respectively, these my several wise men

and holy men shall find their way.’ The double expression throughout is pecu-

liar, as is the addition after the verb of ^ qgsgq- qfqtfiq ' and among all

Vj

other classes of the Gentiles.*

4 I
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let them find their way :—yea use your utmost endeavours among

these several classes, that the wise men, these men learned in the

religion, (or these doctrines of my religion) may penetrate among

these respectively, as well as among all other unbelievers.

Thu» spake king Dbvanampiya Piyaoasi :—And let these (priests)

and others the most skilful in the sacred offices penetrating among the

charitably disposed of my queens and among all my secluded women dis-

6. Ete cha aue cha bahu kdmakhd 24 ddnavisagasi 25 viydpatd se mama cheva de-

vinam 26 cha, savasi cha me nilodhanasi te bahu vidhena d (da) lena 27 tani tdni lathi

yatandni patita 28 hida cheva disasu 29 cha ddlakdnam 30 pi cha me kate ; an-

ndnam cha detikumdranam 31 ime danavisagesu viydpata hohantiti, Dhammdpaddna

thdye dhammdnupatipatiye 32 : esahi dhammapaddua

24. Here the word ggy gpjfafT'.

—*

* s substituted for tnCTHcn’: — meaning

1 the finished practitioners in religious ceremonial’—for Kdmakhd read kdmakd,

or kdmathd, —but if mahamdld be made ‘ doctrines’—kdrnakd must be

rendered ceremonial.

25. ‘ among.the free bestowers of charity,’ in the Pdli the word

is used in the singular ddnavisngasi (asmin

)

for danavisage.

26. Devinam S. ‘ among the whole of my queens’ in contra-
’ si

distinction to ni (?) rodhanasi, which may mean * concubines
j sepa-

parated.’

27. ‘ with the utmost respect and reverence,’ there is

evidently a letter wanting after a, which is supplied by a d.

28. The pandit here also enables me to supply a hiatus of several letters :

—

TjTfiT rTTfa rfYJT ^lfsT or patita (yantu

)

let them (the priests) thus

discreetly or respectfully make their efforts (at conversion),

—

yatanam, exertion

pratita , respectful.

2g. Hida cheva disdsucha, quasi fijgg (or
)

‘ in heart and

abroad, within and without the application is dubious. I prefer

* with the eyes.’

30. The paudit suggests from wife (whence may be fornfed

gT^^figi possessively) of inferior wives, women, but I find * a son’

in Wilson’s dictionary and necessarily prefer a word exactly agreeing with the

text.

31. ' °f other queens and princes danavisagesu is

here put in the plural, which makes it doubtful whether the former should not

also be so. (See note 25.)

32. These two words in the 4th case must be connected with the preceding

sentence gijjrqigT»Tf 1tlT*l f°r the purpose of religious abstraction, dpdddnam,

‘ restraining the organs of sense,’ has however the second a long . g-qgf
(fem.) is a nazar or present, a calamity

; ggjrg-sifVjqT) V ‘ for the due

ascertainment of dharma,' for a regular religious instruction ?
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creetly and respectfully use their most persuasive efforts (at conver*

sion) : and acting on the heart and on the eyes of the children, for my

sake penetrate in like manner among the charitably disposed of other

queens and princes for the purpose (of imparting) religious enthusiasm

and thorough religious instruction. And this is the true religious

devotion, this the sum of religious instruction : (viz.) that it shall in-

crease the mercy and charity, the truth and purity, the kindness and

honesty of the world.

Thus spake king Devanampiya Piyadasi :—And whateversoever

benevolent acts have been done by me, the same shall be prescribed

as duties to the people who follow after me : and in this (manner)

shall their influence and increase be manifest,—by doing service to

father and mother ; by doing service to spiritual pastors; by respect-

ful demeanour to the aged and full of years,—and by kindness and

7. Dhammapatipaticha, yd iyam 33 duydddne sachesocliace matidacesddhace cha 34

tokasa hevam vadhiaatiti. Devdnampiye piya dasi taja hevam dhd, ydnihikdni cha mama
ya sadhavdni katani 35 tam lake anupatipanne tamchaanuvidhiyanli 36 ; lena vadhitd cha

8. vadhisanti cha 37 mdtd pitisu sususdyd ;—gurusu susiisdyd 38 ; vaydmahdla-

kanam anupaiipatiyd 39 ;

—

babhanOiamanesu,—kapanavalakeeu, avadasa bhutikesu sarn-

33. Iyam, feminine, agreeing with pratipatli, the worthier of the two as in

Latin.

34. Of these three coupled qualities the two first are known from the north

tablet : The third in the large facsimile reads mandate sddhame, which may
be rendered ‘among the squalid-clothed, the outcasts

(
loka&a

)

of the

world.’ But though agreeing letter for letter, the sense is unsatisfactory, and I

have preferred a translation on the supposition that the derivation of the words

is from rnadhava, sweet, bland, and sddhu, honest. Sddhu is also a term of salu-

tation used to those who have attained arahat- hood. See peceding page 518.

35. *rrf*f ^ *.filfwn ^rtmf«f€rrrf«r> ‘ whateversoever noble actions

by me are done.’

36. (for Tflfif) #1^ ^^OfTt ‘ these things,

unto the people who wait upon me for instruction, are prescribed as duties.’

sacred rites enjoined by the vedas.

37. ‘SiT
‘ By this (means) (those good acts) having

increased, shall cause to increase also (the following, good acts
; viz.)

38. * rendering service to father and mother,
CS, <1 J ^

and the same to spiritual guides’ the next word vaya mahdlakdnam, is inter-

preted by R. P. as : ‘ the very aged’— there is no corresponding Sanskrit word;
may be the bald-headed, from forehead. A great man is

called barra kapdl, from a notion that a man’s destiny is written on his

4 x 2
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condescension to brahmans and sramanas, to the orphan and destitute,

to servants and the minstrel tribe.

King Devanampiya Piyadasi again spake :—And religion increaseth

among men by two separate processes,—by performance of religious

offices, and by security against persecution. Accordingly that religious

offices and immunities might abound among multitudes, I have

observed the ordinances myself as the apple of my eye (?) (as testified

by) all these animals which have been saved from slaughter, and

patipatiyd. Devanampiya Piyadasi laja hevam Aha. Munisanam cha yd iyam dham-

mavadhi vadhita dutcehi yeva dkdlehi 40 dhamma niyamena cha niritiyd cha

9. tata cha bahuse dhamma niyameniritiyiva cha bhuye ; dhamma niyame chakho

esa ye me iya ka e 41. Imdni cha imdni jdtani avadhiydni, annanipi cha bahu dhammd-

ndyamdni 42 yani me katdni : niritiya va cha bhuye ; munisdnam Dhamma vadhi,

vadhita avihinsaye 43 bhutdnam,

forehead :—thus in the Naishadha ; when the swan bringing a message from

Damoyanti is caught by Nala raja, it laments :

—

eft II II

“Why, oh Creator! with thy lotus hand, who makest the tender and the

cold wife, hast you written on my forehead the burning letter which says, thou

shalt be separated from thy mate ?”

39- tSTTijl «U The perversion

of the word brdhman as labhan (before alluded to) is common now in some
provinces. The sampratipatii or condescension to these classes, is contrasted

with the anupratipatti or respectful behaviour to the aged.

Similar doctrines are inculcated in an addendum to the ten moral precepts by
Skong bisan a religious king

(dharma rdja) of Tibet

:

1. Reverence to God.—2. Exercise of true religion.—3. Respect to the

learned.— 4. Honour to parents.— 5. Respect to the higher classes and to old

persons.—6. Good-heartedness, (or sincerity) to friends and acquaintances. 7.

To be useful to one’s countrymen, &c.—See manuscript volume of Csom a’s Ana-
lysis of Tibetan works. The Subha shita ratna vidhi of Sakya Pandita. Also
Index Kahgur, leaf 23, page 44.

40. Duwehi for two-fold, viz. : first ‘ form’ : the second,

(niritiya for nrite, dancing) according to the pandit : but I

would prefer dwlhi dkdrehi (in the Pdli 3rd case plural) ‘ by two signs or tokens

viz- by voluntary practice of its observances, and secondly

‘ by freedom from violence—security against persecution.’ The Sanskrit would be

^T«1T in the du «l-

4 1 • ff7P3 frwsr ^ TO
‘ as in the translation.’
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by manifold other virtuous acts performed on my behalf. And that

the religion may be free from the persecution of men, increasing

through the absolute prohibition to put to death living beings, or to

sacrifice aught that draweth breath. For such an object is all this

done, that it may endure to my sons and their sons’ sons—as long the

sun and the moon shall last. Wherefore let them follow its injunctions and

he obedient thereto—and let it be had in reverence and respect. In the

twenty-seventh year of my reign have I caused this edict to be written ;

so sayeth (Deva'nampiya) :
—“ Let stone pillars be prepared and let

this edict of religion he engraven thereon, that it may endure unto the

remotest ages.”

10 analabhaye pdndnam : se etaye athaye iyam kate : puta papotike 44 chanda ma-

suliyike 45 hotuti : tathacha anupatipajantuti hevam hi, anupatipajantdm hi 46, ata la-

dha ta alddhahoti, 47 satavisati vasdbhisitenami iyam dhammalibi likhapdpitdti, eta

Devdnampiya dhd ;
—“ Iyam

11. dhammalibi ata athd silathabhdmvd sila dhalakanieo tata kataviyd
, ena esa

chilathiti siyd.”48

42. Niyamdni neuter for the Sanskrit masculine and 80 the

participle.

43. «rTI?rr,
‘ b7 tbe not kiUinS of animals,’

*lf TTlf%5ff,

* by the not sacrificing of living beings.’ yyjtyi XT*} SfrTT,
‘ so with such

object is this done.’

44- ‘pending from sons to greatgrandsons’—from generation to

generation.

45. ‘pending the sun’s and moon’s (duration),

46. For anupatipajantu, see note 13, north inscription. The duplication

^ fe, the first in the common form, the second
J Xj I

proper form of the verb, seem intended to make the order more impressive and
imperative.

47. The half effaced word cannot well be explained ; the second is

Vdfw, ‘ let h be reverenced’, or ‘ let reverence be,’ probably the word is repeated

here as before.

48. The final sentence I did not quite understand when writing my first

notice, having supposed silathabhdni to represent the Sanskrit silasthdpana.

After careful reconsidsration with the pandit, we recognize the Pali as rather
the exact equivalent for silastdmbha, a stone pillar (made neuter) : the sentence
may therefore thus be transcribed -g-jj ipyrfsjfq': gj<y; fjyt?TT*3*ilT:

^ filWSTftWT^ rTrT: XTfNjT: ty«y ^JTfT. Tbe translation

is given in the text. A'dhdra, a receptacle, a stone intended to contain a
record. The words silathabhdni and siladhalakhni however, being in the plural

and neuter, require kataviyani also neuter, which may be effected by altering the
next word ena to ini,—ena being superfluous though admissible as a duplication
of esa.
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VII .—Abstract of a Meteorological Register kept at the Cathmandu Re-

Wind
;
weather ; rain.Observations at 10 A. M. Obs. at 4 p. m.

Day. Bar. Thermometer. Bar. Thermometer
At 10 A. M. At 4 P. M.at 32o. Air. Wet Diff. at 320. Air. Wet Diff.

Mar.l 25,539 50 43 7 25,464 56 47 9 SW. cloudy. SW. cloudy.

2 492 52 44 8 376 63 53 10 W. clear. W. clear.

3 437 54 45 9 * 329 61 46 15 W. ditto. SW. cloudy.

4 486 52 47 5 382 64 47 17 W. ditto. W. clear.

5 472 53 4S 5 396 63 47 16 W. cloudy. W. ditto.

6 517 51 45 6 417 63 46 19 SW. ditto. W. ditto.

7 509 53 46 7 404 67 48 18 W. clear. W. ditto.

8 502 55 48 7 428 68 49 19 W. ditto. W. ditto.

9
10
11

12
13

537 54 47 7

384 65 47 18

SW. cloudy.

W. ditto.

14 368 56 47 9 233 65 48 17 W. clear. W. ditto.

15 290 53 46 7 214 67 50 17 W. ditto. W. ditto.

16 394 55 48 7 279 69 53 16 W. ditto. W. ditto.

17 439 57 50 7 321 68 52 16 W. ditto. W. ditto.

18 469 57 50 7 338 68 52 16 W. ditto. SW. cloudy.

19 449 57 50 7 316 70 52 18 SW. cloudy. W. clear.

20 379 58 51 7 263 71 56 15 W. clear. W. ditto.

21 309 58 51 7 190 67 52 14 W. ditto. NW. cloudy.
22 297 55 50 5 234 69 55 14 W. ditto. W. clear.

23 387 58 52 6 328 69 55 14 W. ditto. W. ditto.

24 439 61 53 8 330 70 56 14 W. ditto. W. ditto.

25 409 62 54 8 306 72 57 15 W. ditto. W. ditto.

26 384 64 55 9 336 70 57 13 W. ditto. W. cloudy.

27 44J 65 55 10 353 73 55 18 W. ditto. W. clear.

28 311 63 50 13 189 74 52 22 W. ditto. W. ditto.

29 231 63 51 12 132 73 49 24 W. ditto. W. ditto.

30 263 59 47 12 196 71 49 22 W. ditto. W. ditto.

31 343 58 47 11 235 69 51 18 W. ditto. NW. ditto.

Mean, 25,410
25,376

56.7 48.8 6.9 25,299 64.4 48 16.4

Apr.l 58 48 10 25,236 69 48 21 W. clear. W. clear.

2 346 62 50 12 235 61 48 13 W. ditto. NW. cloudy.

3 390 54 49 5 274 64 54 10 W. cloudy. NW. ditto.

4 347 55 50 5 254 68 50 19 W. fog. W. clear.

5 356 58 56 6 232 71 54 17 W. clear. W. ditto.

6 302 60 52 8 229 74 52 22 W. ditto. W. ditto.

7 338 62 54 8 227 76 54 22 NW. ditto. W. ditto.

8 317 63 52 11 197 76 50 26 W. ditto. W. ditto.

9 350 62 50 12 246 72 53 19 SW. cloudy. SW. cloudy.
10 343 64 52 12 229 71 51 20 W. clear. SW. ditto.

11 280 61 52 9 189 74 55 19 W. ditto. W. clear.

12 327 62 53 1

1

233 75 55 20 SW. clear. W. ditto.

13 359 63 53 10 224 77 57 20 S- ditto. S. calm.
14 307 66 56 10 SW. ditto.

15 297 67 56 1

1

178 80 52 28 W. ditto. W. clear.

16 277 66 55 11 202 78 54 24 S. calm. W. ditto.

17 301 67 54 13 173 75 58 17 S. ditto. S. cloudy.
18 217 67 56 11 . . S. ditto.

1

9

234 68 57 1

1

155 76 60 16 SW. ditto. W. calm.
20 275 70 60 10 175 80 60 20 SW. breezy. W. breezy.
21 259 74 57 17 142 82 60 22 SW. calm. W. ditto.

22 302 70 56 14 225 81 55 25 SW. ditto. SW. calm.
23 409 66 51 15 325 75 52 23 SW. ditto. SW. ditto.

24 499 64 50 14 377 74 53 21 SW. ditto. SW. ditto.
25 446 62 50 12 •• SW. ditto.

26 431 63 53 10 337 75 54 21 SW. ditto. W. clear.

27 430 65 53 12 •• SW. ditto.

28 393 66 55 11 295 80 60 20 W. ditto. SW.
29 452 69 58 1 1 221 81 55 26 SW. ditto. NW.
30 323 71 55 16 205 80 54 26 SW. ditto. W.

Mean, 25,346 64 53 11 25,231 74 54 20

0173

0173

0665

0865
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sidency for 1837.- Py A. Campbkll, Esq. M. D. Nipal Residency.

Observations at 10 a. M. 1 Obs at 4 P. M. Wind ; weather ; ram.

bar. 1 lieriuomcter Bar. Thermometer.
At 10 A. M. At 4 P. M.

a

Day. n 32°. Air. Wet; Diff.i at 32“. Air. Wet Diff.
as

«

Mayl 1 25,359 71 54 17 25,317 72 55 17 SW. clear. NW. cloudy.

2 369 66 52 14 279 78 56 22 SW. ditto. NW. clenr.

3 404 65 54 11 3)7 68 56 12 W. cloudy. W. ditto. 0173

4 454 55 50 5 323 56 50 6 N. W. rain. NW. rainy. 519

5 377 56 50 6 210 64 54 10 N. W. ditto. W. clear. 519

6 365 60 54 6 297 7

1

55 19 W. clear. W. fine.

7 419 66 .'6 10 331 76 60 16 W. ditto. W. ditto.

6 391 *70 53 12 23)j 79 56 23 N W. ditto. W. ditto. 043

9 354 68 57 11 260 77 58 19 W. fine. W. ditto. 173

10 382 65 57 8 289 75 57 18 SW. clear. W. ditto.

n 370 65 56 9 250 77 56 21 NW. ditto. SW. cloudy.

12 347 66 54 12 253 76 55 21 NE. ditto. NW. ditto.

13 283 70 55 15 182 78 56 22 NE. ditto. WT ditto.

14 281 71 58 13 199 79 60 19 NE. ditto. W. hazy.
15 279 72 58 14 199 8) 60 21 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

16
17

18

287 72 58 14 205 82 58 24 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

19
20
21 233 75 58 17 123 82 62 20 NE. clear. W. cloudy.

22 250 73 60 13 164 83 62 21 E. cloudy. NW. ditto.

23 267 75 62 13 168 84 64 20 NE. clear. W. ditto.

24 285 71 60 11 185 62 62 20 NE. ditto. W. clear.

25 306 74 61 13 219 80 64 18 SE. cloudy. W. cloudy.

26 337 76 63 13 249 82 66 16 NE. clear. SW. ditto.

27 290 73 65 8 273 83 65 18 NE. ditto. W. ditto. 596
28 221 76 6S 8 140 84 66 18 E. ditto. W. clear.

29 180 78 68 10 093 87 65 22 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

30 139 79 68 11 082 88 65 23 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

31 179 80 65 15 117 87 66 21 NE. ditto. W. cloudy.

Mean, 25,319 69 53 n 25,217 78 59 19 2023

Janel 25,166 77 64 13 25,093 66 64 22 W. clear, W. clear.

2 122 77 60 17 029 82 64 18 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

3 139 75 56 19 097 85 57 29 N. ditto. W. ditto.

4 246 74 57 17 168 64 53 26 W. ditto. W. ditto.

5 307 75 60 15 231 85 58 27 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

6 287 76 56 20 195 S5 57 28 NE. hazy. W. hazy.
7 242 77 57 20 195 85 60 26 E. ditto. W. ditto.
6 330 77 62 15 225 82 65 17 E. ditto. SW. cloudy.
9 349 75 61 14 224 83 62 21 W. clear. W. clear.
10 288 74 65 9 207 82 62 20 NE. cloudy. NW. ditto. 0346
11 265 76 61 15 194 84 61 23 NW. clear. W. ditto.
12 250 77 62 15 173 86 61 25 NW. ditto. W. ditto.
13 276 77 62 15 173 87 62 25 NE. ditto. W. ditto.
14 209 79 61 18 135 67 61 26 NW. ditto. W. ditto.
15 176 77 60 17 098 83 61 27 NW. ditto. W. ditto.
16

17
18

19

20

153 81 60 21 062 89 63 26 NW. ditto. W. ditto.

The first fall of rain at l r. M. win d at W. thuu der.
21 25,371 75 66 9 25,280 78 70 8 E. cloudy. SE. cloudy. 580
22 362 73 66 7 256 7S 70 8 SE. ditto. E. ditto. 436
23 262 74 65 9 235 75 67 8 SE. ditto. SE. rain. 173
24 232 74 67 7 147 76 67 9 SE. ditto. NW. cloudy. 173
25 15S 74 66 8 112 78 70 8 NW. ditto. W. ditto. 1547
26 142 74 70 4 094 77 71 6 E. ditto. E. ditto.
27 166 74 67 7 082 78 70 8 E. ditto. SW. ditto. 510
28 11E 74 69 5 054 77 69 8 E. ditto. W. ditto. 376
29 15C 74 69 5 074 77 70 7 SE. ditto. SW. ditto. 1557
30 176 73 67 6 082 78 71 7 NE. ditto. W. ditto.

t
856

Mean [25,228 75.5 63.3 [l2.

3

25,150 71.2 64.3 16.9 6563
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March.— 1 Clear’ means a cloudless sky not a clear atmosphere During the greater
part of this month there has been a thick haze from 1 1 a. m. till sunset. In ordi-

nary seasons this does not commence before the month of May, but this year we
have not our usual frequent spring showers.

April .—The Barometrical range between 10 and 4 is .115. The Thermometrical
range 10°. Mean depression of wet bulb, 15.5.

This is a most unusually dry reason. The frequent spring showers peculiar to

this climate have been altogether wanting this season. A heavy haze 25 days
out of the 30.

May.—The hottest, and driest month of May within the recollection of the oldest

inhabitants. The observations made in the northern end of a western open verandah :

mean barometrical range for the day, 98; do. thermometrical 9° ; average depression
of wet bulb 15°.

June.—From the 1st to the 20th the weather was hotter and drier than has ever
before been recollected in Cathmandu. Mean temperature from 1st to 1 6th 77® at 10
a. m.

;
do. do. at 4 p. m. 85°. Mean temp, from 21st to 30th at 10 a. m. 73°; do.

do. at 4 P. m. 77°.

VIII .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 2nd August, 1837.

The Rev. W. H. Mill, D. D., Vice-President, in the chair.

Rustomjeb Cowasjee, Esq., Baboo Suttchurn Ghosal, and Captain
Bogle, were elected members of the Society.

Dr. G. G. Spilsbury and Major J. R. Ouseley were proposed by the
Secretary, seconded by Mr. Cracroft.

Dr. G. McPherson, Berhamporc, proposed by Capt. Pemberton, se-

conded by Col. Macleod.
Letters from Messrs J. Muir and G. W. Bacon, acknowledged their

election.

Letter from the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh, and from
the Society of Arts, acknowledged receipt of the 20th vol. of Asiatic

Researches.

The Secretary read correspondence with Government pursuant to the

resolution of last meeting regarding the museum.

To H. T. Prinsep, Esq.
Secretary to Government, General Department.

Sir,
I am directed by the Asiatic Society to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,

dated the 28th ultimo, to the address of their President conveying the reply of the

Right Honorable the Governor General of India in Couucil to the Society’s represen-

tation on the subject of their museum of antiquities and natural history.

The Society feel that they have every reason to be highly flattered with the con-
descension and consideration extended to their address by the members of govern-
ment; and although a reference to the Honorable the Court of Directors has been
deemed indispensable before Anally determining on the adoption of the Society’s

proposition for the formation of a national museum at the cost of the state, still

they entertain the most sanguine assurance of a favorable issue under the en-

couragement and recommendation with which His Lordship in Couucil has been
pleased to promise that the reference home shall be accompanied.

On the strength of this confldent expectation a very full meeting of the Society

held, on the 5th instant, came to the resolution that it would be unadvisable at

such a juncture to break up the establishment, and abandon the incipient museum
upon which they had for two years devoted so considerable a portion of their income,

and thus perhaps have to recommence their collections a year hence, should the

Honorable Court acquiesce in the proposed measure.
It was consequently resolved that a second respectful application should be submit-

ted to the Right Honorable the Governor General in Council in immediate connection

w ith their former address to inquire :
—

Whether, in order to maintain the Society's Museum in its present state of effi-

ciency, pending the reference on the subject of its extension and conversion into a
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public institution, the government would be disposed to sanction n monthly grant

of 200 Rupees, the actual sum which is pow obliged to be withdrawn from this

object, on account of other culls on the Society’s funds.

And secondly, whether (in order to avoid unnecessary loss of time) the Govern-

ment would entrust the Society with a certain sum, say not exceeding 800 Rupees

per mensem, to be expended iu the accumulation of antiquities, manuscripts, and

objects of natural history and science
;
on the condition that, in the event of the

Honorable Court’s declining their sanction to the Society’s proposal, the whole of

the objects thus collected shall be placed nt the disposal of Government in acquit-

tance of the money advanced.

I have the honor accordingly to request that you will be pleased to obtain the

sentiments of His-Lordship in Couucil on these modifications of the original pro-

position to which it is hoped there will be the less objection, because it is known
that the Honorable Court has an extensive and valuable museum aud library to

which such an accession cannot but prove acceptable.

I have the honor to be, &c.

Asiatic Society's Apartments, 1 (Signed) J ames Prinsep,
Calcutta, iiithjuly, 1837. J Secy. Asiatic Society.

To James Prinsep, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 10th instaut,

submitting further propositions connected with the condition of the funds of the

Society and its resort to Government for aid in maintaining the museum of antiqui-

ties and natural history already commenced, and iu reply to state that the Right
Honorable the Governor General of India in Council sanctions, pending the reference

on the subject intended to be made to the Honorable the Court of Directors, the

payment of 200 rupees per mensem for the establishment and expences necessary to

keep up the existing museum and library of the Asiatic Society. Orders will accord-
ingly be issued for the payment of this amount monthly from the 1st proximo to the

receipt of the Secretary of the Asiatic Society.

2. With respect to the further request urged on the part of the Society, viz.

that the Governor General of India iu Council will allow the sum of 800 rupees per

mensem to be held applicable to the purchase of objects of curiosity or antiquarian

iuterest, the Society being under obligation to account for the expenditure of the
money, and to deliver the articles provided for transfer to the Honorable Court’s
museum iu London if so ordered. His lordship in Council feels compelled to decline

to make any specific appropriation of funds to such objects on the terms stated,

but he will be ready to receive from the Society recommeudations for the purchase
or other procurement of objects of more than commoD interest of which the Society
may receive information, and for the obtainment of which it may want the necessary
funds.

3. His Lordship in Council desires it to be understood however that the objects
for which the aid of Government funds may be solicited, ought not to be of a perish-

able nature—the utility of collecting such in a climate like that of Bengal being in the
opinion of his Lordship in Council very doubtful.

I am, Sec.

Council Chamber, 1 H. T. Prinsep,
26<fi July, 1837. i Secy, to Govt.
A member inquired what the Committee of Papers proposed doing with the

government grant, the Secretary explained that as the money had been asked for

a specific object, he concluded it would be at once devoted to the payment of the
museum contingent. The Curator was, itis true, about to quit Calcutta, but as that
officer’s resignation was not yet before the meeting, he should defer making any motion
with regard to the disposal of the grant (the acceptance of which he confessed went
exceedingly against his ow n feelings of the dignity of the Society) until a future oc-
casion.

Some copies of the third volume of the Mahdbhdrata just completed were
laid on the table. The printer’s bill for this volume (500 copies, 850 pages)
amounted to Rupees 3 693 13.

Library.

Coi.ebrooke’s Miscellaneous Essays, 2 vols.—presented on the part of the late
author.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XIII. Part 2nd, 1836, also
Journals of Proceedings—presented by the Society.

4 K
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Transactions of the Society of Arts, Yol. LI. Part 1,—presented by M. Aikinfor the
Society.

Memoirs of the Astronomical Soeiety of London, Vol. IX.

—

presentedbythe Society.

A Companion to Johnson’s Dictionary, English and Bengali,—by J. Mendies,
ISIS—presented by the author.

Dictionary in English, Bengali, and Manipuri, by Captain Gordon, Political
Agent at Manipur

—

presented by the author through Mr. Trevelyan.
The characters of Theophrastus, translated into Armenian, Venice, 1830

—

presented
by Joh. Avdall.

The Quarterly Journal of Medical and Physical Society, No. III.

—

Ly the Editors,
Professors Goodeve and O'Shaughnessy.

Meteorological Register for June, 1837—by the Serveyor General.
Larduer’s Cyclopedia, Greece, vol. 4, from the booksellers.—

, Southey’s Admirals, vol. 4.

Reponse de M. de Paravey sur l’antiquit£ Chinoise, a paper addressed under enve-
lope to the President

—

by the author.

Adverting to the edition of the Miscellaneous Essays of the late Mr. H. T. Cole-
brookb announced among the presentations to the library this evening, Mr. J. T.
Pearson called to the attention of the meeting that although it was impossible
now to return thanks to the illustrious author for what might be called hi9

dying bequest to literature, the Society might justly place on record some appropri-
ate acknowledgment of its great obligations to this eminent orientalist, and some
expression of its regret at the termination of his honorable and useful career. He
thought it would be an excellent plan to follow the example of the institute at
Paris, in its eulogistic memoirs on the death of eminent members—such as those
pronounced by the Baron Cuvier on so many occasions.

The meeting concurring in Dr. Pearson’s proposition which was seconded by
Mr. Hare, aud the Vice-President, Dr. Mill, having acceded to the request ofthe
meeting to embody in their present resolution an abstract of the services rendered by
Mr. Colebrooke to the Society, and to Asiatic literature in general,— it was ac-
cordingly

Resolved unanimously, that the Asiatic Society cannot place on its

shelves this last donation front Henry Thomas Colebrooke, so long one

of its most distinguished members, without recording a tribute of affection

for his memory, of admiration for his great talents, and regret for the

loss sustained by oriental literature through his lamented death.

“ Mr. Colebrooke was proposed as a member of this Society in the year

1792, and his first essay “on the duties of a faithful Hindu widow" was read

in the last season of Sir William Jones’ occupation of the chair, in April

1794,. Though on an insulated subject only, which various circumstances

however render deeply interesting, this short essay well exemplifies the

manner in which he exhausts every subject of that nature that he under-

takes : and is a happy prelude to that series of splendid contributions to

the society, which in profundity of acquaintance witli all subjects of In-

dian literature and science,—in the union of the most extensive erudition

with the most chastened judgment, and an accurate scientific acquaintance

with the several subjects which his essays collaterally embrace, are unsur-

passed by those of any other contributor to our Researches,—or by any

who, either before or since, have pursued the same unbeaten paths of lite-

rature.

His next essay was the “enumeration of Indian classes,” or (as we com-

monly term them) castes—in the 5th volume of the Researches ;
an able

and excellent elucidation of a subject of no common interest. And this,

after some less important contributions, was followed by the essays on the
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Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus, and on the Sanskrit and Prakrit lan.

guages, which appear in that volume and in the 7th—essays which would be

of themselves sufficient to place the author in the highest rank of oriental

scholars.—and which must long continue to form the best textbooks of

those who wish to investigate the depths of Indian literature and religion.

The translation of one of the more recent inscriptions on the Delhi lat,

which appears also in the 7th volume of the Researches, is chiefly interest-

ing as being the commencement of the author’s more extensive researches

into monuments of the same kind in our later volumes : he was

among the first to point out the great importance to the knowledge of

ancient India of a pursuit, the enlargement of which is daily increasing

our stock of historical information. The “ account of certain Muhamyiadan

sects” in the same volume contains some valuable particulars respecting

the origin of the curious race so well known in the west of India under

the name of Bohrns ; and proves that in the midst of his accurate study

of the more secluded literature and monuments of the Hindus,—the au-

thor was versed also in the learned records of Western Asia.

The dissertation which bears, perhaps most of all, the stamp of the

profound Sanskrit learning of the author, is that on the Vedas in our 8th

volume ; a work which, though necessarily leaving much undone that is

vet required towards furnishing a complete analytical index to those re-

cords of the ruder language, and oldest worship of the Hindus,—has found

none to second, much less to complete, or to supersede the mas.

terly outline of their contents which is here presented to the inquiring

student. In this, as in the other essays of Mr. Colebrooke,

—

the reader

feels that it is not a mere philologist, or collector of ancient records that

he is consulting,—hut one whose critical sagacity weighs well the value,

the age, and the import of every authority that he alleges : and whose

statements in consequence, may be received with the most entire respect

and confidence.

The later volumes of the Researches are adorned not only by the ela-

borate “ Observations on the Jains” in which very respectable classical

erudition is brought to aid profound Indian research,—and the learn-

ed and interesting Essay on Sanskrit and Prakrit poetry,—but by the au-

thor's articles on Hindu astronomy. To this deeply interesting subject

of inquiry none has so completely brought the qualification desiderated by

Ideler, the union of Sanskrit learning with competent astronomical

- science. The account of the Indian and Arabian divisions of the Zodiac

in the 9th volume,—and the essay in the 12th on the notions of the Hindu
mathematicians respecting the precession of the equinoxes and the mo-
tions of the planets,—are most valuable contributions to our knowledge

on this subject. They are the best corrections to the extravagant no-

tions of Indian antiquity which the preceding speculations of Baillv
and others had deduced from imperfect notices of the Hindu observations :

and also to the crude and fanciful speculations with which a writer on the

4 k 2
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opposite side, the late Mr. J. Bentley, had unhappily adulterated some

very valuable and interesting' calculations.

Such, with some articles of less moment, but all deserving perusal,

are the contributions of Mr. Colebrooke to the Researches of the Society,

of which he was elected Vice-President on the 5th of October, 1803, and

President on the 2nd of April 1806,—an office which he continued to fill

until his departure to England in 1815. But it would be unpardonable

to omit all mention of the works separately published by him while resi-

dent here: particularly the Sanskrit Grammar, with its very able critical

preface,—the edition of the ancient Sanskrit vocabulary, the Amera Cosha,

to the interpretation of which much botanical knowledge is made to con-

tribute ;—the very erudite and ingenious work on the Algebra of the Hin-

dus,—and the Digest of Hindu Law, a standing monument of the profession-

al value of the writer, and of his skill at the same time as a jurist and an

oriental scholar.

Neither would it be pardonable to omit all mention of what has been

contributed by Mr. Colebrooke to the same cause since his return to

England, where he acted zealously as the Society’s agent until age and

infirmities compelled him, in 1830, to relinquish the duties of the office to

which they elected him. This period is signalized by the erection of the

Royal Asiatic Society, to which, as their first President, Mr. Colebrooke

delivered his inaugural discourse in March 1823, and of whose transactions

his articles may be regarded as the principal ornament. Of these the es-

says on the Philosophy of the Hindus in its five principal divisions is un-

que>tionab)y the most important, relating as they do, to a subject which

none who studies the history of the human mind can regard otherwise than

with the greatest interest,—and written with an ability, a mingled pro-

fundity and clearness, which challenges comparison with the best of his

preceding works. A perusal of these five essays—as they were succes-

sively published in the two first volumes of the R. A. S. Transactions, or

as they are now republished with the best of his earlier essays in the se-

lection now presented to our library,—will at once convince every dis.

cerning reader of their immeasurable superiority to any thing that had

been before published on the same subject.”

Mr. Macnaghten presented in the name of Mr. Wilkinson a second

pamphlet by Soobajee Bapoo in Maratha in reply to the Pandits of Poona,

who have defended the Pauranic system of astronomy, in a brochure enti-

tled Avirodha prakita.

A letter from Major Low, dated Province Wellesley, 7th July, proffered

to the Society, a manuscript description ofa political mission to the Siamese

in lower Siam, provided that it could be published complete with the six

drawings attached. Referred to the Committee of Papers.

Literary.

Mr. Wathen invited the Society's notice to a prospectus first made pub-
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lie in the Bomlxiy Courier some manths back, for taking accurate drawings

of the remains in the Adjunta Caves ,
and publishing them by subscription.

Resolved, that the Society subscribe for two copies and circulate the

notice among its members. QSee cover of the present number.]

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Macnaghten forwarding a manuscript

grammar of the Belochee language, by Lieut. Leech of the Bombay En-

gineers.

Extract of a letter from the Hon’ble G. Turnour of Ceylon was read :

stating that he had found by means of the new key, that the Delhi lat in-

scription related to the Dalada relic or sacred tooth of Buddho in Ceylon.

Lieut. Siddons presented a continuation of his translation of the Dadu-

panthx Grantha, the chapter on meditation.

Lieut. E. Conolly forwarded an account of a visit to the ruins of Oujein,

with notice of various coins and antiquities found there : accompanied

with sketches by Lieut. Kewney, including two of the great meteor ob-

served on the 11th January last in central India.

Lieut. Kittoe announced the safe arrival of the Bhubaneswar inscrip-

tion-slabs, which he was about to return to their respective temples.

Physical.

Mr. B. II. IIodgson communicated to the Society copies of correspon-

dence regarding the publication of his work on the Zoology of Xipal, and

of the arrangements he had effected, requesting that the Society would

add such suggestions as to them might appear desirable.

Resolved, that the Society forward the papers (as requested) to Sir A.

Johnston, stating their concurrence in Mr. Hodgson’s views as to the

mode and scale of publication, end urging such support for the work as the

home Society should be able to afford among its members as well as

through its influence with the Honorable Court.

Mr. Hodgson has obtained the valuable aid of Sir Wm. Jardine to superintend
the publication of the plates, which it is proposed to execute in lithography on an
economical scale, so as to make the work a text-book for Indian naturalists rather
than a costly ornament to the drawing room of the rich as intended by Mr. Gould,
who estimated the expence of such an edition at a lakh of rupees ! The descriptive
portion Mr. Hodgson judiciously defers publishing until his return to Europe, and
it will be presented in a convenient octavo form separate from the plates.

A generic and specific account of the Gauri Gau (whose head was lately

exhibited by Mr. Evans to the Society) was also received from Mr.

Hodgson.

Journal of a trip to the Boorenda pass in the Kandwer district of the

Himdlaya, by Lieut. Thomas Hutton, was communicated by Dr. Pearson.

[This paper from its length we fear we shall be obliged to publish piece-meal
;

it contains much that interests the naturalist.]

A Boa Constrictor presented by Mr. R. Gwatkin, stuffed in the museum.

A long-tailed thrush, presented by Dr. L. Burlini.

A crab, set up, varnished, and presented by M. Delessert, who in his

parting note tendered his services to procure objects of interest to the Socie-

ty at Pondicherry, whither he was now proceeding.
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IX.

—

Miscellaneous.

I .—Proportion of rain for different lunar periods at Kandy, Island of Ceylon.
[Extract of a letter from Capt. W. R. Ord.]

As regards this Islaud it may be gratifying to others to learn that through

the kindness and encouragement of Major General Sir John Wilson, command*
ing the forces, I have been enabled to commence a continuous series of two-

hourly registrations of the thermometer, and an hourly one once a week at this

station, on the principle recommended by the British Association in the 1st

vol. of their report, speaking of Devonport ; and a friend in Colombo has kind-

ly assured me he will take charge of a similar operation at that place. Thus I

am induced to hope that this key of Southern India may yet bear its share in

the promotion of science, so fine an example of which the Peninsula is spreading

before us.

The highly interesting explanation of the cause of the different quantities of

rain falling from different heights above tire ground given in the Asiatic Journal

No. 37, led me to calculate what the augmentation of one drop mighc be through

the respective falls, and which appears to be as follows ; namely,

—

In 1000th parts of its own diameter, a drop of rain falling to the earth at

York, gains, from an elevation of

Dunne the warmer During During the

months. the year. colder months.

1r •• 42 56 78

43§ feet. . < ° r or or

1 of its own dia. about j'3
i

• • T 8 . • ±3

1

114 .. 148 202

213 ..{ or or or

1L •• i
i

•• T i

In order to attempt a similar experiment, with the permission of His Excel.

lency the Governor I have established a pluviameter and evaporator on the top

of the Pavilion here, at a height of about 75 feet above those at iny own house,

and also one on a hill about 350 feet above the latter ; from which, when it is

considered that our climate is a perpetual summer, and our average annual fall

of rain nearly 80 inches, I think the result may be worthy of notice.

For those who are interesting themselves in this subject I take the liberty of

adding the following remarks made through a succession of 32 lunations on the

fall of rain from January 1834 to July 183fi ; within five days before the day of

the new moon, or in

fall in inches. comparative fall.

176 days before new moon, .. 53*325 or as • • 100.0

,, after new moon, .. 43*875 to 82-3

,, intermediate, 26*766 • t , . 50-2

,, before full moon, 33-405 »t
62-6

,, after full moon, 28- 07 ft , . 52-6

,, intermediate, 38* 25 „ 71-7

The 176 intermediate are calculated from the actual fall in the 121 and 120

days intervening.

From such statements aberrating rules might perhaps be drawn
;
but it would

appear that allowance ought to be made for extraordinary falls which arise from

circumstances with which wc have little acquaintance, and which, as they can-

not be introduced into general formulae make all our calculations more or less

erroneous.
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2 .—Memorandum of the full of the Barometer at Macao during the severe

Hurricane, on the bth and 6fA August, 1835.

[Communicated by Capt. Henning.]
and hour. Barom. Day and hour. Barom. Day an d hour. Barom.
1 00 P. M 29 47 6th 0 30 \. m. 23.40 6th 4 10 28.90

2 30 29.28 0 45 28.30 4 54 28.37

5 00 29.20 1 20 28.05 5 15 29.02

7 20 29.12 1 25 28.08 6 00 29.08

9 00 29.08 1 45 28.20 6 15 29.12

10 20 28.95 1 55 28.30 7 45 29.20

10 45 28.90 2 00 28.37 8 15 29.21

11 05 28.85 2 25 28.56 8 45 29.23

11 30 28.75 2 45 28.68 9 30 29.27

11 55 28.65 3 10 28.75 10 25 29.30

0 15 28.50 3 40 28.83 11 00 29.34

At 2 p. m. the barometer had risen to 29.42 and it continued to rise to 29.65,

at which point it usually stands during fine weather. The Hurricane commenc-

ed on the evening of the 5th after three or four days very hot weather. Its

greatest violence was on the morning of the 6th about 2 o’clock.

3 .—The Geological Society of London.

On Friday Feb. 17, 1837, the anniversayof this Society was held in Somerset

House. The president, Mr. Lyell, commuuicated to the meeting, that the council

had awarded two Wollaston medals
; one to Captain Cautley, of the Bengal artil-

lery, and the other to Dr. Hugh Falconer, of the Bengal Medical Service for their

geological researches and discoveries in fossil zoology, in the Sewalik or Sub-

Himalayan range of mountains. On presenting the medals to Dr. Royle to transmit

to his friends in India, the president expressed his conviction, how gratifying it

must be to him to be the medium of communicating to Captain Cautley and Dr.

Falconer the high sense entertained of their services to science by the Geological

Society of London, who award these medals as a token of the sympathy they feel for

those so zealously labouring in a distant land for the promotion of a common cause.

The president further stated, that in his address he would treat more fully of the

extent of their labours, and bear testimony to the zeal and industry with which

these gentlemen had investigated the structure of the range extending aloug the

southern base of the Himalayan mouutains, between the Ganges and Sutlege rivers,

as well as to the talent they had displayed in unravelling the anatomical peculiarities

of the extinct genus Sivatherium, aud of new species of other genera; and concluded

by requesting, that in forwarding these medals, the first sent by the Geological

Society to India, that Captain Cautley and Dr. Falconer should be assured of the

unabated interest which the Society take in their researches, together with ardent

hopes for their future welfare and success. Dr. Royle, in reply, said, he did feel

high gratification at being made the medium of transmitting to India the distin-

guished honours conferred by the Geological Society on his friends, Captain

Cautley and Dr. Falconer; as he could himself bear testimony to the zeal which

animated those gentlemen iu the prosecution of geological researches. Having had

opened to their investigation one of the most extensive deposits of fossil remains,

and being without books, without museum, or the aid of skilful naturalists, they

had, undeterred by difficulties, proceeded to the examination of extinct forms, by

making a museum of the skeletons of the animals existing in the forests, the rivers,

and the mountains, of northern India. By these means they had come to decisions

which had been approved of by anatomists, both of Loudon and Paris. He express-

ed, also, his assurance, that the approbation of the Geological Society would not

only stimulate them to fresh exertions, but excite others to follow their example.

—

Literary Gazette, Feb. 25.
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